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PREFACE

This study was motivated by my experience as

Coordinator of the Region G General Assistance Center at

San Diego State University.* On August 1975, I was given

the responsibility for conceptualizing and implementing a

technical assistance delivery system for assisting school

districts in the state of California to meet bilingual

desegregation compliance with federal regulations.

During the first two and one-half years of operation

(1975-1977) the Region G General Assistance Center was

concerned with the responsibility of providing assistance

to districts to meet bilingual desegregation compliance and

with the need to improve and forecast the educational needs

of linguistically and culturally distinct students.

Recognizing that bilingual desegregation requires

substantive and demonstrable changes within a school

district organization, this study sought to identify the

characteristics of the planning process and organizational

and motivational characteristics of school districts that

*Nine General Assistance Centers were established by

the Office of Education, Washington, D.C., to provide_

technical assistance to school districts f^^nd to be in

noncompliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964. The Region G General Assistance Center--Type B is

one of nine federally funded centers whose major goal is

to aid public schools in resolving desegregation problems

directly related to limited-English-speaking studen .

V
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would provide insight as to which characteristics

contribute to the effective development and implementation

of bilingual desegregation compliance plans.

This study has not been sponsored by any organization

or agency and is not intended to represent the official

position of the Region G General Assistance Center or any

of its sponsoring agencies.

Victor Alberto M. Ochoa

January 1978

University of Massachusetts



ABSTRACT

BILINGUAL DESEGREGATION; SCHOOL DISTRICTS'
RESPONSES TO THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW UNDER

THE LAU VS. NICHOLS SUPREME
COURT DECISION

June 1978

Victor Alberto M. Ochoa, B.A., California State
University at Los Angeles; M.S., University of Southern

California, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Professor David R. Evans

The purpose of this study was to identify the basic

characteristics of the planning process, and organizational

and motivational characteristics of the school districts in

Southern California which support or hinder the implemen-

tation of a compliance plan under the Lau vs. Nichols

Supreme Court decision of 1974.

The study begins with an intensive review of the

literature of organizational development and planned

change. The review of the literature identified four

stages of a planning process applicable to the context of

Lau compliance. In addition, the review of the literature

suggested two dimensions of characteristics planning

process and organizational climate for effecting educa-

tional planned change.

The four stages of a planning process for

compliance were used as a framework for identifying and

vii
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operationalizing characteristics of a district's planning

process and organizational climate. For each stage of the

planning process (Determination of Legal Requirements,

Initiation, Implementation, and Incorporation) and

dimension (planning process and organizational climate)

specific characteristics were identified. The identified

characteristics were then used as criteria for assessing

the planning behavior and organizational climate of sixteen

school districts in Southern California involved in the

four-stage planning process of Lau compliance. In

addition, a Likert-type questionnaire was sent to ninety-

four school districts (with a 73 percent response) to

obtain their perceived opinion on what impact the Lau

decision has had on their district and the level of

district involvement and support in complying with the Lau

dGcision. To illustrate the planning behavior of districts

throughout the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance, four case studies were examined.

Four questions were posed in Chapter 1 to facilitate

the identification of basic characteristics of the planning

process, and organizational climate characteristics that

could guide school districts found in noncompliance under

the Lau decision in their efforts to meet Title VI require-

ments. The results described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 allow

for some generalizations.
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The study suggests that most school districts

complying with the Lau decision meet compliance require-

ments through minimal efforts that have little affect on

the existing district curricula. The administrative

leadership of most districts does not involve community

persons in the development and implementation of educa-

tional master plans. It also does not take an active role

in the implementation of educational strategies. Finally,

it fails to re-allocate resources and to defend negative

political forces opposing bilingual desegregation. In

enforcing the Lau compliance process, the United States

Office for Civil Rights generally exert their legal power

on the developmental stages of Lau compliance rather than

on the implementation and incorporation stages. The study

also indicates that a receptive district setting toward

bilingual desegregation is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for effective implementation of Lau compliance.

The study concludes by identifying the planning

process characteristics, and organizational and motiva-

tional characteristics that are most crucial to the

implementation of bilingual desegregation plans under the

Lau decision.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

During the concluding third of the twentieth century

man will increasingly see the impossible become the rule.

As social unrest and resulting fundamental societal changes

take place throughout the nation, educational decision

makers will be increasingly required to focus on and assume

their responsibility for producing students who are equally

educated (Forbes, 1971) . The implied mandate to keep up

with cultural, social and technological change will be to

have educational systems that are responsive to the

educational needs and concerns that confront people of

different life styles, values, and cultural backgrounds,

while affecting the cultural orientation of the teaching

profession and the practice of education.

Educational systems, nonetheless, have failed to

recognize the need of the culturally and linguistically

different child. Most school districts of the nation have

consistently failed to accept the reality of different

cultures within our national boundaries. Blacks, native

Americans, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans are treated

as though they were recalcitrant, undereducated, middle-

class Americans of northern European heritage instead of

1
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what they really are: members of culturally differentiated

enclaves with their own communication systems, insti-

tutions, and values (Hall, 1973) .

The expectation of the educational system towards the

minority child as he enters school has been to teach the

child to change his behavior in order for him/her to be

able to participate and survive in the mainstream of

American society.

Whatever the effort toward acculturation or assimi-
lation, total acceptance by American society is
denied to them because of "obvious" racial, cultural
and linguistic differences; and to be "different" in
American society means to be ostracized and to be
viewed as unacceptable because "you" don't fit the
Anglo-American stereotype. (Cardenas et al., 1972:6)

The implication of viewing the culturally and linguistic-

ally different child as different and needing to assimilate

to the value system of American society implies that the

child is socially deficient, disadvantaged, and culturally

deprived (Stent and Hazard, 1973) . Schools in the United

States have functioned to domesticate the culturally

different child. Within the present educational apparatus,

students suffer from institutionalized discrimination

through I.Q. testing, classroom ability grouping, and

negative teacher attitudes (Knowles and Prewitt, 1969)

.

An historical overview of American education presents

an educational system that is generally guided by

conforming middle-class values, interaction with middle-

class students who possess the same value orientation or
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are in the process of acquiring it. Minority students or

students from low-income communities whose needs and values

do not necessarily conform are more likely to become drop-

out statistics (Zintz, 1971). Educators, during the period

of 1954 to 1977, have been faced with social movements,

federal mandates. Civil Rights legislation, and minority

social consciousness. They have been forced to deal with

racism, sexism, and classism, only to offer clinical band-

aid approaches to improve living and educational conditions

for Blacks, Chicanes, and native Americans. Token programs

without major societal changes have only increased the

breeding of ignorance, superstition, provincialism and

irrational fears and hatred among the have and have-nots of

American society (Coleman et al., 1966) . The result of

token federal programs, such as Title I and Title VII, for

the "disadvantaged" child has led to two perspectives:

The perseverance of two perspectives has been
particularly damaging to the Mexican American and

should be reversed. The first of these is the

cultural deficit perspective. The second is the

obsessive view that educational reform can occur

if one hits upon the right workbook for children

or the right behavior modification technique or

even the right classroom arrangement. If

educational reform is to occur it must be based

on a macrocosmic view of the educational system

and the society whose interests it promotes and

transmits. (Cardenas, 1974:209)

The response to redirect education towards a more

compatible and equal educational system has led to

tructure education upon radically different
proposals to res
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values, and to work tov/ard the destruction of its

oppressive qualities enabling the development of a system

which is directed toward producing equally educated

children and youth without compromising their integrities

(Coleman et al., 1966).

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1971a, c, 1972a, b,

1973b, 1974) in its analysis of the educational system's

response to the Mexican American in the Southwest conducted

research designed to answer three basic questions:

(1) What current practices in Southwestern schools
appeal significantly to affect educational
opportunities for Mexican Americans?

(2) What current conditions appear significantly
to affect educational opportunities for
Mexican Americans?

(3) What are the significant relationships between
practices and conditions and educational
outcomes for Mexican Americans?

The Commission in its published findings reported in

Reports I (1971a) and II (1971c) that schools are deficient

in:

1. An inability to hold many minority students

through 12 years of schooling.
2. Consistently low reading achievement which

thwarts success in other academic disciplines.

3. Extensive classroom failures which necessitate
grade repetition.

4. Resultant over-ageness of the student who has

been left behind.
5. Lack of student participation in extracurricular

activities

.

Report III (1972a) reported that in the Southwest

schools omit the history, heritage and folklore of the

Mexican American child in their curricula, which expresses
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the schools' lack of responsiveness to the Chicano

community.

In Report IV (1972b) , the Commission examined public

school finances in the state of Texas and reported that

Texas school finance system results in discrimination

against Mexican American school children; with almost twice

as much money spent on the Anglo child as on the Mexican

American child.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in Report V

(1973b) found marked disparity in the treatment of students

by teachers of both Anglo and Mexican American origin. The

Commission found:

1. That teachers praise or encourage Anglo
students considerably more often than
Mexican Americans;

2. That teachers use and build upon the ideas
of Anglo students much more frequently
than those of Mexican American students;

3. That teachers direct questions to Mexican
American students much less often than

they do to Anglo students.

In Report VI (1974) , the Commission addressed itself

to issues of curriculum and language, student placement,

and the enforcement of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights

Act that deals with desegregation issues. The Commission

found that one of three conditions have existed in most

school districts in the Southwest:

1. too little was being done;

2. nothing was being done; or

3. the wrong thing was being done.



All of the six reports by the Commission of Civil

Rights reflect the failure of the educational system to

6

adequately adapt its programs to the needs of the Chicano

student; and by implication, to the needs of the culturally

and linguistically distinct child.

Arciniega (1973:161-180) identifies four educational

issues that the schools must confront in order to redirect

their services to meeting the needs of the culturally and

linguistically distinct child.

1. The role of education in promulgating racism
and unequal opportunities for minority groups.

2. The role educational systems should play in
actively seeking solutions to pressing social
problems, e.g., to the four major societal
problems of our time: War, Poverty, Ecology,
and Racism.

3. How to develop culturally relevant programs
with specified objectives designed to promote
personal and social well-being in our
culturally and linguistically different youth.

4 . The role of education as an agent for social

mobility

.

The four educational issues touch on concerns that

call for the total structure of American society to open

its doors of equal opportunity-- judicial ,
economic,

political, and educational—not in rhetoric but in broad-

based social, political, and educational action.

Identification of the Problem

The primary goal of education is to facilitate all

students to develop in accordance with the life style and

social values of their community and to enable them to
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function adequately both within their community and within

the dominant society in America (Bernier, 1973)

.

A view of education from the perspective of the

culturally and linguistically different communities reveals

a large discrepancy between expectations and reality that

give rise to minority community charges that the American

educational system has failed them and their demands for

drastic changes in the educational system (Forbes, 1971)

.

The failure of the present educational institution to

provide the culturally and linguistically different student

with the opportunity to develop fully his/her social and

intellectual capabilities can be attributed to the scarcity

of culturally pluralistic educational programs in a mono-

cultural educational system. Jaramillo (1973) , Carter

(1970), and Cardenas (1974) point to the fact that most of

the institutions in society, because of the way the United

States has developed, are monolingual and monocultural in

nature. Since the educational system is a reflection of

society, it too is monolingual and monocultural in nature.

The school system of the U.S. mirrors a monocultural

teaching staff. Ethridge (1973) states that in order to

bring about equity and parity for minorities, 211,000 more

minority teachers must be hired for the country's public

schools to bring the minority educator/minority pupil ratio

to the national teacher/pupil ratio of 1 to 22.5. Ethridge

proposes that the Nation's schools need to add about
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116,000 Black teachers; 84,500 Spanish-speaking teachers;

7,400 native American teachers; and 3,000 Asian-American

teachers. Garcia (1976) projects these figures to be much

higher, based on 1974-1975 data.

While schools reflect a monocultural staff,

curriculum programs, and educational policies, cultural

incompatibilities between culturally and linguistically

different students and the traditional school predominate.

Cardenas (1974:176-177) describes the incompatibilities in

three generalizations:

1. School personnel are usually unaware of the
cultural characteristics of the minority
school population;

2. School personnel aware of the cultural
characteristics of minority groups
invariably do nothing about them; and

3. When the school attempts to do something
concerning cultural characteristics of

minority groups, it almost invariably does

the wrong thing.

The problem of how to provide equal opportunities to

Americans of all different ethnic and linguistic back-

grounds has become one of this country's most pressing

domestic issues. Two current major educational positions

proposing equality of schooling are equal access and

equal "benefits." Equal access implies that every ethnic

group has an equal opportunity to attend an equally staffed

and equally supplied school. The equal benefits view

emphasizes that an equal opportunity is provided only when
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each group accrues equal benefits from schooling. In the

equal "access" point of view, the educational system is

responsible only for exposing students to common

educational curricula, making the student responsible for

taking advantage of the equal education provided. In the

equal benefits view, on the other hand, the school assumes

responsibility for students' progress. The school

acknowledges the learning acquired by students during school

hours and takes into account community, home, language,

and cultural influences on students' learning styles.

The challenge of our schools to provide equal

educational benefits to the Chicano can be summarized in

six major problem areas (Arciniega, 1977)

.

1. Inadequate treatment and presentation of the

historical, cultural, and economic contributions

made by Mexican Americans in the curricular

programs of the schools.

2. Pejorative and pathological perspective regarding

the appropriateness, worth, and status of the

Spanish language as a bona fide medium of

instruction in the classroom.

3. Underrepresentation of Chicanos on school district

staffing patterns: teachers, administrators,

counselors, etc.

4. Lack of authentic involvement of the Mexican

American community in the decision making
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structures of the school system.

5. Testing, counseling, and guidance programs and

processes which are based on a cultural deficit

perspective.

6. Educational policies that promote the American-

ization of the Chicane student through hiring

policies, school finance, curriculum, and lack of

community input to the schools' curricula.

In response to the incongruent services provided by

schools to minority students, federal and state enactments

since 1970 have been requiring school districts in

California to provide equal educational opportunity to all

the limited and non-English-speaking students under Title

VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare Memorandum of 25 May 1970, and the

Lau V. Nichols Supreme Court decision of January 1974.

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act requires that

—

no person in the United States shall, on the grounds

of race, color, or national origin, be excluded

from participation in, be denied the benefits of,

or be subjected to discrimination under any program

or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Prior to 1970, the federal agencies responsible for

enforcing the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court and the

1964 Civil Rights Act largely ignored both segregation and

discriminatory practices denying Mexican Americans,

^Sec. 601, Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252

(1964); 42 U.S.C. 5 2000d (1965).
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Puerto Ricans, Orientals, American Indians, and other

national origin minority group students equal access to

the full benefits of equal educational opportunity. In

attempting to enforce Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

(CRA '64) the Office of Civil Rights of HEW issued the

Memorandum of 25 May 1970 focusing national attention on

the civil rights of national origin minority group children

in the schools of the United States. The HEW Memorandum of

25 May 1970 called for all school districts in the nation

that had 5 percent or more national origin minority chil-

dren to correct their educational services in regard to the

specific language problems of ethnic minority children by

eliminating (1) unequal access to effective participation

in the educational program offered by a school district,

(2) segregation through tracking ability grouping, and

assignment to classes for the mentally retarded, and (3)

the exclusion of their parents from the process by which

2
the district provides information. However, since few

districts in the nation were monitored, it was not until

the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court decision that school

districts begun to address these issues.

In 1974 the United States Supreme Court addressed the

issue of whether a school district has the affirmative duty

to provide language instruction to national origin

^Refer to Appendix A for a copy of the HEW Memorandum

of 25 May 1970.



minority students whose first language is other than

English and who require special language instruction in

order to participate in the educational process (Lau v.

12

Nichols , 414 U.S. 563 [1974]) . The District Court had

found that 2,856 students of Chinese ancestry were in the

San Francisco, California school system and did not speak

English. Of those that had that language deficiency, about

1,000 were given supplemental courses in the English

language; approximately 1,800 were not receiving any

special lingual services. The Supreme Court was not asked

to fashion a specific remedy, rather the issue of affir-

mative duties on the part of the school system to address

the lingual problem was at hand. The Court cited Section

601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d)

,

Title VI regulations, and the HEW Memorandum of 25 May

. . 3
1970 to arrive at their decision.

Thus, the Supreme Court, in the Lau v. Nichols Court

decision found that a school district's failure to provide

non-English-speaking students with a program to deal with

their language needs is a violation of Title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Supreme Court held:

There is no equality of treatment merely by

providing students with the same facilities,

textbooks, teachers, and curriculum for

students who do not understand English are

^Refer to Appendix B for a summary of the Lau v

Nichols Decision and subsequent interpretation.
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effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education. (414 U.S. Reports 563 [1974])

In addition, the Court called for affirmative action

by the school districts to overcome language barriers:

Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes national origin
minority group children from effective par-
ticipation in the educational program offered
by a school district, the district must take
affinnative steps to rectify the language
deficiency in order to open its instructional
program to these students. (414 U.S. Reports
563 [1974])

To comply with the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court

decision school districts are being required to make

provisions for instructional programs in a language under-

standable to each limited English-speaking and

non-English-speaking student. In the state of California

this court decision affects approximately one million

national origin minority students.

The majority of these students are found in 154 school

districts that have been identified by the Office for Civil

Rights as potentially in noncompliance with Title VI

regulations.^ In Southern California ninety-four school

districts are actively seeking guidance for the purpose of

developing educational master plans to meet Lau compliance.

^Refer to Appendix C for HEW News Release listing

school districts.
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Setting of the Study

In the State of California 646 out of 1,040 public

school districts have 5 percent or more Spanish-surname

students. These districts are located in forty of fifty-

eight counties. In the Spring of 1975, the Office for

Civil Rights identified 157 California school districts as

potentially in noncompliance with Title VI. Since July

1975, over eighty school districts have been officially

notified of their noncompliance status. Failure to comply

with the Title VI regulations may result in suspension,

termination or refusal to grant federal financial

assistance

.

In July 1975, the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare issued a memorandum specifying remedies available

to school districts for the elimination of past educational

practices ruled unlawful under the Lau v. Nichols Supreme

Court Decision (Lau Task Force Remedies) . The effect of

the memorandum is that a large number of school districts

found in noncompliance with Title VI regulations have

developed plans to meet the educational needs of limited

and non-English-speaking (LES/NES) students.

^R0 f0r to Appendix D for a description of the Task

Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available for

Eliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful under

Lau V. Nichols.
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The iinplications of the Lau v. Nichols decision, based

on the Title VI regulations and HEW policy guidelines

issued on 25 May 1970 to school districts throughout the

nation are such that districts must systematically and

validly

:

1 . Ascertain which of their students have a language

other than English.

2. Ascertain the language dominance and abilities of

their students.

3. Ascertain the achievement characteristics of their

students.

4. Match an educational program to the characteris-

tics of the students.

5. Implement an instructional program that provides

for proficiency in the English language and

maintains student academic achievement at grade

level or better.

6. Provide certificated instructional personnel that

are linguistically and culturally familiar with

the background of the students to be served.

7. Implement an educational plan with or without the

resources of federal assistance.

In identifying who is a Lau student, a district must

define and implement a student language identification

process and assess his/her cognitive skills in the

language. A Lau student is identified as speaking a
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language other than English if:

1. The student's first acquired language is other

than English.

2. The language most often spoken by the student is

other than English.

3. The language most often spoken in the student's

home is other than English, regardless of the

language spoken by the student.

Twenty or more students of the same language other than

English necessitate a meaningful instructional program

under the Lau Task Force Remedies. The model of the

instructional program is determined by each school district;

however, the model must meet the needs of the students

rather than the needs of the school staff and resources

.

In reference to the type of instructional programs

that are acceptable under the Task Force Remedies for Lau

compliance, an English as a Second Language (ESL) program

is not effective and not acceptable at the elementary or

intermediate levels because it does not consider the

cognitive development of the student. At the secondary

level, ESL programs are allowed because of the time factor

involved; however, the intent of the Task Force Remedies is

to insure that NES/LES students are able to participate in

the regular school program as soon as possible and will be

able to achieve as well as other students in the regular

school program. If necessary prerequisite skills in the
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native language have not been taught, some form of basic

instruction or enrichment activities in the native language

must be provided by the district. The instructional

programs recommended by the Task Force Remedies for Lau

I compliance are as follows:

j

1. Bilingual-bicultural . To provide all students

the opportunity to become bilingual and bicultural

and to allow NES/LES students the opportunity to

i
maintain and develop their home language and

i

i

: culture while learning English and acquiring

academic skills in their native language.

2. Multilingual-multicultural. To provide all
I

students the opportunity to participate in more

I than one culture and language while allowing

NES/LES students to maintain and develop their
I

j

home language and culture while learning English

I and acquiring academic skills in their native
I

I

' language.

!

3. Transitional-bilingual. To incorporate NES/LES

' students into the mainstream of the English
I

j

language school program as soon as possible by
I

( .....
developing academic skills in their native

j

language while promoting proficiency in English.

4. ESL (acceptable at the secondary level only; also,

;
if prerequisite skills have not been taught, those

skills must be developed in the home language of

I
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the student): To provide instruction to NES/LES

students in the official language used in the

schooling process and to develop a competency in

the English language that will enable those

students to function and achieve in the regular

school program.

In addition, as school districts are required to

develop a comprehensive educational plan to meet the needs

of LES and NES students, major efforts need to be made in

assessing available resources of time, staff, money, space,

curriculum, and in the systematic acquisition, redirection,

adaptation, and utilization of these resources to meet the

objectives of the district plan.

A district plan submitted to HEW/Office for Civil

Rights is unacceptable if it consists of unrealistic

time-outcome expectations and limited objectives which are

inadequate to meet the educational needs of LES and NES

students. Thus, a district must establish educational

objectives and realistic time-outcome expectations relative

to the Lau Task Force Remedies giving an indication of an

intent to systematically allocate resources and personnel

to implement the plan.

In order to assist districts in meeting Title VI

(CRA '64) regulations as a result of the Lau v. Nichols

decision. Congress authorized the establishment, through

the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) , of nine regional
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Type B General Assistance Centers to provide technical

assistance to districts declared to be in noncompliance

with the Office for Civil Rights regulations.

The Region G Lau Center (Type B General Assistance

Center) was established in 1975 to assist school districts

in Southern California in the development of master plans.

(See Fig. 1.) The Region G Lau Center is administered by

the Institute for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego State

University; and it services Southern California school

districts in ten counties:

San Luis Obispo Kern

San Bernardino Santa Barbara

Ventura Los Angeles

Orange Riverside

San Diego Imperial

In these ten counties, approximately 335 school

districts serve some 2,800,000 students, of whom to date

approximately 290,000 have been identified as non-English-

speaking or limited speaking (NES/LES) by the California

State Department of Education Survey, 1975-76.

As of Summer 1977, the Office for Civil Rights had

found fifty-four school districts within the Region G

service area to be in noncompliance with the Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act. The fifty-four include the largest

districts in Southern California and those with the

largest NES/LES students within Region G are not providing
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equal educational opportunities as defined by the Office

for Civil Rights.

Racial and ethnic segregation is prevalent within the

whole Region G Lau Center service area. Approximately

889,000 students have been identified by the courts as

suffering from segregation. Court orders to desegregate

have been issued for the largest school districts,

including Los Angeles Unified, San Diego Unified, San

Bernardino Unified, and Oxnard School District. Each of

these districts has also been found in noncompliance with

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. While the court orders

referred to above are aimed specifically at Type A

desegregation issues (concern with racial isolation) , there

are within these districts large numbers of segregated

LES/NES students as well.

The pattern of racial, ethnic and linguistic

segregation revealed in these major school districts is

clearly repeated in many smaller districts not presently

under court order to desegregate nor currently under

notification of noncompliance by the Office for Civil

Rights

.

The Region G Lau Center has provided assistance to

school districts in Southern California in their formu-

lation of compliance plans and in prescribing alternative

solutions for multilingual instructional needs. The major

goal of the Lau Center has been to aid public schools in
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resolving desegregation problems directly related to

students who speak a language other than English.

Since the Fall of 1975, the Lau Center, through a six-

phase technical assistance process has enabled school

districts in noncompliance with Title VI regulations to

develop comprehensive educational plans to meet the

linguistic and conceptual needs of limited and non-English-

speaking students.^

During its first year, the Region G Lau Center

provided technical assistance to fifty-six school districts.

The Lau Center developed a comprehensive and sequential

process for delivery of technical assistance services to

mesh v/ith district plans for long-range and permanent

change to provide equal education to NES/LES students.

During its second year, fiscal year 1976-77, the

Region G Lau Center provided technical assistance to

ninety-four school districts. Of the ninety-four, forty-

seven were school districts found in noncompliance by the

Office for Civil Rights.

Forty-seven school districts who have not been found

to be in noncompliance with Title VI requested and received

technical assistance from the Lau Center during 1976-77.

In keeping with the Office for Civil Rights policy of

encouraging voluntary compliance with Title VI, the Region

^Refer to Appendix E for Region G Lau Center Six Phase

Technical Assistance Process.
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G Lau Center has placed much importance on responding to

such voluntary requests for assistance.

Blowever, a major concern of the Region G Lau Center

has been two vital factors that determine a school

district's potential for achieving significant results in

7bilingual desegregation:

1. District commitment to meeting bilingual

desegregation needs.

2. School district characteristics favorable to

accomplishing significant educational change to

meet Title VI regulations.

Thus, it is the focus of this study to identify what

are the necessary characteristics that guide districts

found in noncompliance under the Lau v. Nichols decision to

meet Title VI compliance requirements and meet the bilin-

gual desegregation needs of limited English-speaking

students

.

Purpose of the Study

This study seeks to identify the basic characteristics

of the planning process, and organizational and motiva-

tional characteristics of the school districts in Southern

California which support or hinder the implementation of a

"^Region G Lau Center staff retreat, April 1977.
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compliance plan under the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court

decision.

In the course of identifying major characteristics of

an educational planning process, and organizational and

motivational climate of the school districts pursuing Lau

compliance, this study will seek to address the following

questions:

1. What are the basic characteristics of an

educational planning process proposed by the

literature of organizational development and

planned change for resolving desegregation

problems under the Lau v. Nichols decision?

2. What are the organizational and motivational

characteristics proposed by the literature of

organizational development and planned change

for supporting bilingual desegregation under the

Lau V. Nichols decision?

3. Which characteristics of the educational planning

process are necessary for developing and imple-

menting an educational master plan to comply with

the Lau V. Nichols decision?

4. What is the relationship of the characteristics

of the educational planning process to the

planning and implementation behavior of observed

school districts complying with Title VI (CRA '64)

regulations under the Lau decision?
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Procedures of the Study

The procedures used for implementing this study

include the following:

1. A selective review of the literature of organiza-

tional development and planned change identified

the major characteristics of educational planning

processes as proposed by the major writers in the

field. Library searches viere conducted at the

main libraries of San Diego State University,

University of California at San Diego, University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, and through the U.S.

Office of Education.

2. An opinion survey, involving ninety-four school

districts in Southern California, identified by

the U.S. Office for Civil Rights as potentially

in noncompliance with the 1964 Civil Rights Act,

was developed and mailed to district adminis-

trators responsible for the development of

educational master plans to meet Title VI

(CRA '64) regulations. The survey sought to find

out what factors, involvement and constraints are

faced by school districts seeking to meet the Lau

V. Nichols Supreme Court decision. The results of

the survey were analyzed by a chi-square test of

statistical significance.
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The identified basic characteristics of educa-

tional planning process and organizational and

26

motivational characteristics as derived from the

literature were taken as criteria for examining

the educational planning processes of sixteen

school districts developing and implementing

educational master plans to meet Title VI (CRA '64)

regulations

.

4. Case studies of four school districts were under-

taken as part of this study. The four school

districts were selected from a list of districts

found in noncompliance with Title VI (CRA '64)

regulations and which have undertaken a planning

and implementation process to develop

educational master plans for compliance. These

cases were researched through on-site visits,

review of available documents, and open-ended,

in-depth interviews with people who are involved

intimately with the districts.

5. Interviews with U.S. Office for Civil Rights

personnel and U.S. Office for Equal Opportunity

officials provided more detailed information and

clarification on the noncompliance status and

requirements of school districts in Southern

California

.
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Importance of the Study

The educational concern facing our multicultural

society in the latter part of the 1970s is whether American

society will enforce an educational policy of cultural

imperialism—education as adaptation to the majority

society by means of establishing schools which inculcate

the values of the dominant culture (Glazer and Moynihan,

1970; Inkoff, 1970; Cornoy, 1974); or of cultural

isolation—education as separatist cultural and political

fragmentation by means of equal but separate education

(Knowles and Prewitt, 1969; Epps, 1974) ; or of cultural

pluralism—education that begins where people are, by

means of providing for their development while affirming

the value of diversity and the right of people to make

decisions in matters affecting their lives (Stent and

Hazard, 1973) . This study supports the position of

cultural pluralism through the identification of basic

characteristics of an educational planning process that

guides school districts in meeting Title VI (CRA '64)

regulations and compliance with the Lau v. Nichols

decision

.

This study will also contribute to the development

and operationalization of educational planning process

strategies to meet the educational needs of culturally and

linguistically distinct children. Figure 2 provides
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possible contributions that the study will make to federal,

state and court educational mandates.

Assumptions of the Study

1 . Education has failed to meet the educational needs

of the linguistically and culturally distinct

child.

2. School districts are committed to developing and

implementing educational master plans for meeting

the educational needs of limited and non-English-

speaking students

.

3 . The development and implementation of an

educational master plan reflects the input of

community people, school district personnel, and

students

.

4. The implementation of an educational master plan

promotes the active participation of the respec-

tive limited and non-English-speaking communities.

5. The conceptual framework of an educational master

plan will complement and reflect the notion of

equal educational benefits.

6. Cultural Pluralism is a desirable concept that

values highly the recognition, acceptance, and

support of all cultures, as well as the respect

for human dignity and human differences.
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7 . Culturally pluralistic education provides a viable

foundation for developing a richness of life in our

society, deriving from the unique strengths of each

of its parts.

8. School districts—Lau contact/liaison persons will

react candidly and honestly in a series of

interviews and to an opinion survey concerning

factors, involvement and constraints faced by

their districts in responding to the Lau v.

Nichols decision.

Limitations of the Study

1. A selective review of the literature of organi-

zational development and planned change was made

to identify those basic characteristics of an

educational planning process.

2. The study only examined the educational planning

process of school districts identified by the U.S.

OCR as potentially in noncompliance with Title VI

regulations

.

3. School districts selected for the study were

identified by the U.S. Office for Civil Rights as

potentially in noncompliance with Title VI.

4. School districts selected for the study are all

located in Southern California and within the

service area of the Region G Lau Center

.
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5. School districts selected for the study have a

significant proportion of Lau students and have

requested technical assistance from the Region G

Lau Center to meet Title VI regulations.

6. The results of the study will only be

generalizable to school districts developing

educational master plans to meet the Lau v.

Nichols decision.

Definitions of Terms

B ilingual Desegregation . Applies to school districts

in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

(42 U.S. C. 2000d) for excluding national origin minority

students who are not proficient in the English Inaguage

from effective participation in the educational program

offered by the district.

Chicano . Another term used to identify members of the

Mexican American community.

Culturally and Linguistically Distinct Child . This

study will use this term to refer to a child whose major

language and culture differs from that of the dominant

American society.

Equal Access to Schooling . The view which contends

that equal educational opportunity is attained when

different segments of the population have a roughly equal

opportunity to compete for the benefits of the educational
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system, e.g., equal access to school for all who wish to

attend, that schools be roughly equal as regards quality of

staff, materials and facilities.

Equal Benefits to Schooling . The view that focuses on

the distribution of the benefits derived from the

educational system and places the responsibility of student

success on the school; equality of education is said to

exist only if there is an equal benefits situation and not

merely equal access.

Educational Master Plan . A detailed plan of educa-

tional services to be provided to students under the Lau v.

Nichols Supreme Court decision (1974) that is consistent

with the outlined approaches of the HEW/OCR Task Force

Findings

.

Federal Regulations . Rules set by the United States

government in Washington, D.C. which must be followed in

school programs.

Lau Center . A center supported by Title IV (ESAA)

funds of the federal government to assist school districts

develop plans to assist non-English and limited English-

speaking students in obtaining equal benefits from school

programs

.

Lau V. Nichols . Supreme Court decision stating that

the failure of a school district to provide for the special

linguistic needs of limited and non-English-speaking

students is a violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
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which bans discrimination in any program receiving federal

financial assistance.

Lau Student . Any student whose home, first, or

preferred/comfortable language is other than English and

who is underachieving and below grade level in his/her

linguistic and academic skills in English.

Limited English-Speaking (LES) . A student who speaks

a language other than English in the home environment and

who is less capable of performing schoolwork in English

than in the other language.

May 25th Memorandum . Used regularly to refer to a

memorandum released by the Director, Office for Civil

Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, on

May 25, 19 70, regarding the identification of discrimination

and denial of services on the basis of national origin.

Noncompliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 . A district violating federal regulations that

prohibit discrimination on the grounds of race, color, or

national origin. Under the Lau decision, districts are

required to develop specific compliance plans to eliminate

discriminatory educational practices, including the effects

of past practices.

Non-English-Speaking (NES) . A student who communicates

in a language other than English and is unable to conduct

basic conversation in English or to participate in English

classroom instruction.
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Task Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available for

Past EducationaX Piracticas Rulad Unlawful undGir

Lau V. Nichols (TFR) . A s©t of guidlinss rGcoininGnd.6d by

thG OfficG for Civil Rights to noncompliant school

districts to assist thorn in formulating an ©ducational

mastor plan which will constitute appropriate affirmative

steps to be taken by the district to open its instructional

programs to meet the educational needs of Lau students.

Title VI Civil Rights Act (CRA *64) . Federal

regulations that forbid discrimination because of race,

color or national origin in any program or activity

receiving federal aid.



CHAPTER I I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter will present a review of selected

literature to identify the necessary and sufficient

characteristics of an educational planning and imple-

mentation process that guide school districts to develop

and implement comprehensive educational master plans to

meet federal educational regulations under the Lau v.

Nichols Supreme Court decision of 1974. The review of the

literature covers eight areas in the field of organiza-

tional change, organizational development, and educational

planning

:

1. The intervention process as a change agent

2. Educational innovation and planned change

3. Organizational development as a strategy of social

intervention

4 . Implementation of educational innovation

5. Planned change as a strategy of social

intervention

6. Organizational change through collaboration

7. Organizational climate and change

8. Power coercive approaches to effecting change

The literature of organizational development (Bennis

and Schein, 1969; Havelock, 1969; Lippitt, Watson, and

35
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Westley, 1958) generally agrees that federal efforts to

promote educational changes have resulted in little

consistent and stable improvement in student outcomes. The

reasons given for this apparent failure center on the

following explanations:

1. Schools are already having the maximum possible
effect; new practices, then cannot be expected
to make a difference.

2. Educational change ideas and approaches tried
thus far are inadequate.

3. Change in student outcome has occurred, but the
measurement and analyses are inappropriate or
insensitive

.

4. Educational change practices are not developed
nor implemented as desired. (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1975a:5)

The first and second points cannot be judged because,

as the third explanation maintains, evaluators of

educational change are faced with conceptual and method-

ological problems of knowing what to measure. These

research difficulties suggest the examination of the fourth

explanation. The bridge between a desired educational

practice and its impact on students is implementation, but

educational change seldom is implemented as desired and

planned (Miles, 1964; Coleman, 1972; Rein, 1970)

.

Further, educational change attempts may result in

disappointing outcomes not because of inadequacies of the

educational practice envisioned, but because of the dif-

ficult and uncertain process of planning and implementing

educational change practices in an educational system that

resists change (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975a; Bennis, 1966;
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Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1971; Havelock, 1969;

Miles, 1964; Rein, 1970; Smith, 1971).

The areas to be covered by the review of literature

for the most part reflect theories that apply to institu-

tions and organizations outside of public education.

Outside the field of education, theories of planned change,

organizational development and social intervention are used

to increase the productivity and profits of an organization

that competes in the open market. School districts being

tax supported are not directly dependent on the market to

sell their product. A district may implement an educa-

tional innovation because of available federal or state

monies to further assist students in their academic

development, to deal with community pressure for specific

educational programs or to meet federal or state

regulations in providing equal educational opportunities

for students. Thus, a school district may initiate

innovations for opportunistic reasons or for problem-

solving motives. As the innovation is adapted by the

district, the innovation has to fit into the curriculum

framework of the district and there is nothing in the

setting that directly forces the district to either carry

out the innovation or lose its clients.

In reviewing this chapter the reader should focus on

the following aspects:

1. What are the planning stages in developing and
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implementing an innovation?

2. What characteristics and factors are necessary for

guiding organizations to develop and implement an

innovation?

3. What organizational climate and motivational

characteristics are important for developing and

implementing an innovation?

In addition, the reader should relate the above-

mentioned questions to school districts required by the

federal government to develop an educational master plan

(innovation) to meet the academic and linguistic needs of

students whose first, home or preferred language is other

than English.

The Intervention Process as a Change Agent

A change agent is a person or group of persons whose

mission is to encourage an institution to change. The

change agent concept has been defined by Lippitt, Watson,

and Westley (1958) as a person who has the skills necessary

to help a client work out problems in an integrated step-

by-step sequence. Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1969) compiled

readings on the roles, objectives, and methods of the

change agent in The Planning of Change . The change agent

may be external or internal to the organization. The

internal change agent described by Havelock (1969, 1973a) is

seen as more advantageous than the external change agent.
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since the insider possesses intimate knowledge of the

organization to which the outsider is not privy. Other

change theorists (Lippitt, Watson, and Westley, 1958)

discuss the external change agent as a person who can

provide the change perspective necessary to produce

significant change in existing organizational behavior

patterns only if that person is highly skilled and

sensitive to the goals of the organization.

Whether the change agent is internal or external to

the organization being assisted, the literature reveals the

importance of four areas of the intervention process by

change agents (Crocker et al., 1976; Bennis and Schein,

1969; Havelock, 1969, 1973a; Schon, 1971; Berman and

McLaughlin, 1975a; Lippitt, Watson, and Westley, 1968)

.

These are (1) the source of power of the change agent; (2)

the role of the change agent; (3) the value context of the

change process; and (4) the strategies of the implementa-

tion used. The four areas of the intervention process are

briefly discussed under each heading.

Source of power of the change agent . Bennis and Schein

(1969) state that the change agent derives influence with

an institution when the client sees the change agent as

possessing skills, competence, and expert power.

Recognition of his expert power is derived from the

agent's occupying a position in some organization that
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bestows the authority and confirms the expertise. The

change agent is seen as having a positive influence by the

institution receiving assistance when the agent is per-

ceived as possessing expert power and experienced as using

a noncoercive approach. The noncoercive status of a change

agent is seen as an important factor in providing technical

assistance to an institution, specifically in cases where

the federal government funds an agency or institution to

assist school districts to meet federal regulations

(Crocker et al., 1976). Furthermore, the change agent

becomes effective as collaboration develops between the

institution receiving assistance and the change agent in

setting goals and strategies for change (Havelock, 1961;

Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969; Lippitt, VJatson, and

Westley , 1958)

.

Role of the change agent . Bennis and Schein (1969) specify

four factors that affect the role of the change agent: (1)

professionalism, (2) marginalism, (3) ambiguity, and (4)

insecurity and risk. In reference to the role of

professionalism, the change agent must rely on a body of

knowledge with the needs of the client as the focus of

the services to be provided. In regard to the role of

marginalism the change agent is faced with the inability

to directly participate in the change process and is

generally detached from the day— to—day realities of the
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institution. The ambiguity of the role of the change

agent relates to the job position s/he undertakes. And,

lastly, the insecurity and risk of the change agent's

role is created by the process of change which itself may

at any stage move the client to choose not to receive

further assistance.

Value context of the change agent . This is the crucial

area of change agent theory in which advocacy differs from

the change process. Hampden-Turner (1971) and Schon (1979)

describe this type of advocacy by stating that the change

agent takes a value position and then looks for clients

who are supportive. Other writers speak of the true change

agent model as one that demands more commitment to the

organization's goals, which may call for shifts in the

client's orientation of the change agent throughout the

relationship (Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969; Harrison and

Hopkins, 1967; Kelman, 1965). In taking a value position

in the change process the change agent is faced with the

probability of advocating a value position that is

incompatible with the goals of the institution being

assisted. In the case of federal programs providing

technical assistance to educational institutions, the

federal programs generally take a noncoercive role to fit

their assistance into the institution's perception of its
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educational goal (Crocker et al., 1976).

Strategies of intervention . Argyris (1962) and Blansfield

(1959) assert that change can succeed only if it begins

at the top and percolates down, signifying that the point

of highest command must be the initiating force. Others,

like Schon (1971) and Havelock (1973a) see the impetus for

change occurring in the perimeter of the organization and

infiltrating the top administration. The rationale

provided by Schon and Havelock is that pressure created by

the perimeter of the organization is sy stem- transforming

,

for it is the lower levels who get the work done. Argyris

(1962), Schon (1971), and Blansfield (1959) in discussing

change within an organization present three variables for

understanding the change process: (1) the level in the

organization at which the change process is first targeted,

(2) which levels in the organization must be involved, and

(3) the extent of organizational involvement in the needs

assessment and prescription process.

In determining the initial steps to be taken by the

change agent within the context of a change process,

Crocker et al. (1976) advocate that the change agent begin

at whatever level the organization has expressed commitment

to the change process, with the expectation that other
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levels may be affected over time by the change in environ-

ment stimulated by the change process. In their discussion

of organizational commitment to a change process, Crocker

et al . (1976) present four levels of school district

commitment to desegregation while projecting the impact of

a change process:

Level of Commitment to
Desegregation

1. Total Commitment:

Administration and teaching

staff commitment to change

2. Core Commitment Only:

Administration, but not

teaching staff, committed

to change

3. Periphery Commitment Only:

Teaching staff, but not

administration, committed

to change

4. No Commitment: Neither

administration nor staff

committed to desegregation

In reference to the issue of organizational commitment

Argyris (1962), Schon (1971), Blansfield (1959), and

Havelock (1969, 1973b) state that successful change can

occur only if both the key agents of the organization (e.g.,

the superintendent, school board, central office staff) and

Projected Impact

Successful change

Successfully

administered change

without staff support

or staff commitment

Improved teacher

classroom behavior

without administrative

support or district

administration

commitment

No change
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the perimeter staff (e.g., principals and teaching staff)

are receptive to the change agent and the change process.

Where key agents of an organization are uncommitted to

change the change process will only serve to maintain the

existing conditions of the organization.

Berman and McLaughlin (1974) , Havelock (1973a), and

Lippitt, Watson, and Westley (1958) further elaborate on

the initial step of successful change. They point to the

"mutual definition" process by which the organization and

the change agent define their perceptions of the problem

and translate them into goals. Failure to undertake this

step can lead to bureaucratic responses that will only

superficially address the demands and needs of the external

environment. Berman and McLaughlin (1975a) state that a

bureaucratic organizational response to change takes three

possible positions: (1) aggressive resistance to any

change, (2) adoption of the trappings of change while

maintaining the behavior and attitudes that existed before,

or (3) ignoring it all together.

An organization or school district can be made to

change through federal mandates; however, they cannot be

made to want to change. Thus, the commitment of an

organization or school district to successful change must

be expressed by those in leadership positions such as

school administrators (Kirby, Crain, and Harris, 1973;

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1973b).
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Another crucial factor in the change process is the

change agent's awareness and sensitivity to the geography,

demography, sociology and politics of the organization or

client district. According to Crocker et al. (1976) the

change agent needs to call upon the expertise of the

organization to correctly identify the political and social

factors that have an influence on the dynamics of the

organization and community.

In the process of establishing trust and fostering a

willingness to make change, the change agent is faced with

the decision to take a passive or active role in working

with an organization or school district. Crocker et al

.

(1976) state that for the most part school districts are

unwilling to work with a change agent who takes an active

role in advocating and undertaking activities to bring

changes to a district. Thus, the burden of establishing

rapport and providing systematic assistance to an

organization is on the change agent.

Summary . In reviewing the change agent literature the

factors significant to the focus of the study include the

following: (1) the role of the change agent in estab-

lishing a setting of collaboration; (2) the role of the

change agent as defined by the organization requesting the

service; (3) the degree of change required in implementing
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an innovation and the perceptions of change by the

organization and the change agent; (4) the involvement and

commitment of key decision makers of an organization in

the implementation and success of an innovation; and (5)

the role of the change agent in establishing a setting of

receptivity for the innovation. These five factors play a

major role in facilitating the development of a district

comprehensive educational master plan while required by

the U.S. OCR to meet federal regulations under the Lau

decision.

Educational Innovations and Planned Change

The analytical literature of planned change in educa-

tion focuses on the institutional aspects of educational

innovation (Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969; Bennis, 1966;

Cyert and March, 1963; Rogers, 1962; Rogers and Schoemaker,

1971) . Berman and McLaughlin (1974) suggest that there

are institutional factors that influence the success or

failure of an innovative effort—quite apart from the

"quality" of the innovative strategy itself. The

literature identifies two institutional factors in

effecting planned change: One analytical approach

emphasizes adoption; a second focuses on implementation.

The adoption approach . The adoption approach to

analyzed planned change effectiveness concentrates on the
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development and use of information and attempts to

formulate and specify management principles that might

contribute to the adoption of educational innovations.

Havelock (1969, 1973a) has synthesized four alternative

models that focus on preadoptive behavior— the behavior

of schools before a decision to adopt is made.

The first model, the Problem-Solving model, casts

innovation in a "diagnostic" frame, and emphasizes that

the needs of the institution are paramount in selecting

and adopting an innovative strategy.

The second model, the Social Interaction model,

focuses on patterns of diffusion and assumes that

information is a major source of motivation to innovate.

Information about a "better" practice is expected to lead

to adoption or trial.

The third model, the Research and Development model,

assumes a rational sequence of goal setting, planning,

implementation and evaluation. Emphasis is given to needs

assessment and the motivational aspects of information.

A fourth model, the Linkage model, draws from the

preceding three models and considers the incentives,

behavior, and goals of individual decision makers in

response to proposals for planned change.

Berman and McLaughlin (1974) state that underlying the

four alternative models of effecting educational innovation

are the assumptions that school administrators constantly
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seek better practices, have reliable ways of identifying

better procedures, and are eager and able to adopt proved

innovations. Thus, given the existence of promising

strategies, the main barriers to change are seen as

deficiencies in:

1. Planning, communication, and dissemination.

2. The quantity and quality of available information.

In the examination of the adoption approach from a

conceptual perspective, Berman and McLaughlin (1974) find

that this approach ignores the issue of implementation or

institutional adaptation of an innovative strategy. It also

provides school administrators with few incentives to

initiate change when outcomes of innovation are uncertain,

and when changing bureaucratic patterns involve personal

risk

.

In support of Berman and McLaughlin the literature of

educational innovation, related to the adoption approach,

suggest the following characteristics of the educational

change process:

1. Decisions to adopt or reject an innovation are

seldom made on the prima facie merits of the

innovation (Miles, 1974; Coleman, 1972; Rein,

1970) .

2. The usual process of change is from top down;

pressure for change is typically initiated outside

the local school rather than by assessment of
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Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969) .
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In general, the issue raised by the adoption approach is

seen as only one and not the most important variable to

overcome in successfully bringing out change in educational

practices

.

The implementation approach . The implementation approach

to effecting planned change defines the problem of success-

ful innovation in terms of implementation. Theorists who

have examined educational innovation from the perspective

of an organizational model of institutional behavior take

the position that the most difficult part of the problem of

innovation has to do with the process of implementation

(Miles, 1964; Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1971;

Sarason, 1972; Smith and Keith, 1971; Carlson et al . , 1971;

and Charters et al., 1973).

The implementation approach contends that resistance

to change persists after a decision to adopt is made and

continues throughout the process of adaptation and imple-

mentation. Schon (1971) calls this type of resistance

the "dynamic conservatism" of the school system. Others,

such as Ginsburg et al. (1970), Miles (1964), Wirt and

Kirst (1972) see the regressive tendency of a school system

to fall back into preexisting patterns of behavior after
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the adoption of innovative strategies as symptomatic.

Four essential dimensions to understanding the

process of implementation are suggested by Miles (1964);

Carlson et al. (1971); and Gross, Giacquinta, and

Bernstein (1971)

:

1. The role of principal decision makers or actors

—

active versus passive support.

2. The institutional structure of incentives and

constraints—the degree of support to implement

the educational innovation.

3. The institutional policy setting--the degree to

which influential decision makers are involved in

the decision to support the implementation of the

educational innovation.

4 . Characteristics of the innovation--the degree to

which the goals, specificity of treatment,

relationship between treatment and outcome, user

involvement, and support for the innovation is

clearly specified or known.

Thus, the process of implementation in reference to

educational innovation is seen as a two-way process of

adaptation in which the innovation strategy is modified to

fit the institution, and the institution is altered to some

degree to accommodate the innovation.
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Summary . The literature of educational innovation and

planned change focuses on two institutional factors that

influence the success or failure of an innovative effort

—

the adoption and implementation factors. For the purpose

of this study the implementation approach is most relevant

in reference to the implementation of an educational master

plan to comply with the Lau decision. The implementation

approach focuses on the dynamics of the institution as the

most important factor for determining if the educational

innovation will be implemented. To the degree that there

is pressure from outside the institution, active

involvement, commitment, supportive policy makers, and

risk taking on the part of the institution to the

educational innovation, the implementation of the

innovation will be actualized.

Organizational Development as a Strategy
of Social Intervention

The changing of group norms and values is the primary

focus of organizational development (OD) efforts.

Hornstein et al. (1971:343) define the process of OD as

the creation of a culture which institutionalizes

the use of various social technologies to regulate

the diagnosis and change of interpersonal, group,

and intergroup behaviors, especially those

behaviors related to organizational decision-

making, communication, and planning.
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According to Katz and Kahn (1966: 346) , th© cultur©

an organization is reflected in its

1. system of norms and values

2. history of internal and external struggles

3. types of people attracted

4. work processes and physical layout

5. modes of communication

6. exercise of authority

In their analysis of the culture of organizations, they see

the conflict between the democratic expectations of people

and their actual share in decision making as the greatest

organizational dilemma facing the institutions of the

United States.

Thus, assuming the desirability of the OD culture, the

problem is to move the organization from a traditional

culture to a new culture. In the institutionalization

process of a new organizational culture three components

are recommended for the change: Entry, Normative, and

Structural Support.

Entry: Initiating cultural support . A recommended

principle for initiating change is Lewin's (1939) emphasis

on the distinction between own and induced motivational

forces. Hornstein et al. (1971:350) state that with

autocratic leadership (induced force regulating behavior)
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group rn©mfc)©rs t©nd to d©v©lop littl© of th©iir own

motivation with r©sp©ct to group activiti©s. With

domocratic l©ad©rship group m©mb©rs work©d productiv©ly

wh©th©r or not a p©rson of authority was pr©s©nt.

According to Hornstcin ©t al . (1971) , thr©© t©chniqu©s for

initiating cultural chang© which involve participants of

th© total system and provide for self-motivation can be

identified:

1. Steps toward cultural change may be stimulated

when dissonant information is introduced in the

system. This technique according to Festinger's

(1957) theory of cognitive dissonance proposes

that when a person experiences information which

contradicts his own belief system, values, or

opinions, s/he will be motivated to reduce this

dissonance. Procedures for determining the

present situation usually involve data collection

from the use of individual interviews (Beckhard,

1969) to organization-wide attitude or morale

surveys (Mann, 1957) . The data collected assist

in determining to what degree there is dissonance

in the organization.

2. Steps toward cultural change may occur when it can

be demonstrated that an OD approach will meet a

felt need. Beckhard (1969:16-19) lists some ten

felt needs" that have initiated OD efforts:
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1. The need to change a managerial strategy.
2. The need to make the organization climatemore consistent with both individual needs and the

changing needs of the environment.
3. The need to change "cultural" norms.
4. The need to change structure and roles.
5. The need to improve intergroup

collaboration

.

6 . The need to open up the communications
system.

7. The need for better planning.
8. The need for coping with problems of merger.
9. The need for changing in motivation of the

work force

.

10

.

The need for adaptation to a new environment.

3. Steps toward cultural change can be initiated with

a direct change in the interpersonal skills, the

attitudes and the values of key persons in the

organization. Blake and Mouton (1968) through

their Managerial Grid, Argyris (1962) , and

Bradford, Gibb, and Benne (1964) through labora-

tory methods of human relations training provide

ways to bring initial change to an organization's

culture

.

Normative support for the change . In this stage of the

change effort the emphasis is in involving all relevant

personnel in the planning and problem solving of the

organization change (Mann, 1957). Blake and Mouton (1968)

recommend that all levels of management be involved through

a team approach in establishing the norms of the new

organizational culture. Thus, in this stage, the
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involvement of the decision makers and key personnel of an

organization is vital to strengthening the support for

changes in the organization.

Structural support for the change . Beckhard (1969)

,

^ippitt (1969) , and Gardner (1965) have stated that one way

to ensure that an organization continues to be self-

critical and self-renewing is to develop "guardians" of the

new culture. These guardians are said to be persons whose

responsibilities are to collect information on the state

of the organizational members, feed back the information

to relevant organizational members, provide help in

diagnosing the causes of the problems, assisting in the

planning and implementation of change, and provide

technical assistance in training and development (Hornstein

et al . , 1971)

.

Thus, the third phase in the institutionalization of

change is to establish a role in the organization which

helps to regulate the process of OD. This role is

generally accorded to a "coordinator" who is skilled in

organization diagnosis, consultation, and laboratory

training (Beckhard, 1969; Bennis, 1966).

In the implementation of an OD effort, according to

Hornstein et al . (1971:353-356) , two areas of OD technology

are essential—diagnosis and intervention.

The diagnosis phase of OD is described as a three-step

process: (1) gathering system-wide information, (2)
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identifying problem areas, and (3) determining the causes

of the problems which have been identified. The

intervention phase of OD, which follows the diagnosis,

focuses on the development of a strategy for dealing with

a problem. The interventions are usually experienced-

based and require collaborative participation of the

client group in most phases of the change effort. The

types of intervention strategies mentioned in the litera-

ture (Hornstein et al., 1971:343-439; Beckhard, 1969:26-41;

Blake and Mouton, 1968:133-155; Burke and Ellis, 1969:410-

412; Lewin, 1947:5-41; Bennis and Benne, 1969:60-146)

include techno-structural interventions, team development,

data feedback intervention, action research interventions,

intergroup interventions, and training interventions.

Summary . The emphasis in OD is on some form of diagnosis

followed by an intervention which responds to the needs

diagnosed. For the focus of this study, diagnosis and

intervention are important factors in the development of

an educational plan, for these are the factors that

identify the need and the strategy for meeting the need.

The criteria for choosing a strategy for OD

intervention are that it be one which will (1) respond to

some field need for change, (2) facilitate change in the

organization's culture, and (3) involve the personnel of
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the organization in planning and implementing the change.

Also of importance to this study are three components

in the process of organizational cultural change: (1) the

entry phase of initiating change within the organization,

(2) the normative phase of establishing support for the

organizational change, and (3) the structural phase that

regulates the planning and implementation of the

organizational change.

Implementation of Educational Innovation

According to Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) , there is

no theory or analytical understanding of implementation in

the educational literature. Some of the reasons given for

the lack of understanding of implementation of educational

innovations is due to the evolutionary nature and character

of social change, and to the attention given to describing

stable systems and their mechanisms for resisting change

(Stinchcombe , 1965; Huntington, 1971; Bennis, Benne, and

Chin, 1969) . Another explanation is based on the defini-

tion of implementation: Within the context of federally

funded projects, the most common definition is an

administrative one-- to implement is to carry out a

directive that resolves the problem of obtaining compliance

with a law or with a set of procedures in an organization

(Stinchcombe, 1965)

.

This definition focuses on why

subordinates fail to comply. In complying with a federal
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law, Bernard (19 38) states that the iinplementation of a

plsri through an organizational directive creates an

uncertain situation in that such plans lack specificity and

clarity and are developed, operationalized, and often

revised to fit the institutional setting of the

organization.

In the area of federal intervention efforts requiring

school districts to comply with federal policies and

mandates, Wirt and Kirst (1972) state that such efforts are

not "self-executing"—that ratification of a legislative

mandate concerning a local behavior and practice does not

always ensure a local response that is consistent with the

intent of the law. Berman and McLaughlin (1974) further

elaborate that if federal policies or mandates are to be

implemented the decision-making power in the educational

system ultimately resides at the school district level,

since federal initiatives are guided by the response of

local educational agencies.

Thus, the implementation of innovation in education

is not based on rational choices but on bureaucratic

incentives and constraints, political opportunities, and

conflicts (Berman and McLaughlin, 1974; Pressman and

Wildavsky, 1973) . Furthermore, rather than innovation

being initiated through internally generated pressures for

change, it is generally initiated by outside generated

social forces (Sarason, 1972; Smith and Keith, 1971; Carlson
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et al., 1971; Miles, 1964; Clasky, 1975).

In the process of working with educational institu-

tions in the process of implernenting innovation, studies

conducted by the Rand Corporation for the U.S. Office of

Education have developed and recommended a three-stage

process of implementing innovation rather than the

rational" five-stage model of planned change developed by

Rogers (1962) consisting of (1) awareness, (2) interest,

(3) evaluation, (4) trial, and (5) adoption.

The proposed Rand Corporation three-phase process for

implementing innovation consists of the stages of

Initiation, Implementation, and Incorporation.

In the Initiation stage four factors contribute to

the initial process of obtaining support for the innovation

1. the identification of the need for the
proposed innovation,

2. the availability of federal or local
funds

,

3. local support for the need of the
proposed innovation, and

4. the incentives of local decision-
makers within the organization to
support the innovation. (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1975a: 9)

The organizational setting in the Initiation stage is

characterized into two ideal types: opportunism and

^Five-volume study on factors affecting change agent
projects. The Rand Corporation reports: R-1589/1 HEW,

R-1589/2 HEW, R-1589/3 HEW, R-1589/4 HEW, R-1589/5 HEW.

The theoretical framework of these reports closely follows

the four stages of organizational change suggested by Hage

and Aiken (1970:65-106).
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problem solving (Pascal et al
. , 1975) . Innovations

generated by opportunism seem to be a response to available

funds and without real interest and commitment on the part

of the organization's leadership to the change process of

the innovation. The problem solving motive for innovation

responds to locally identified needs with strong interest

and commitment to address the needs of the organization.

Federal and categorical funds are viewed by the problem

solving approach as a way to support the local change

process of the innovation. Generally, in the Initiation

process for implementing an innovation, whether to solve a

local need or in response to an opportunity, the involve-

ment of all key participants is important to implementation

in its early stages (Pascal et al . , 1975). In addition,

support for the innovation at the Initiation stage is said

to be political and influenced by local interest groups,

the degree of disruption or change implied for the

organization, as well as short- and long-range benefits to

the local organization (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975b).

The Implementation stage of an innovation confronts

the institutional setting of the organization. In this

stage, plans are translated into practice. There are three

types of possible interactions that characterize the

implementation stage:

1. Mutual Adaptation— the innovation is adapted
into the organizational setting, while the
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people of the organization also adapt to thedemands of the innovation.
^

Nonimplementation—no adaptation on the partof either the innovation or organizational
generally occurring in "opportu-

where innovation isovercome by implementation problems
Cooptation—Innovation is adapted into anorganizational setting that is indifferentand resistant to change and that results inno change in the organization. (Berman andMcLaughlin, 1975a:10)

The type of implementation process, whether mutual

adaptation, nonimplementation, or cooptation, that occurs

for any particular innovation depends on three factors:

the motivations and circumstances involved in the

Initiation stage, the substance and scope of the proposed

change, and its implementation strategy. For example,

innovations implemented for "opportunistic" motives tend to

either be coopted during implementation or to undergo a

symbolic process of nonimplementation (Pascal et al. , 1975)

Organizations implementing innovations through a "problem

solving" approach tend to achieve mutual adaptation through

an attitude of positive commitment and a process of broad-

based organizational involvement and adaptive planning in

implementing the innovation (Pascal et al., 1975).

The Incorporation stage represents the most serious

commitment on the part of the educational organization in

determining what components of and on what scale the

innovation should be incorporated into standard organiza-

tional practice. Within an educational-organizational
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setting. Incorporation implies local support-financial,
organizational, and political-to continue the innovation
when it loses its federal or categorical funding.

Decisions or expectations about the continuation of an

innovation closely parallel the decisions or motivations

that were prevalent during the initiation of the innovation.

Those innovations with strong district support, and that are

also seen as resolving a particular problem, are generally

expected to continue. Those innovations that represent an

opportunistic response to monies, and receive little or no

support from the leadership of the organization, are usually

expected to be terminated (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975a)

.

The leadership of an educational organization (e.g.,

superintendent) generally considers four factors in

determining the continuation of an innovation:

1. The innovation's success during implementation

2 . The importance of the educational needs served by

the innovation

3. The resources required by the innovation

4. The organizational political forces inhibiting or

promoting innovation

According to the Rand Corporation studies on federal

programs supporting educational change (Berman and

McLaughlin, 1975a) , evaluation evidence tends to play a

minor role in the continuation of an educational

innovation.
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The Rand Corporation's three-stage process of

calls for three types of outcomes by which the
impact of the innovation within the school organization can
be assessed:

1 .

2 .

3 .

implementation Outcomes
The relative extent to which the schoolorganization believed that the innovation
g als were achieved (perceived success)

.

extent of change in teacherand administrator behavior as perceivedby participants (change in behavior)
The extent to which implementation
followed the innovation design (fidelityto implementation)

.

^

4.

5.

continuation Outcome
The extent of school organization supportfor the innovation after federal monitoring

stops, as reported by superin-tendents (expected continuation)

Dissemination Outcome
The extent of innovation diffusion to
other schools or school organizations
(dissemination). (Berman et al., 1975:9-10)

The three outcomes are designed to measure what the

school organization thinks about the innovation's success

For example, if the school district personnel perceives

that the innovation has limited impact on their own

behavior, and there is little relationship between the

design of the innovation and how it is implemented, there

will be little or no mutual adaptation. Thus, the

continuation outcome has the intent of measuring how much,

if any, of the innovation methods seemed important enough

for the school district to provide long-term support. The

dissemination outcome measures the extent of local support
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and how much and under what conditions innovations spread.
In determining what factors are most likely to affect

implementation, continuation, and dissemination of an
innovation, Berman et al . (1975:10) identify three kinds of
factors

:

1.

The Characteristics of the Innovation, suchamount of funding, educationalmethods, implementation strategies, and
scope of change;
Federal or State Policies, such as directivescalling for innovation through the imple-
mentation of change agent programs' objectivesand management strategies;
Institutional Setting, such as the organiza-tional climate and motivation of the staff
characteristics of the school district, andcharacteristics of the people most closely-
involved with the innovation.

In summary of the Rand Corporation five-volume study

^deral Programs to Support Educational Change, the

2 .

3.

study suggests the following conclusions:

1. Federal or State program policies tend to be
only important at the Initiation stage of the
process for implementing innovation.

2. The extent to which the school district's
Initiation behavior is characterized by
problem-solving motives and opportunistic
ones has significant influence on effective
implementation and continuation of an
innovation.

3. A receptive local institutional setting is
necessary, but not sufficient for effective
implementation

.

4. Two kinds of characteristics, (1) an effective
implementation strategy, and (2) a scope of
change as broad as the institutional setting
permits are important in promoting mutual
adaptation and successful outcomes. Other
characteristics such as differences in
resources, technology, or federal and state
policies have a strong influence on the out-
comes of an innovation.
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5. adaptation and successful implemen-tation outcomes are no guarantee to thecontinuation of an innovation. The decision

success''Srthe
is affected by the

Do??t?o,?
the innovation, but costs, andpolitical and bureaucratic acceptabilitvhave equal importance. (Berman and

^

McLaughlin, 1975b: 16)

The review of selected literature in the area of

implementation of educational innovation suggests that

implementation strategy— the decisions made by policy

makers of an organization or school district on how to

implement an innovation vitally affects the outcomes of the

innovation. The factors contributing to the initiation,

implementation and incorporation of an innovation are

generally based on external forces be they political,

community pressure, or legislative at the initial stage

and on internal support, commitment, and the need and

importance given to the innovation in the stages of

incorporation

.

The studies conducted by the Rand Corporation on

federal programs supporting educational change conclude

that a receptive institutional setting is a necessary but

not sufficient condition for effective implementation. An

implementation strategy that promotes mutual adaptation is

imperative. The primary factors affecting innovation are

the institutional setting, the organizational climate and

motivations of participants, the implementation strategy
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employed by the school district to establish the inno-
vation, and the scope of change implied by the innovation
relative to its institutional setting.

Thus, the implementation of educational innovation
suggests that the following premises express the realities
of school district behavior in the innovation process
(initiation, implementation, incorporation):

1. Implementation rather than the adoption of a

abou?°l?'’^Ar'=i“u
of information

i-
level of funds committed

to the innovation dominates the innovativeprocess and its outcomes. (Berman andMcLaughlin, 1975a)

2. Effective implementation depends on thereceptivity of the institutional setting tochange. (Pascal et al., 1975; Mann, 1975)

Effective implementation is characterized by
the process of mutual adaptation.

schools vary in their capacity to dealwith the implementation and incorporation of
innovations. (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975a)

For the purpose of this study the Rand Corporation

three-phase process for implementing innovation

(Initiation, Implementation and Incorporation) is most

relevant in assessing the process taken by school districts

in meeting Lau compliance.

3

4

Planned Change as a Strategy
of Social Intervention

Planned change is explained by Lippitt and Watson

(1961) as a process involving a change agent, a client
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system, and the collaborative attempt to apply valid know-
ledge to the Client's problems. Generally, planned change
IS distinguished from other types of change in that it
calls for mutual goal setting, an equal power ratio, and

deliberateness on the part of the client system and the
change agent (Bennis, 1961). The planned change effort
according to Beckhard (1969:9-13) can be characterized by:

involves a systematic diagnosisf the organization, the development of a
improvement, and the

resources to carry out the

The involvement of the total organization inthe planned change effort.
The a(stive involvement and support of thedecision makers of the organization in the
p anned change effort and through the knowledgeand commitment to the goals of the effort

^

A planned change design effort that calls ’foran increase of organizational effectiveness
and organizational hygiene.
Planned interventions to achieve the goals ofthe planned change efforts.

2

3

The notion of planned change according to Bennis

(1965:65) suggests that planned change is concerned with

such problems as (1) the identification of mission and

values of the organization, (2) collaboration and conflict,

(3) control and leadership, (4) resistance and adaptation

to change, (5) utilization of human resources, (6)

communication, and (7) management development. In

resolving the identified problem areas, Bennis (1966) and

Greiner (1968), through a similar focus, propose seven

possible approaches that can be undertaken by a change
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agent and/or organization. The approaches differ according
to the distribution of power provided to the people

involved in the planned change process; the degree to which
there is participation in the process of goal setting, and
the degree to which there is commitraent to the implementa-
tion of the process of change. The seven-change approaches
to change are as follows:

1. Indoctrination Change--mutual and deliberate
goal setting under unilateral power.

’ Change--unilateral goal setting withdeliberate intentions using unilateral power,e.g., through control practices.
3. Technocratic Change—unilateral goal settingbut shared power; one party defines the goal

while the other party helps to reach that
goal without question as to the goal's value.

. Interactional Change—shared power under
conditions where goals are not deliberately
sought.

5. Socialization Change--unilateral power but
collaborative goal implementation, e.g.,
parent—child relationship with parent
defining goals.

6 . Emulative Change—unilateral power without
deliberate goals, e.g., in organizations
where subordinates emulate their superiors

.

7. Natural Change— shared power with nondeliberate
goal setting, e.g., changes due to accidents,
unintended events, etc. (Dennis, 1966:81-82)

The seven approaches suggest that change can be initiated

iii^plsmented using various power distributions through

a single authority source or shared control of authority.

In the examination of the concept of power distribu-

tion, Coch and French (1948) and Roethlisberger (1941)

from an organizational perspective suggest that resistance

to technological change is inversely related to
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participation in group decision making. Coch and French
(1948) argue that management can introduce major changes in
an organization through effective communication of the need
for change and group participation in planning the changes.

Likert (1961 : 222-235)
, from a perspective of effective

management, contends that top management, being interested

in the welfare of their workers, should hold group meetings

to create an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect.

Likert states that the participation of workers in the

problem-solving and decision-making process of the

organization stimulates loyalty and increases job satis-

faction. In addition, through the delegation of

responsibility and autonomy the vertical communication

within the organization will improve and enhance the top

management's ability to innovate programs for review by the

work force of the organization. The suggested goal of an

organization following Likert's suggestions is toward a

participative group.

Likert (1961) further elaborates that organizations

start at different points on a continuum in reference to

their operating behavior. Likert depicts four management

styles in the continuum (see Figure 3)

.

In regard to the operating characteristics of an

organization, Likert (1961:223-233) proposes seven general

concepts

:
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1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

Forces—organizational motivesattitudes toward organization and goals, andmembership satisfaction in the organizationCommunication—amount of interaction andc_ication aimed at achieving organ^L-tion s objectives, accuracy and direction ofdownward and upward communication.
Interaction-Influence--amount of interactionand cooperation, extent to which subord?na?L

influence the goals,methods, and activity of their departments/
organization. '

Decision-making--where and how are decisions
individually made, decisions

level in organization andwith the most adequate and accurate
information.
Goal-setting where and how is goal settingdone what are the forces for the acceptance,resistance or rejection of goals.
Control processes—level in organization
concern for the performance of the control
unction, how accurate are the measurements,

extent to which there is a formal or informal
organization that supports or opposes the
goals of the organization.
Performance--productivity, degree of partici-
pation, quality control and inspection.

In all, Likert lists over forty variables within the

seven factors to illustrate aspects of leadership,

organizational behavior and important characteristics of

an organization. Thus, the continuum and variables

outlined by Likert provides a rough overview of probable

patterns of leadership, organizational characteristics

and behavior of an organization. For example, high

satisfaction should be positively related to high

communication and favorable attitudes towards peers and

organizational policy.
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Hershey and Blanchard (1972:158-161) from a management
of organizational behavior perspective describe four levels
of change in people: (1) knowledge changes, (2) attitu-
dinal changes, (3) behavior changes, and (4) group or

organizational performance changes. They illustrate the

time relationship and the relative difficulty involved in

making each of these levels of changes in the following

model

:

-M ^
I—I d)

p >
U M
•H O
4-1 >
44 G
•H -H
Q

•H
GROUP BEHAVIOR

INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR

ATTITUDES

KNOWLEDGE

(long)

The model presents changes in knowledge as the easiest

to make. Attitude change follows, resulting from the

placing of positive, negative or neutral value on knowledge.

Changes in individual behavior are significantly more

difficult and time consuming, with group behavior the most

difficult and time consuming. The four levels of change

according to Hershey and Blanchard can be introduced

through a participative change cycle or a coerced change

cycle. The participative change cycle depends upon

personal power and is implemented when new knowledge is

made available to the individual or group. With the
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individual or group receiving new information it is hoped
that a positive attitude and commitment in the direction of
the desired change is achieved. The leadership of an

organization becomes an important role group in bringing

change through this approach insofar as they accept and

support the desired change. This participative change

cycle is portrayed as follows:

4 . GROUP BEHAVIOR

3. individual behavior

PERSONAL
POWER

AT^CJ TUDES

The coerced change cycle depends upon position power

and is implemented when the decision-maker of the organiza-

tion imposes change on the total organization. The imposed

change brings about new modes of behavior and knowledge

which can work toward or against the change. The coerced

change cycle is portrayed as follows:

POSITION

1 . GROUP BEHAVIOR

2. INDIVIDUAL"^^raAVIOR

4. ATTITUDES

3. KNOWLEDGE
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According to Hershey and Blanchard (1972)
, the

participative change cycle tends to be effective when
induced by leaders with personal power, while the coerced
cycle requires significant position power (for the purpose
of rewards, punishment and sanctions), while the advantage
of the participative change cycle is that it is lasting and
people are committed to change, the disadvantage is that it
IS slow and evolutionary. The advantage of the coerced
change cycle is speed in bringing change to an organi-

zation, while the disadvantage is that it is volatile and

can only be maintained as long as the leadership has

position power.

In reference to the issue of support or opposition

to planned change within an educational setting, Watson

(1966:1-22) states that the sources of resistance are

based within persons and within the institutions. Watson

elaborates on the issue of resistance to planned change by

discussing three questions: Who brings the change? What

kind of change? How is it best done—by what procedures

and in what climate? In his analysis of resistance to

planned change, Watson (1966:23-24) makes the following

recommendations

:

I . Who brings the change?

1. Resistance will be less if administrators,
teachers, board members and community
leaders feel that the "planned change" is
their own and not one devised and operated
by outsiders.
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II.

III.

2. Resistance will be less if the plannedchange clearly has the support ?romtop decision makers of the institution.
What kind of change?
^ sis tanc e will be i-f

U participantssee the change as reducing rather thanincreasing their present problems.
4. Resistance will be less if the plannedchange accords with values and idealswhich have long been acknowledged byparticipants. ^

5. Resistance will be less if the plannedchange offers the kind of new experiencewhich interests participants.

“ participantsreel that their autonomy and theirsecurity is not threatened.
Procedures in instituting change.
7. Resistance wUl be less if participantshave ^joined in diagnostic efforts

leading them to agree on the basic
problem and to feel the importance ofthe problem.

. Resistance will be less if proponents
are able to empathize with opponents,
to recognize valid objections, and totake steps to relieve unnecessary fears.

9.

Resistance will be less if the planned
change is adopted by consensual group
decision.

10. Resistance will be reduced if it is
recognized that innovations are likely
to be misunderstood and misinterpreted,
and if provision is made for feedback

Perceptions of the project and for
further clarification as needed.

11. Resistance will be reduced if partici-
pants experience acceptance, support,
trust, and confidence in their relations
with one another.

12. Resistance will be reduced if the plan
is kept open to revision and recon-
sideration if experience indicates that
changes would be desirable.
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The reoomnendations of Watson, for the most part, focus
on the indivrdual's resistance to change efforts. However,
he provides an overview for understanding the forces of

resistance and how these forces are undermined.

Surmr^. The review of selected literature on planned

change as a strategy of social intervention for the purpose
of this study suggests that if the personnel of a school

district participate and become involved in the decision-

making of a planned change effort the result will be

greater district receptivity and acceptance to the change.

In addition, Likert proposes the concepts of motivational

forces, communication, interaction-influence, decision

making, goal setting, control processes, and performance

as important operating characteristics of an organization

in maintaining a productive and effective organizational

behavior.

In the examination of the change process, Hershey

and Blanchard suggest two change cycles: participative

(long-term process) and a coercive (short-term and

generally legally mandated) . The change cycle can be

introduced in changing knowledge, attitudes, individual

behavior and group behavior of district personnel in

meeting federal regulations, e.g.. Lau decision.
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In maintaining a supportive environment in the
planning and implementation of the planned change effort,

Watson outlines twelve essential factors that contribute to

lessen the resistance to planned change and to increase
the participation, acceptance, and support of the planned
change effort.

Organizational Change through
Collaboration

According to Lippitt (1973) , Fox (1973) , Schein

(1964), Bennis (1969), and Lewin (1947) an organization

implementing change requires the development of

confrontation skills by those inside the organization.

Organizational change can be brought about by internal

confrontation of situations by those in the organization

rather than awaiting external confrontation by those who

may have little concern for the long-range growth of the

organization. Confrontation of differences leads to an

understanding of the organizational conflict and towards

collaborative efforts in resolving the problems of the

organization

.

Blake and Mouton (1968) and Fink, Beak, and Taddeo

(1971) discuss the concept of organizational crises through

a conceptual framework that illustrates stages of growth

and reactions to organizational crises. The four-stage

conceptual framework is based on the assumption that a
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human system passes through several phases as It adapts to
a crisis situation beginning with an initial period of
shock followed by defensive retreat, acknowledgment of the
crisis, and finally, a process of adaptation and change.
The four phases are presented in Figure 4 (Fink et al.,

1971: 20) .

Related to the third phase of the organizational

crises conceptual framework, Dalton, Lawrence, and Greiner

(1970) in their discussion of a collaborative approach that

promotes organizational change, recommend the following

sequence of phases (see Fig. 5)

.

The six-phase collaborative approach advocated by

Dalton, Lawrence and Greiner begins with the concern of

some key decision-makers in the organization responding to

external or internal pressures, then seeking assistance

from a resource person or group, followed by their willing-

ness to engage in some "shared" problem-solving discussion

with personnel, supporting some experimental attempts at

organizational change, and finally reinforcing new behavior

patterns introduced by the organizational change.

Additional essential factors in a collaborative

process for initiating and implementing planned educational

change are also discussed in a number of reports, articles

and studies dealing with desegregation, decentralization,

and community action programs.
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in a two-year study involving over one thousand school
drstricts on the Dgseareg^n of the Nation's
Schools, the U.S. Co^ission on civil Rights (1976) reports
that the most important Ingredient in successful school
desegregation is leadership at the coMnunity and school
district level that Involves the school boards, school
administrators, political leaders, police officials,
religious and business groups, the media, and other public
and private organizations, m providing guidelines for
planning school desegregation, the U.S. Commission on civil
Rights (1976:168-69) recommends:

1. School administrators should develop projectsto involve and inform the community in allaspects of desegregation.
2 . School administrators should involve thecommunity in the planning process of

desegregation.
3. School administrators should involve thecommunity in examining the role of leadershipin desegregation and the educational processof the school district.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1976:174-205), in

their analysis of their two-year study provide the

following findings:

1. Role of Leadership

The process of school desegregation is
significantly affected by the support or
opposition it receives from the local community
leadership. Affirmative leadership by school
board members and superintendents is a critical
factor for acceptance and peaceful implementa-
tion of desegregation--inaction on their part
fosters community outright resistance to school
desegregation.
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6 .

Political Leadership

exerted by most top officials, the co^mitvecomes divided on the issue of desegregatiL

.

Law Enforcement
If elected officials are committed to peaceful

ment^acenc^''°"
desegregation, law enforce-ment agencies respond accordingly.

Leld2rship’'''^'^"°“"' national

Strong affirmative leadership by members ofbusiness, religious, and social service
organizations contribute immeasurablv tocommunity acceptance of desegregation.
Media

Media coverage of school desegregation has anenorm.ous impact upon local and national
opinions and perceptions

.

Community Involvement

Leadership that is committed to ensuring thatdesegregation works will solicit involvement
of the community at various stages of the
process, from planning through implementationand monitoring.

In a ten-year study of decentralization that reviews

the involvement of urban communities in school decision-

making, four goals of increasing community involvement

between school district administrators and the school-

community are suggested (Mann, 1957:1-14);

1 . Improving the institutional responsiveness of

urban schools to their community clientele for the

purpose of increasing the congruence between what

schools do and what their urban clientele want
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them to do or need them to do

.

This goal Is based on the studies of Mann (1957) , Yin
et al. (1973), Gittel and Hollander (1968) that suggest
that under democratic principles, it is right for public
schools to be responsive to the communities they serve.
According to Mann (1957), the impetus for improving

institutional responsiveness most often comes from outside
the school and generally, the larger the school system the
ess lilcely it is to display innovation, responsiveness,

and adaptation and more likely to depend upon exogenous
shocks to the system. Mann (1957) , in a study of 168

school administrators, found responsiveness by individual

administrators to be clearly related to the degree of

organized community involvement. Thus, the number and

kinds of organizations present in a community affect the

responsiveness of local school administrators.

2. Increasing the effective and material support

which communities give to school districts.

To support a school district as an institution implies

cooperation, assistance, and reinforcement between the

community and district administrators. In support of this

concept Havelock (1969) states that participation with

others in decision-making groups usually leads to a

commitment to the groups' actions. According to Mosher

(1967:518) participative practices contribute to the

"self-actualization" of the individual in the work situation
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and to the lessening of the differentials in power and
status in an organization. In studies in the area of
parent involvement, they found that as involvement
increases, so does the tendency to be critical of the
schools, as a person is exposed to the schools, the more
likely it is for the person to define education as either
the first or second greatest problem in the community.
Thus, Russel and Koopman (1964:87-88) advise that without
participation in educational planning only the most common
and traditional needs may be perceived and met.

3. Educational achievement is regarded as most

important. The achievement levels of urban

schools are a source of profound dissatisfaction

that can be improved through community involvement.
This position assumes that educational achievement is

a principal goal of public schools. Lopate et al.(1969)

argue that when parents are involved in the decision-making
process of education, their children are likely to do

better in school. Berube (1968:3) attributes this to the

student's attitude and Interest in school and to the extent
to which a student feels that s/he has some control over her/

his destiny. Man et al. (1975:8-13) identifies four paths

through which involvement may affect achievement: (a)

through parent self-efficacy—parents as citizens partici-

pate in educational decisions, become more knowledgeable

and confident, and then encourage their children to higher
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levels of achievement; (b) through institutional/child

congruence-parents participate in educational decisions,
and in so doing, affect the school which becomes more
responsive to the children, who then perform better; (c)

through community support—parents participate in educa-
tional decisions, become themselves more Interested in
school and turn to community to get more support for the
school, which is then better able to help children to

higher achievement levels; and (d) through student self-
efficacy—students notice parents' involvement with the

school and are stimulated by that example to perform better.

4 . Democratic principle expresses the norm that

people affected by public institutions should

participate in their governance.

One of the root norms of a democratic society is that

those persons whose lives are affected by public institu-

tions should participate in the control of those

institutions. According to Dewey (1927:2),

no government by experts in which the masses do
not have the chance to inform the experts as to
thsiJT needs can be anything but an oligarchy
managed in the interest of the few.

Thus, community involvement in school decision making is

best achieved through a collaborative and decentralized

process

.

The Institute for Responsive Education, from the

perspective of a community-oriented organization, defines
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school-con^unlty collaboration as "parents, cor^unity
residents or students sharing information or skills with
teachers or administrators to reach con^on educational
goals." In their handbook. Together: .School,

Communities
, Clasky et al. (1973:1-85) summarize the

concept Of collaboration by discussing four basic questions
about school/coimnunity collaboration:

resilSna alienation

contribCL bureaucracies. Toute to a sense of community " Toimprove and coordinate the ways scLols Sti 1 icommunity resources to enrich ^^^0^00 !

Srpro^rams! evaluation of
2. What conditions are necessary for effectivecollaboration? People feel personal

, groupand coi^unity interest at stake. PeopleIdentify a problem or goal and begin to prescribea solution. People have a base of support andeel competent as a group. People operate in

necessary? Communication skills
^ exchange ideas, information,criticisms person to person, person to group,and group to group. Planning skills. LadL-ship skills in defining problems, setting goalsexamining alternatives, designing a straLgr

4
resource needs, designing evaluation.4. How do we judge success? Successful collabora-tion can be measured in terms of purposes forschool/community collaboration, e.g., through

number/types of people involved, in planning,
evaluating and implementing school programs,
the number of opportunities for contributions,
indicators of increased interaction and
cooperative action, evidence of comprehensive
plan for public participation, and number/types
of programs and personnel available to students.
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Summ^. The four phases of organizational crisis

suggested by Fink et al. (1971) are pertinent to the

organizational climate of a school district cited by the

U.S. OCR in noncompliance under the decision. The four

phases (shock, defensive retreat, acknowledgment and

adaptation and change) suggest the following factors in a

collaborative process for initiating and implementing

planned educational change: the reactions of a district to

organizational crisis, the v/illingness on the part of the

decision-makers to engage in shared problem-solving,

participant-oriented leadership at the community and

organizational level, institutional responsiveness to

community needs, the degree of democratic participation

in decisions affecting one's life, and the involvement in

reaching common educational goals.

Organizational Climate and Change

Persons who are more inclined to be open and direct

and to trust others to be the same tend to become more

committed to change and to problem solving (Watson,

1966:86). In establishing an educational and organiza-

tional climate that is open, direct, trusting and committed

to change, eight factors are suggested in the publication.

School Climate Improvement: A Challenge to the School

Administrators (1975:7-9):
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^®®P®=t--schools should be a place where there

clLat^ther^®'"
individuals; in a positiveClimate there are no put downs.

reflected in one's confidence

way that^Is hoLst ^

4 . Opportunities for Input—every person desires

knL°?harSev^h^° his/her ideas andKnow that they have been considered.
b. Continuous Academic and Social Growth—eachperson needs to develop additional academic,

S?i?idesf
skills, knowledge, and

6. Cohespeness—members should feel part of theschool district and should collaborate towards
“ ^^"5 the school district run effectively.

. chool District Renewal--diversity and pluralismre valued. The school district should be ableto organize improvement projects rapidly andefficiently, with an absence of stress and
conflict.

8. Caring—every individual in the school district
should feel that some other person (s) are
concerned about him as a human being.

The eight factors are presented as applicable to any

organization and their quality as dependent on the

practices and programs of specific institutional operations

within the areas of program, process, and material

determinants. In reference to process determinants that

provide for a positive school climate, eight determinants

are discussed further by Fox et al. (1973:53-89):

1. Problem solving ability in which skills are
adequately developed to reach effective
solutions quickly. There should be well-
developed structures and procedures for sensing
the existence of problems, for inventing
solutions, for implementing them, and for
evaluating their effectiveness.

2. Improvement of school goals in which they are
clearly stated and understood by all partici-
pants. Goals should serve as reference points
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for making decisions, organizing school

opSatlons! g>^iding day-to-day

and working with conflicts in a

and Stt conflict is natural

them and betw
within individuals, betweentnem, and between groups. Conflict isaccurately identified and effectively worked

Dfrsonarre?T™^''u“°"® enhance inter-

rlther than c
between participantsather than causing alienation, isolation
frustration, 'ihere

solving^
emphasis on sharing and problem

5. Involvement in decision making in whichopportunity to improve the school exists forall participants. Decisions should be based onpertinent information and decision processesthat are clearly specified.
6. Autonomy and accountability which balances thefreedom of being independent and self-governingwith the necessity and desirability of beingresponsible for actions through reporting and

explaining processes in achieving goals andobjectives.
7. Effective teaching-learning strategies in which

goals for teaching-learning situations are
clearly stated and educators seek evaluative
feedback from students and other educators.

8. Ability to plan for the future is a character-
istic whereby the school determines and plans
for its immediate and long range future.

According to Schmuck and Runkel (1972:2-13) schools,

like other living systems, display different degrees of

openness in communication and relationships within and

between components or units. It is through the increase of

contact and cooperation among the various role groups that

assists the entire school district in learning to respond

more adaptively to its environment. Schmuck and Runkel

identify three social processes that enable an organization

to adapt to planned educational change; (1) receptiveness
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to the environment,
( 2 ) responsiveness to the environment,

and (3) accessibility of the variety pool (resources).

Receptiveness characterizes a climate of interaction—
communication-use of Information; responsiveness

characterizes a climate that receives valid information and
acts on it to enable the organization to take a new

orientation toward the environment; variety pools enable
the organization to use its own resources to do things in

new ways. Important to the planned educational change are
the norms of an organization. Norms define organizational
climates and can be forces for resisting organizational

change or to support interpersonal openness, helpfulness,

and tolerance

.

In reference to issues affecting the norms and climate

of educational institutions, Harman and Rosenberg

(1973:9-16) enumerate six issues:

1. Freeing the educational system to meet problems
adaptively— a sense of community and trust
needs to be established in which all who work
(administrators, teachers and students) can be
cooperative participants and decision-makers
in both the learning and teaching fun functions

.

2. Resolving the issues of legitimacy and
accountability schools have been challenged
as having a major role in creating and main-
taining the caste system; alternatives to
education must be met in such a way that the
national interest is preserved.

3. Restructuring the educational system to meet
new needs— a systematic change is required to
meet a variety of new needs simultaneously.
Actualizing new educational goals—goals of
education are altering because of cultural
change and future needs. This implies

4 .
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fostering feelings of safety and trustgiving freedom to explore and inquire /andproviding a responsive environment anddirected challenges.
5. Contributing to a nonviolent transition--change is systematic and involves allsectors of the society. There is a needfor the sharing of educational tasksinvolving collaboration between the
(

^Institutions of our society and educationanticipating in a comprehensive managing’and governing network— a collaborative
coordinated network of institutions needto monitor unanticipated consequences asinnovations which impact upon the livesof millions of people.

Gordon L. Lippitt (1965), in his discussion of

community change, feels that the desirable state of affairs

is one in which there is trust established between the

community planners and the citizens of the community.

Thus, the community planner-leader needs to develop a

trust relationship before meaningful and necessary change

can take place in an orderly, beneficial, and a non-

accidental manner.

Sunm^. The review of selected literature in organiza-

tional change and school climate improvement suggests that

eight factors are important in the efforts of a school

district to bring about change: respect, trust, high

morale, opportunity for input, academic and social growth,

cohesiveness, school renewal, and caring.

For the focus of this study, the process determinants

that are crucial factors affecting a district's effort in
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developing and implementing educational master plans in
meeting compliance are as follows: the improvement of
drstrict goals, effective communication, involvement in
decision-making and the receptiveness of a district to
planned change.

Power Coercive Approaches to
Effecting Change

There are a number of

have been used by groups,

individuals to enforce the

power-coercive strategies that

the federal government and

ir power or to seek to enlarge
their power base. These strategies have been identified
under the categories of strategies of nonviolence, use of
political institutions to achieve change, and changing
through the recomposition and manipulation of power elites

Strategies of nonviolence seek change in situations
that are seen as unfair, unjust, or as a cruel system of

coercive social control through dramatization of the

situation that calls for the rejection of the system by

publicly and nonviolently witnessing and demonstrating

against it (Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969) . Nonviolent

coercion strategies have been used by Thoreau, Martin

Luther King, and Cesar Chavez in their struggle to change

the unjust treatment of people.

The use of economic boycotts has been an important

tool of the advocates of nonviolent coercive change in
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demonstrating against the injustices or
existing patterns of social control.

inequities in

The use of political institutions is the most known
strategy in American society for bringing about social
change, changes in policies through legislation,
administrative orders, and judicial decisions can affect
millions of people as in the case of the Brown v. The
Board of Educat ion decision declaring that segregation
according to race is unconstitutional. The problems that
arise with the use of political institutions to effect
changes are twofold. One is the overestimation by change
agents of the capability of political action to effect
changes in practice. In the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court
decision of 1974, the decision called for the development
of districts' comprehensive educational plans to meet the

linguistic and academic needs of limited English-speaking

students. However, in practice a backlash resistance

exists to limit change to the minimal level of services

demanded for these students by the law. Secondly, court

rulings, legislative mandates, and administrative orders

call for the internalization of new knowledge, new skills,

new attitudes, new value orientations, changes in norms,

roles, and redefinition of relationships among the

institutions involved (Bennis, Benne, and Chin, 1969).

Changing through the recomposition and manipulation of

powGJT ©litGS is a. thiird powGjr coGrcivG stiratGqy. This
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strategy calls for the alienated worker to gain conscious-
ness of his/her social and political condition towards the
necessity of power-coercive strategies in achieving
fundamental redistributions of socioeconomic power or in
recomposing or manipulating power elites in a society
(Mills, 1956). Modified versions of this strategy are the
use of teacher unions' efforts in collective bargaining in
order to offset the centralized decision-making power of
the school district.

Summary . The use of political institutions to achieve
change is the most relevant power coercive strategy for
this study.

The U.S. Office for Civil Rights (U.S. OCR), since
Spring 1975, has pressured school districts to affirma-

tively take steps to meet the educational needs of national

minority students. For the most part, districts not

pressured by the U.S. OCR will implement limited services

to meet the linguistic and academic needs of national

minority students. Without legal or legislative mandates

school districts provide equal educational opportunity

through an equal access approach--providing the same books,

facilities, teachers, etc. to all students. The legal role

played by the U.S. OCR in the enforcement of the Lau

decision has created a counteractive movement in Southern

California. School districts through their superintendents
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have been applying political pressure to the U.S. Congress
and the Office of HEW to allow districts to meet the Lau v.
Nichols decision through their own time-lines and existing
programs. Thus, a power-coercive condition exists in the
planning and implementation of a district's educational
master plan to meet the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court
decision of 1974.

Conclusion

The major topics presented in the review of literature

on this study focused on organizational development and

planned change as a strategy of social intervention. The

literature reviewed for the most part dealt with organi-

zations that are not involved with education. However, the

review of the literature revealed important studies

relevant to the purpose of this study. Specifically, the

Rand Corporation studies on Federal Programs Supporting

Educational Change and the work of Fink, Beak, and Taddeo

(1971) form a conceptual framework for describing and

dealing with organizational crises. The Rand studies and

the framework of Fink, Beak, and Taddeo will be used for

discussing the major characteristics of an educational

planning and implementation process that guide school

districts in resolving bilingual desegregation problems

related to language.
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The next two chapters of the dissertation will
present

( 1 ) the basic characteristics of educational
planning process for bilingual desegregation and (2) the
supportive school districts' organisational clir„ate and
motivational characteristics for bilingual desegregation.
The two chapters will have, and follow, as their common
framework four stages of a planning process; three

suggested by the Rand Corporation studies (Initiation,

Implementation, and Incorporation) and a fourth stage that
addresses the value position taken by a district in

responding to noncompliance with the Lau v. Nichols Supreme

Court decision.

Each of the chapters will identify major character-

istics derived from the review of the literature, and a

two-year involvement through the Region G Lau Center in

providing technical assistance to fifty-four school

districts in Southern California found in noncompliance

with the ^_u decision. A latter chapter will analyze the

relationship of the identified major characteristics for

desegregation to the four-stage planning

within the context of Lau compliance.

process



CHAPTER III
IDENTIFICATION OF BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OFAN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING PROCESS FORBILINGUAL DESEGREGATION

In the implementation of the Lau v. Nichol. decision
the Office for Civil Rights has the task of enforcing
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The enforcement
of Title VI regulations calls for affecting change within
given school districts to meet the educational needs of
LES/NES students.

A review of selected literature in the area of power-
coercive approaches to effecting change suggests that

change comes about when political and economic sanctions
are imposed upon those who break the law (Bennis, Benne,

and Chin, 1969; Mills, 1956). For example, a law passed

against racial imbalance (Title VI CRA '64) in the schools

brings legitimate coercive power behind efforts to

desegregate the schools, threatening those who resist with

sanctions under the law and indirectly reducing the

resistance of others who are morally against breaking the

law

.

In reference to the Lau decision, the U.S. Office for

Civil Rights (U.S. OCR) exercises coercive influence over

the decisions of local school officials in regard to its

compliance with the Lau decision. A district's refusal to

97
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comply with the decision can result in the removal of
all federal funds being received by the school district.
Thus, in almost all cases a district is faced with the
imperative to comply with federal regulations (Wirt and
Kirst, 1972) . in effecting change within a district the
U.S. OCR under the ^ decision requires districts to

develop master plans to meet the educational needs of

LES/NES students. To the degree that a district can

negotiate the development and implementation of an

educational plan with the U.S. OCR, the coercive role of

the U.S. OCR diminishes as well as its power-coercive

influence for effecting change (Crocker et al . , 1976).

The planning stages in developing and implementing an

educational master plan become essential to the budget

allocations of a school district found in noncompliance by

the U.S. OCR. This chapter identifies the important

characteristics which a planning process for effecting

educational change must consider. These characteristics

were selected from the review of literature chapter and

from a personal two-year experience in working actively

with over fifty-four school districts in noncompliance with

the Lau decision in Southern California.

The four necessary stages that a planning process must

consider in developing and implementing an educational

master plan within the context of the Lau requirements are

as follows:
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1. Determination of Legal Requirements for Title VI

(CRA '64) Compliance

2. Initiation of Compliance

3. Implementation of Compliance—An Educational

Master Plan

4. Incorporation of Compliance—Continuation of

Educational Master Plan

Each of the four stages has characteristics that contribute
to the planning process and are described in the order of

their implementation.

Determination of Legal Requirements

The value position taken by a school district when

notified of their noncompliance status with the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 becomes an important indicator in regard

to how a district will approach compliance requirements. A

district may take one of four positions: (1) aggressively

denying any wrongdoing; (2) ignoring the violations all

together; (3) bureaucratically responding to OCR by super-

ficially addressing the violations; or (4) by taking

positive affirmative steps in complying with the violations.

A general rule in working with a district found to be

violating federal Title VI regulations is that district

personnel can be made to change through federal mandates;

however, a district cannot be made to want to change.
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A d-trict that superficially addresses its violations
Of Title VI regulations generally makes a conscious effort
to meet only the most minimal intent of the law. For
example

:

more San Tpape^'p^.f

-

Districts that aggressively deny any wrongdoing may
take a political and public position by publicizing that
they are being harassed by OCR. Politically, such

districts through their school board and the state school
board association have gone on record as stating that OCR
used confusing procedures and misled districts through
survey forms in obtaining information on requirements

istrict in Orange County argued that the onlyreason they were found in noncompliance under thedecision was due to an arithmetic error ontheir part. If they had known that the HEW OS
against them, a reviewthe form would have been done by legal counsel.

2

Those districts ignoring the violations under Title VI

regulations often resort to legal counsel and direct

Excerpt was taken from the Region G Lau Centersummary reports of services provided to a district inImperial County. All other excerpts will not be giventheir source of reference in order to preserve the
anonymity of the district being discussed.

2
U.S. OCR Form OSCR 101-102 (Ethnic Survey) and HEW

#OS 53-74 (Instructional Services for students whose
Primary language is other than English)

.
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political pressure through their Congress-person in an
effort to change their noncompliance HEW/OCR status, with
success in some cases:

^ district superintendent in Riverside Countvinformed Its administrative staff to keep their
^

fedSarr"''^!
representatives well inforLd of

confl^?i^
procedures which seem to^ with local control in an effort to avoidLau non—compl lance

.

A member of the U.S. Congress in support ofthis district stated, "Ifs one thing to reguireschool districts to comply with the law; it^s

the^law''"^^^''
directives that go beyond

A fear expressed by these districts is that federal

control of local programs is a potentially serious concern

unless California school districts unite under expert

legal and political coordination. The claim is also made

that OCR has demonstrated a lack of understanding of the

school districts which OCR's bureaucracy is attempting to

regulate by replacing local control and development of

instructional designs through fiats from the Office of

Education.

Districts that proceed to take affirmative steps to

comply with the Lau decision, initiate activities that

enable them to meet OCR Lau requirements. The activities

undertaken vary from meeting with OCR, visiting the Lau

Center, and forming a task force committee to work on Lau

compliance, to budgeting resources for the development and

implementation of the Lau educational master plan. The

value position of these districts is one of awareness and
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responsibility to comply with laws that have been enacted
by Congress and to abide by judicial rulings handed down by
the courts

.

tS.disSc^ ::r“rn^n“oS^?Lic^i wrth\i;f^:u"^^

hildren with language needs, changes will beimplemented."

These districts approach their noncompliance status

as a task that needs to be accomplished regardless of their

political or administrative attitude towards OCR and the

Lau decision.

Initiation of Compliance

The value position taken by a district in response to

noncompliance under the Lau decision will set the condi-

tions by which the district will respond to OCR. Where the

central office administration of a district is uncommitted

to the compliance requirements of OCR the results will most

likely perpetuate existing conditions of the district. In

the case where the district defines goals for compliance

and operationalizes the advocacy of the goals through

district resources, the results will generally demonstrate

affirmative compliance steps taken by the districts in

meeting OCR Title VI regulations.
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Fullman (1972), Sarason (1972), and Bennis, Benne, and
Chin (1969) suggest that the pressure to comply with OCR
regulations is more typically initiated outside the school
district rather than by assessment of internal district
needs. The pressure from the outside in regards to the ^
decision comes from the target school-community and from
OCR. In the case of the community the pressure is

expressed through critical assessment of the educational

services being provided to their children by the school

system (e.g., incompatible instructional programs.

curriculum, teacher competencies, counseling services, and

administrative responsiveness and sensitivity to the school

community) . The pressure applied by OCR is in the form of

a legal requirement for compliance with federal law within

a 210-day period upon receipt of a letter of noncompliance.

Thus, a district is faced with a 210-day time period

to initiate and develop an educational master plan to meet

OCR compliance. The initiation of compliance stage as

based on the review of selected literature in the field of

organizational planning (Lippitt, 1973; Bennis, 1966;

School Climate Improvement , 1975; Temkin et al . , 1975) and

the Region G Lau Center technical assistance process

(Ochoa, Romo, and Mazon, 1976; Ochoa et al . , 1977) suggest

the following ten factors under the characteristic of

systematic planning approach:
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1. The Identification of the areas of noncompliance

(defining the problem [s ])

.

2. Orientation to districts' needs for meeting Title

VI (CRA -64) compliance (defining participation).

3. Specification of personnel and school-community

representatives to participate in the development

of an educational master plan (establishing a

planning group)

.

4. Specification of compliance goals (goal setting),

enabling objectives and activities to achieve said

goals

.

5. Needs assessment of student characteristics

(language and achievement) in response to the

areas of educational incompatibilities as

specified in the district's letter of noncom-

pliance (specifying needs)

.

6. Specification of needs as based on the results of

the needs assessment (determination of needs)

.

7. Development of an educational master plan for

bilingual desegregation to meet Lau compliance

in the areas of curriculum, instructional programs,

staff training, community relations, counseling

and guidance and administrative re-organization

(development of plan)

.

Specification of resources for implementing an

educational master plan for bilingual

8 .



desegregation (specification of enabli

resources)

.
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ng

9. Specification of a time-line, personnel, and a

management system for implementing an educational

master plan for bilingual desegregation

(establishing a management system)

10. Specification of procedures for implementing an

educational master plan.

For a description of the planning process followed by
the Region G Lau Center for operationalizing the Initiation
stage of the planning process for bilingual desegregation,

please refer to Appendix E.

The first factor of the systematic planning approach

characteristic focuses on the areas in which a district

was found by OCR to be in noncompliance with Title VI

regulations. This initial step requires clarification of

type and extent of the violation and of what needs to be

done by the district to meet compliance. Most California

districts are found in noncompliance under the Lau

decision for:

1. Inadequate identification and improper linguistic

assessment of students whose primary or home

language is other than English.

Retention of students in the lower grades because

primary or home language is other than English.

2 .
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3. Violation of individual rights and/or

discriminatory practices against district

personnel

.

4 . Denial of equal educational services based on the

insufficient operation of a program designed to

serve the language needs of students who speak

little or no English.

The identification of district violations directs the

minimal effort needed to achieve compliance. The

effort is complex and requires time.

A district with over 50,000 students in Los AngelesCounty found in non-compliance for improperIdentification of the primary or home language was
determine the home language of each ofthe 50,000 students and cross-validate the resultswith other procedures to determine the dominant

language of each student. At least two months ofwork was required to comply with this OCR request
while involving twelve professionals full time.
Once this activity was completed the district was
requested to provide educational programs to meetthe educational and linguistic needs of each
student

.

Thus, in order to initiate and understand the

complexity of Lau compliance and its implications to the

district, the second factor of the systematic planning

approach becomes imperative.

The orientation to a district's needs for meeting

Title VI compliance involves direct communication with the

school board, district administrators, teaching staff, and

3Based on a
pliance under the

review of fifty-four
Lau decision.

letters of noncom-
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target community. The communication addresses desegrega-
tion issues and information as to the noncompliance status
of the district, the Implications of compliance, steps
towards meeting compliance, and the necessary involvement
Of district role groups in developing and implementing an
educational master plan.

of th4 tetterof the receiptor rne letter of non-compliance. ^

input'^untl?™!™''*'^
involved in providing

this lack of
had elapsed. The consequence ofthis lack of communication as to Lau non-compliancecreated problems for the district that ended^in the

irc&“of°fh“^ superintendenfwhSin Charge of the district's effort to comply with
.Another factor contributing tothe districts limited effort in addressing the Laudecision had to do with the priority given to

—
teacher contract negotiations.

The third factor, the specification of personnel and

school community representatives to participate in the

development of an educational master plan is a sensitive

and political issue. The involvement of persons in the

development of an educational master plan requires a school

community analysis as to who exerts influence, respect, and

leadership in the educational process of the district.

Role groups such as teacher unions, community leaders,

advocacy groups, church and political leaders, district

administrators, business leaders, and PTA are all interest

groups that exert a great deal of influence in the
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governance and

district. The

development of

implemented.

delivery of

involvement

educational services of a

of the above role groups in the

a Lau plan becomes critical if it is to be

in Riverside County was afraid tonvolve the community in their Lau Steerina

critical of the district's administration.
A large district in Southern California witha very ethnically diverse community chosftocompletely ignore community.
In another district, teacher unions becamethe role group that was critical of Lau compuLcebecause of federal and state staff development

nSd^ir^: linguistic and cutouLlneeas of the school community.

Since each district plan must have the approval of the

school board before it is sent to OCR, the district person
responsible for district compliance becomes an indicator

as to how serious a district approaches Lau compliance.

Persons assigned this responsibility without decision-

making power will face problems in the development of the

plan since every activity of the plan will require approval

from district decision makers.

The fourth factor, the specification of compliance

goals, enabling objectives and activities to develop and

implement the Lau educational master plan is the first

function of the selected committee (Steering Committee)

representing the principal role groups of the district

community. The determination of goals and parameters for

compliance is a necessary step for addressing the areas of
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violations under Title VI regulations. The goals that are
specified by the Lau Steering Committee serve as guiding
parameters for the district to focus in developing and
implementing an educational master plan. The goals that

to reflect the areas of violation under the Title VI

regulations and the NEW/OCR Task Force Remedies will result
in enabling activities that will produce an educational

master plan that is incompatible with OCR requirements for

Lau compliance.

A number of Lau educational master plans havebeen rejected by OCR for failure to address the
specified under theHEW/OCR Task_ Force Remedies. Also, in the processof goal setting, many districts tend to emphasizerhetorical humanistic goals that are difficult

to operationalize or goals that are "safe" toimplement.

The determination of enabling objectives and

activities to operationalize goals is another crucial step

towards developing a Lau plan. This step requires the

leadership of the district and of the Steering Committee

to mutually negotiate the thoroughness of the activities

to be undertaken, the necessary cooperation and the

Steering Committee's access to personnel, data, and

resources that are needed to accomplish the goals of the

Committee.

In a number of districts in Southern California,
the process for developing an educational master
plan has resulted in the district's either
manipulating, cooperating, or following the
advice and recommendations of the Lau Steering
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The fifth factor is the needs assessment of student
characteristics in response to the areas of educational
incompatibilities as specified in the district letter of
noncompliance. This step addresses three questions: (1)
What is the status of the educational services for Lau
students vis-a-vis the letter of noncompliance? (2) What
educational services should Lau students be receiving? and
(3) What IS the discrepancy between what is and what should
be in regards to district educational services for Lau
students? The degree to which a district addresses these
three questions in a comprehensive manner will determine
how accurately the educational plan will reflect the
existing needs of Lau students, meet compliance and provide
quality services.

A Steering Committee in a district in Los AnaelesCounty developed a very comprehensive needs
^

assessment survey only to be disapproved by theSuperintendent on the grounds that it wouldgenerate questions and criticism from Angloparents and teachers. Three months of work andhroad_ based involvement was wasted by lack ofistrict commitment and leadership.

The sixth factor is the specification of needs as

based on the results of the needs assessment. The assess

ment of educational needs derived from the implementation

of the needs assessment step provides the Lau Steering

Committee with specific information and data to develop a
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district-wide Lau educational master plan that addresses
the HEW/OCR Task Force Remedies and the specified district
goals for meeting Lau compliance.

the^areirof""
bounty upon identifying

faced wii-h r-

meet Lau compliance was
from a

information derivedtrom a needs assessment survey of teachers

s?udentf parents aAdStudents in the area of bilingual education vs
® English. The power structure

district reacted negatively to thefindings of the survey generating a number oflocal newspaper articles calling for OCR andthe Lau Center to leave town.

The seventh factor, the development of an educational

master plan for bilingual desegregation to meet

compliance, addresses the areas of language determination,

staff training, community relations, counseling and

guidance and administrative re-organization. These areas

are related to the needs assessment question of what should

be the district's educational services for meeting Lau

compliance. In this step, the content of each component

of the Lau educational master plan is written in a manner

that incorporates all of the previous six factors in a

comprehensive manner. To facilitate the development of

each Lau component, the Lau Steering Committee is broken

down into various task force committees. These committees

include representation from each of the principal role

groups of the district community and are given the

responsibility to write a specific component of the Lau

plan

.
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The representation and leadership of each taskforce commxttee has direct impliLtions as tfwhat IS written in a Lau plan. in a districtin Santa Barbara County, the Administrative
Re-organization Task Force Committee wascomposed of mostly district administrators whorefused to deal with the issue of school
finances on the grounds that only the schoolboard could deal with such an issue.

The consolidation of all Lau components into an

educational master plan becomes the responsibility of the

coordinating committee of the Lau Steering committee

composed of representatives from each Task Force Committee

the district Lau coordinator.

The eighth factor, the specification of resources for

implementing an educational master plan for bilingual

desegregation, is a critical enabling source for

determining if the Lau plan will be implemented or become

a district paper plan. This step is the most sensitive and

critical to the district's administration and school board,

requiring the re-allocation of district funds and the

specification of resources for implementing the Lau plan.

Most school districts express a need for federal
and state categorical funds for financing the
implementation of a Lau educational master plan.
The use of locally generated monies (ADA) is
generally seen as a long range enabling step
that will be dealt with over a period of three
years. The problem that is generated due to the
dependence on federal and state categorical funds
for implementing a Lau plan is twofold: the
federal government requires a district to imple-
ment their Lau plan with or without federal and
state categorical funds and to use the ADA
generated by the Lau students. In many cases
this means $5 to $60 million dollars of ADA monies.
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The ninth factor, the specification of a time-line,
personnel, and a management system for implementing an

educational master plan for bilingual desegregation,

addresses four basic questions: (1) Who is responsible for

implementing each component and activity of the Lau plan?

(2) When is each component and activity of the Lau plan to
be implemented? (3) What are the resources necessary for

implementing the Lau plan? and (4) Who is responsible for

providing the resources for implementing the Lau plan? The

thoroughness of a district's answer to each of the four

questions provide for the organization and implementation

of the Lau plan in a systematic way.

district in Orange County, in the specification
of responsibilities for implementing the Lau plan,gave primary responsibility to an administrative
intern with no decision-making power and housed
under the Compensatory Programs Office. The
district has had limited impact in implementing
their Lau plan.

The success of a district in involving the principal

role groups of the district-community is reflected in this

step when district personnel is given the responsibility

for implementing the Lau plan.

The tenth factor, the specification of procedures for

implementing an educational master plan, addresses the

administrative issue of how the Lau plan will be implemented

and what the district staff and community involvement is

going to be in the implementation of the Lau plan. This

step sets the stage for the actual operationalization of
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,

A number of districts in Ventura, Los Anaeles

S“eerLarcompUaif
been
Ollow-up on-site review keeps these districts

St feelings as to how theyteel about complying with decision.
^

Under the Initiation of Compliance stage most
districts in noncompliance with Title VI regulations

generally follow all or most of the ten factors outlined
under this stage of the planning process. Since a district
IS faced with the OCR 210-day time period to develop its

Lau master plan, OCR plays a major role in motivating

districts to involve their decision makers in the planning

process. Those that do not follow a systematic planning

approach are districts that are going through the motions

just in case they are found in noncompliance with the Lau

decision

.

Implementation of Compliance

—

Educational Master Plan

Upon the approval of the Lau educational master plan

by the school district board of education and OCR, the

district is responsible for notifying OCR of the progress

made in implementing the Lau plan sixty days after school

begins each year and thirty days after the last day of each

school year for a period of three years. However, once the

Lau educational master plan is developed and approved, the
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harsh reality confronts the institutional setting of the

district. How does the district undertake the task of
translating the paper plan into practice?

The planning process that involves the implementation
of the compliance plan is defined as the change process that

occurs when the district's responsibility to operationalize

the Lau educational master plan and the organizational

structure of the district interact. Berman and McLaughlin

(1975b) suggest that the implementation of an innovation

must be a give-and-take on the part of the institution that

must adapt to the demands of the innovation. Likewise, the

innovation itself must adapt to the institutional setting

and organization of a district. Thus, the implementation

of compliance is a process of mutual adaptation. Three

characteristics serve to describe the stage of imple-

mentation of compliance:

1. Specification of scope of proposed organizational

change required by the Lau plan.

2. Mutual adaptation of the Lau plan and the

organizational setting.

3. Implementation strategy to operationalize the

Lau plan.

The first characteristic focuses on the specification

of scope of the proposed organizational change required by

the Lau plan. Four factors are suggested by the Rand

studies for the implementation of innovation:
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1 .

2 .

3 .

4.

biliw^h!^ involved a compati-bility between district goals and the goals ofthe Lau educational master plan.
Nature and extent of staff and program change

extent of change required ofthe district to meet Lau compliance.
Complexity of change required. This encom-passes short and long range implementation ofeducational programs and services required ofthe district to meet Lau compliance.
Consonance of Lau educational programs and
services vis-a-vis target community needs.
(Berman and McLaughlin, 19 75b: 15)

The centrality of goals in the implementation of Lau

compliance calls for the leadership of the district to

determine the degree of compatibility the Lau plan will

have in operationalizing its goals. According to Watson

(1966) a school district's resistance to the goals of an

innovation is reduced if the personnel of the district see

the organizational change required by the innovation as

being compatible with the goals and values acknowledged by

the district staff. To the degree that the goals of the

district and of the Lau plan are incompatible, resistance

to implement the plan will be voiced. If the conflict is

not resolved, certain district role groups will campaign

actively to force their interpretation as to what should

be implemented (e.g., community groups, teacher unions,

district administrators)

.

In a district in Los Angeles County the school
board approved the Lau plan without the support
of the main teacher union of the district. The
school board approved the Lau plan that called
for a comprehensive program to implement
bilingual maintenance programs while the teacher
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instructTnn®^®'*
English as a Second Language

mobUize^itrteaT ^ with Lau. The teachir union
^

teachers against the school board

“se ?ourjob °^a d" How to

conLi^fn thi ?? ™! ® ® negotiatingncern in the collective bargaining process.

The issue of compatible goals between the district and
the Lau plan is closely related to the second factor of the
determination of scope of proposed organizational change.

The nature and amount of staff and program change required
to meet the educational needs of Lau students is another

political issue that confronts the implementation of the

Lau plan. If the plan calls for certified teachers who

have specific competencies in bilingual-multicultural

education and instructional programs utilizing a different

curricula and approach, the issue of when, who, and how it

will be done by the district creates a climate of

uneasiness and friction among district personnel,

administrators, and the target community. Although time-

lines are specified for the implementation of Lau

components, legal issues such as the tenure system,

collective bargaining, school finance, federal and state

regulations, and testing procedures complicate the efforts

of meeting Lau compliance.

Districts throughout Southern California are
extremely sensitive to teacher union pressures
^^d although federal law supercedes state laws,
districts are afraid to implement Lau plans too
quickly in order not to create a confrontation
with the teacher unions in their collective
bargaining negotiations.
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The rationale of a district in Los Anaeles
® period of two to five yearswas based on its inability to implement its

^
aHirmative action plan due to a decreLe ofstudent enrollment, no federal assistance to

and'tL'ww "f-dvantaged" bilingual students,

cSlSity!
P«""tal involvement in the school

The complexity of change required over a period of

less than a year to three years to show affirmative

improvement in a district is a logistical issue of time,

personnel, resources, and district commitment. Due to the

enormous gap in academic achievement between the non-

minority and minority students within any given district,'^

under compliance a district is required to delineate

short- and long-range goals and enabling activities. To

the degree that a district allocates sufficient resources

and personnel to implement its Lau plan, the quality of

educational services provided will reflect such a fiscal

and personnel commitment.

A district in Imperial County in a heavily popu-
lated Spanish-surname community was alarmed by its
commitments to OCR while having less than five
certified bilingual teachers among a staff of over
one hundred teachers and attempted to have a Lau
Center intervene in their behalf. Other districts
create a dependence on federal and state categori-
cal funds (such as ESEA Title I, Title VII, and
Title IV) to implement programs for Lau students
and hired aides to assist monolingual English
speaking teachers in dealing with Lau students.

For example, the academic expectancy for a minority
student in most districts in California is generally below
the 50 percentile on standardized tests, while for the
nonminority student the expectancy is generally above the
50 percentile.
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Consonance of Lau educational programs and services

vis-a-vis the needs of the target community can take two

perspectives. Those districts sensitive to the minority
target community will involve its leadership and parent

groups in the design and implementation of bilingual-

inul ticultural programs.

A district in Los Angeles County in order to
identify the instructional programs that werecompatible with the characteristics of thetarget community involved community leaders
in a series of meetings, workshops, and
conferences in order to define goals and program
designs for their Lau plan. The involvement ofthe target community created a support group for
the district in counter—acting the district's
teacher unions in their attempt to dilute the
efforts of the district in meeting Lau
compliance

.

Districts that take a condescending attitude towards

the minority target community take the position that the

*^istrict knows what is "good for these people."

The cries of "America: love it (learn English)
or leave it (go back from where you came)," are
voiced by hundreds of districts' administrators,
school board members, and teacher unions through-
out California. The good and correct curriculum
is translated as the 3 R's taught in English and
by English speaking models.

The second characteristic, mutual adaptation of the

Lau plan and the organizational setting, addresses the

degree of interaction between the Lau educational master

plan and the organizational structure of a district. A

district can engage in one of three types of adaptive

interaction between the Lau plan and the organizational
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setting of the district (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975:10).
1. Mutual adaptation. In this interaction the Lau

plan IS adapted into the organizational setting
of the district, while the district personnel

also adapt to the demands of the Lau plan.

A school district in Santa Barbara Countv

thriacro?“°" Wittthe lack of expertise within the district officeto implement the Lau plan. The districrre organized its administrative staff to open a
district office level andwith decision making power to coordinate theimplementation of all programs related todesegregation and bilingual instruction.

In another district, each school within thedistrict designated a resource teacher to
coordinate and implement its Lau plan. Other
districts through the superintendent's officeprovide on-going inservice to their school
principals on the process of implementing theirLau educational master plans.

^neir

Mutual adaptation is directly related to the first

stage of the planning process in regard to the desire and

commitment of the district to comply with the decision.

2. Nonimplementation. Here, the Lau plan is not

adapted within the organizational setting and

structure of the district due to implementation

problems

.

A number of districts in the Los Angeles County
faced with non-compliance letters eagerly
developed Lau paper plans only to assign the
implementation of the plan to their bilingual
coordinator or compensatory program director
with the directive to integrate the Lau plan
into their previously existing program. No new
programs or services were initiated as proposed
by the Lau plan. Problems arose in regards to
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the implementation of a district-wide Lau planthrough existing services designed to meet theneeds of a few schools.

3. Cooptation. In this type of interaction the Lau

plan IS adapted into the district organizational

setting that is indifferent and resistant to the

proposed programs and services specified in the

plan sent to OCR.

A district in Orange County through educational
associations and the press openly opposed the
task of developing a Lau educational master plan
to meet Title VI regulations. However, in 1976,
the district completed the plan and was approved
by OCR. The district has not taken any steps to
implement the plan, but claims the Lau plan hasbeen implemented through the existing district
programs

.

Cooptation of a Lau plan is generally a result of the

resistance to bilingual desegregation issues and programs

that pose a threat to the autonomy and values of a

district

.

In the third characteristic, districts that are able

to provide district-community leadership in accepting the

issues and mandates of their noncompliance status with

Title VI regulations and the Lau decision undertake the

task of implementing a strategy to operationalize their

Lau plan. This characteristic of the implementation stage

of the planning process consists of the following factors:

1. Critical participation— the participation of staff

and district decision makers in the promotion and

support of the implementation of the Lau plan to
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establish a norm for change in the district.

2. Adaptive implementation strategy— the planning and

implementation of activities that are flexible,

adaptive, and congruent with the Lau plan through

established channels of communication and a

continuous process of planning.

3. Resource re-allocation—re-assessment and

adaptation of fiscal, personnel, and curriculum

resources to deliver the educational services

outlined in the Lau plan.

4. Articulation of educational services— the

integration and coordination of programs and

services in the district and across schools into

a district-wide comprehensive educational plan

for serving all students.

The critical participation factor focuses on the

internal dynamics of the school district related to who

becomes involved in the implementation of the Lau plan and

who exerts negative or indifferent attitudes towards the

Lau plan. The more district and school personnel are

involved in the implementation of the Lau plan the greater

is the chance that a district norm will be established to

respond to the educational needs of Lau students.

In a large district in San Diego County, the
district and staff commitment to implement the
Lau educational master plan is strong; however
a public relations effort is an on-going
activity of the district in order to respond
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racist statements voiced by
f regarding desegregationand the ^au decision. The reaction of thedistrict-community towards Lau has made teachersinvolved in the implementation of the Lau planrssl isolated and defensive.

The adaptive implementation strategy calls for an

enabling ongoing process of communication among district

personnel in which a forum for re-assessing the imple-

mentation and monitoring of the Lau plan is provided.

Regular meetings make the implementation stage a continuous

process in which achievements, problems of implementation,

and modifications are discussed and m.ade to facilitate the

operationalization of the Lau plan.

A district in Los Angeles County due to the lack
of communication among district administrators
and school personnel have failed to implement
their Lau plan because three different groups
within the district are implementing different
components of the plan. Since all of the three
components are interrelated (language determi-
nation, program options, staffing) the plan has
not been operationalized.

The resource re-allocation factor requires the

re-assessment of the district budget, personnel, and

curriculum vis-a-vis the Lau student characteristics

(socio-cul tural background and language achievement).

Every student in California generates on the average of

$1,200 (ADA) per year from local and state taxes for the

district budget; thus, resources are available.

The resource re-allocation of ADA to meet the

educational needs of Lau students in the areas of bilingual
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teachers and developing bilingual-multicultural curriculum
are two major enabling areas that determine if the Lau plan
will be operationalized.

A district in San Bernardino County with over 2500Lau students depends on state and Lderal mo^ief
servTcerto educationalservices to Lau students. If the flow of state

monies stops, the district plans toterminate most of its bilingual educators, whUegenerating 3 million dollars of ADA from thedistrict's Lau students.

The articulation of educational services calls for the

integration of the Lau plan into the district educational

programs. The integration of the Lau plan requires that

the district adapt to the demands of the Lau plan as the

plan adapts to the district curricula. Failure to

integrate the Lau plan into the district's educational

setting results in remedial band-aid programs labeled as

compensatory. Multicultural educational services and

programs perceived by district personnel as desirable and

compatible for all students will have the budgetary and

attitudinal support of the district.

district in San Luis Obispo County integrated
its Lau plan into the Migrant Education and
Title I programs on the basis that the Lau plan
met the criteria set by these programs. The
district personnel perceive these programs as
compensatory and for Mexican children.

The four factors of the implementation strategy to

operationalize the Lau educational master plan are inter-

related and interdependent, with each factor serving as

a catalyst for the implementation stage.
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Incorporation of Comvlianr.f^—
Educational Master

The Incorporation of Compliance is the fourth stage of
the planning process for developing and implementing an
educational master plan to meet the decision. This
stage focuses on the commitment and continuation of the
Lau educational master plan after pressure from OCR has

subsided and the implementation of the Lau plan has been
ongoing for at least one year. The Rand studies (Berman

and McLaughlin, 1975a: 14-29) suggest four characteristics

that have a strong influence in the incorporation of a Lau
plan into the district's organizational setting:

1. District support for the incorporation of
perceived successful instructional
services

.

2. Financial resources allocated for the
continuation of instructional programs
and educational services.

3. Importance ascribed to the instructional
programs and educational services provided
through the implementation of the Lau plan.

4. Organizational political forces inhibiting
or promoting the instructional programs and
educational services of the Lau plan.

The Rand studies further suggest that a Lau plan

perceived as successful by the district administration, that

has the support of the district staff, and that can be

implemented without burdening the district budget, will

likely be continued by a district (Berman and Pauly, 1975)

.

District support for the incorporation of the

instructional programs and educational services outlined in
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the Lau plan is influenced by the superintendent and the
district administration who either perceive the Lau plan as
successful during the initiation and implementation stages
or as creating problems for the district. Thus, the

commitment and leadership exerted by the superintendent

throughout the stages of the planning process will directly
affect the Incorporation stage (Berman and McLaughlin,

1975a)

.

The leadership of school districts in SouthernCalifornia, for the most part, have gone on
record as opposing bilingual instructional
programs for limited English speaking students.
uperintendents who have advocated support forprograms to resolve bilingual desegregation

problems are generally advocates of bilingual-
multicultural education.

5

The financial support and resources allocated for the

continuation of instructional programs and educational

services of the Lau plan is directly related to the support

and advocacy provided by the district administrative

personnel throughout the implementation of the Lau plan. A

district's administrative leadership can allocate the

appropriate resources to incorporate the Lau plan into the

existing curricula and organizational setting of the

district through the implementation of district policies,

in the hiring of staff, in the delivery of curriculum,

professional inservice of staff, and program offerings.

"California School Board Association, Survey of
California School Districts Considered for Non-Compliance,
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964," November 1976.
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istricts in Southern California with over 5%minority students receive state and federal fundsthat supplement the ADA generated by thesestudents. All of the funds received by a district
LmprehensJveeducational program that addresses the needs and

S'SfSstr^ct.""
minority student population

The importance ascribed to the instructional programs
and educational services through the implementation of the

Lau plan serves as an indicator of the district's perceived

value of the programs and services. District support,

leadership, advocacy and fiscal backing of bilingual-

multicultural programs provides for a receptive organiza-

tional setting for incorporating the ongoing implementation

of the Lau plan. Thus, the importance given to such

programs as bilingual-multicultural instruction is closely

correlated to the support, leadership, and fiscal backing

provided by the district administration to the Lau plan.

The administrators of a district in RiversideCounty in determining the importance of their Lau
p an stated, "We know from prior experience withDutch, Vietnamese and Mexican immigrants that

instruction is not the most expedientmethod of getting these people into the mainstream
hew/OCR guidelines are obviouslygeared to force the employment of more minority

people. They (OCR) have no right to disrupt ouroperations." ^

The organizational political forces in a district

inhibiting or promoting the ongoing implementation of the

Lau plan serve to pressure the leadership of a district to

respond with their opinion or policies. The political

forces promoting the ongoing implementation of a Lau plan
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can be identified as ooiranunity groups, parents, district
personnal, and court-mandated regulations. Those forces
inhibiting the incorporation of the Lau plan can be teachei
unions, district personnel, community values, community
groups, cost, and staffing requirements. At the incor-
poration stage community groups and teacher unions are the
most influential in pressuring the leadership of the

district to support or to resist the incorporation of the
Lau plan into the organizational setting of the district.

A major nation-wide political effort on the partof school districts is to do away with Laucompliance On August 26, 1977, in the WashingtonPost an article read: "School superintendents^
around the country are breathing easier over thenews that they will not have to fill out thecontroversial civil rights OS 101-102 forms forthe federal government this year. In the wake ofextensive opposition from educators and strong
pressure from Congress, HEW’s Secretary, Joseph
A. Califano has decided not to require the
nation s 16,000 school districts to submit
information about the status of minorities, women,
and the handicapped for the 1977-78 school year."
These are the same forms used to identify
complaint districts under the Lau decision.

The incorporation of the Lau plan into a district's

organizational setting is directly related to the previous

three stages of the planning process. Lau plans that are

^^itiated with strong district support and have involved

teachers and principals in the development of the Lau plan,

are expected to be supportive of continuing the implemen-

tation of the Lau plan. However, districts that in the

first two stages of the planning process demonstrate
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resistance to the development and implementation of a Lau
plan are expected to be dormant in meeting compliance.

Summary

Each stage of the planning process—determination of
compliance, initiation of compliance, implementation of
compliance, and incorporation of compliance—was described

in reference to the characteristics of each stage. The

four stages and specific characteristics were derived from

the review of literature and from two years involvement

with over fifty-four school districts in Southern

California that were noncompliant with the Title VI

(CRA *64) regulations and the ^ decision. The

characteristics of each stage of the planning process are

presented in Figure 6.

A district that proceeds to comply with the Title VI

(CRA 64) regulations and the Lau decision through a value

position that positively addresses the areas of Lau non-

compliance is expected to involve the most influential role

groups of the district during the Initiation stage of the

planning process and undertake the operationalization of

its respective characteristics. Upon completion and

approval of the Lau plan by OCR, the district is faced with

the task of instituting the Lau plan into the organiza-

tional setting of the district. Under the Implementation

stage, the major activities faced by a district are the
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specification of scope of the proposed organizational

change (addressing Lau compliance requirements and their

compatibility with existing district services) . Another

major activity is the mutual adaptation of the Lau plan

into the organizational setting of the district (its

adaptation to the demands of the Lau plan) . Finally, the

implementation of strategies to operationalize the Lau plan

(essential resources, leadership and staff involvement to

implement the Lau plan) must be considered.

A district that is able to tackle the implementation

stage for more than one year and successfully adapt to the

demands of the Lau plan proceeds to the Incorporation stage.

The key issues that need to be addressed by a district in

incorporating a Lau plan are the overall district

administrative and staff support, district fiscal ADA re-

allocations to implement Lau plan components, the

importance ascribed by the district to the Lau instruc-

tional programs and services. Another area is the

organizational political forces within the district

community that inhibit or promote the incorporation of the

Lau plan into the district organizational setting and

structure

.

All districts found in noncompliance under Title VI

(CRA '64) regulations and the Lau decision are required by

OCR to at least complete the first and second stage of the

planning process. The third and fourth stages become the
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sole responsibility of the district to operationalize with
OCR's coercive influence diminishing to two written reports
per year. The influence to implement the Lau plan and

incorporate it into the district organizational setting

and structure becomes dependent on the organizational

climate and motivations of district personnel in imple-

menting the Lau decision.

The following chapter delineates those organizational

climate and motivational characteristics that parallel the

four stages of the planning process and that contribute

towards a receptive setting and supportive environment for

developing and implementing the Lau plan.



CHAPTER IV
IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

AND MOTIVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR BILINGUAL DESEGREGATION

A school district's organizational climate and the

motivations of its decision makers play a major role

throughout the four stages of the planning process

presented in the previous chapter. According to Watson

(1966), Argyris (1962), Schon (1971), Blansfield (1959),

and Havelock (1969, 1973a) successful change can occur only

If both the key agents of an organization and the perimeter

staff are receptive to the change process. Where the

decision makers are uncommitted to change, the change

process will only serve to maintain the existing conditions

of the organization.

The organizational climate and administrative commit-

ment of a school district to meet Title VI regulations and

compliance are important characteristics for district

adaptation to the demands of developing and implementing a

huu educational master plan. In districts where the

organizational climate is hostile or indifferent, very

limited support will be found in realizing a Lau plan. In

contrast, an organizational climate that is receptive

towards the development and implementation of a Lau plan

will support efforts to operationalize the plan. Thus,

133
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this chapter seeks to identify those organizational

climates and motivational characteristics that are

especially relevant to the four stages of an educational

planning process for bilingual desegregation. The

organizational climate and motivational characteristics

were derived from the review of literature chapter, from

discussions with a panel of experts, and from direct

participation and involvement over a period of two years

with over fifty-three school districts in Southern

California in noncompliance with the Lau decision
( 1975- 77 ) .

A common initial response by a district superintendent

to a letter of noncompliance with Title VI regulations is

to downplay the described violations in order to safeguard

the letter's content from district personnel and the

community. Blake and Mouton (1968) and Fink et al . (1971)

provide an organizational crises framework to assist an

organization to react to crisis (such as a district being

found in violation of Title VI regulations and told that

failure to comply may result in withholding of federal

financial assistance) . The organizational crises concep-

tual framework presented in the review of the literature

chapter (Fig. 4, p. 79 [Fink et al., 1971]) has been

adapted as a framework for describing the organizational

climate characteristics that parallel the four stages of

the planning process for developing and implementing an

educational master plan within the context of the Lau
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decision.

The conceptual framework is presented under Figure 7.
The columns parallel the four stages of the planning
process described in the previous chapter, as well as the
major organisational climate and motivational character-
istics which contribute to and affect the development and
implementation of a Lau plan. The rows parallel the value
position taken by a school district upon receipt of a

letter of noncompliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 .

The conceptual framework assumes that every human
system has within it forces for maintenance of the status
quo and forces for growth. These forces tend to operate
counter to each other, but the balance between maintenance

and growth is constantly shifting (Pink, Beak, and Taddeo,

1971) . In addition, the value positions taken by a school

district in response to noncompliance with federal regu-

lations relate to Lewin's (1948) concept of change as a

three-stage process of unfreezing, changing, and refreezing.

Unfreezing being: creating motivation to change: changing:

developing new responses based on new information; and

refreezing: stabilizing and integrating the changes.

Organizational CliinatG and Motivational
Characteristics Vis-A-Vis the Four

Stages of the Planning Process

Under the first stage of the planning process, the

Determination of Legal Requirements, the organizational
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climate characteristic that has an impact on the planning
process is the attitude of the district towards compliance
with the decision (Pink, Beak, and Taddeo, 1971). The
attitude towards compliance is described through the

following continuum:

Resistant

r

Receptive

° Shock

° Defensive Retreat

° Acknowledgment

Adaptation and Change

The shock attitude towards compliance occurs when
the district administration becomes aware of OCR's power to
suspend district federal funds. The management structure

of the district is legally threatened and counteracts

through legal channels.

that^the'^Off"
County took the attitudethat the Office for Civil Rights should not havethe power to threaten school districts nor toimpose regulations which force a school board to

attor^ev’'?^®^''® advised their

HEW^CR 1
® ®how cause hearing with

A defensive retreat attitude towards compliance

mobilizes district forces to exert political pressure on
OCR for the purpose of reducing the legal threat from

Excerpt was taken from the Region G Lau CenterSummary reports of services provided to a district in Los

souros^nf°“"f^'
excerpts will not be given their

the preserve the anonymity ofthe district being discussed. ^ ^
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hew/OCR and not towards resolving the noncompliance status
wxth the 1^ decision. The thrust behind a defensive
retreat attitude is maintenance of the existing instruc-
tional programs and control over external pressures.

An assistant superintendent expressed h-icover the tendenciec; e-F
^JP^essed his concern

their representai?!^ F
agencies and/or

forcing ^ctolfdisSicts t^c" in
developed regulations- "w

with newly
that there are strinas atFer-h^a

aware
fc>i:rings attached to our federal Iv

SSS sSr" rf, hesitate to puL
house is 'ghonia

PP°se the question before the
seeking federal aid o/pulfou?^f"the"fedS2^''“®programs entirely?'" tederal

The acknowledgment attitude towards compliance
recognises the district's responsibility to comply with the
law. The school district experiments with some new
educational approaches, in a rather cautious way, in order
to meet minimal legal requirements of compliance with the
Lau decision. The intent of this attitude is to address
OCR pressures and develop and implement educational

services to satisfy legal requirements.

A superintendent in Ventura County while
acknowledging district efforts to comply with the

enacted by Congress,stated that the district did not agree thatlegislation that had been enacted on court rulingsnecessarily provided for the best interests ofstudents. He further declared that there is aconflict between some of the requirements being
upon the district and what may best serve

the educational interests of youngsters.

The adaptation and change of attitude towards Lau

compliance represents a district setting receptive to the
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development and implementation of a Lau educational master
plan that goes beyond meeting minimal legal requirements.
The district proceeds to take affirmative steps in

developing and implementing a comprehensive Lau educational
master plan through a district-wide coordinated process.

notif?ca^?J”
Angeles County indicated thatfication of non-compliance was a challengeto be progressive and not static. Changes arecontinuous and changes to meet the educational

brmade
different students would

The organizational climate and motivational character-

istics corresponding to the second stage of the planning

process. Initiation of Compliance, are: (1) community

pressure, (2) organizational leadership and involvement,

(3) attitude toward the planning process, and (4) the

effort of goal setting and planning. The four character-

istics are discussed by Harman and Rosenburg (1973) , Mann

(1957), Clasky et al. (1973), Argyris (1962), Schon (1971),

Havelock (1969, 1973a), Likert (1961), Greenwood et al.

(1975) , and Lippitt, Watson, and Westley (1961) as

important factors that influence an organization's

operating behavior.

1. Community pressure is created by the community dynamics

of both the power structure of the district community

(decision makers) and the target community (that sector

of the community directly affected ty the Lau decision).

Community pressure on a school district takes two
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approaches: that of pressuring the district to main-
tain the status quo or that of pushing the district
for educational responsiveness and change. Community

pressure towards addressing noncompliance is

described through the following continuum:

Community Pressure

Resistant l.l Active Power Structure

1.2 Active Power Structure and
Dormant Target Community

1.3 Active Power Structure and
Active Target Community

Receptive 1.4 Collaborative Power Structure
and Target Community

1.1 The community pressure exerted on a district by an

active power structure is generally expressed

through the local press, attendance at board

meetings and campaigning for candidates in advo-

cating that OCR and the federal government have no

business in local matters and that the function of

schooling is to Americanize all children to our

democratic system of government in order to create

strong citizens.

1.2 An active power structure and dormant target

community represents a district that has the

strong support of the power structure of the

community in denying any wrongdoing and actively
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seeks political pressure to challenge OCR. While
the target community becomes aware of a district's

noncompliance status with the decision, it

recognizes its limited information as to its

meaning and implication of noncompliance, and is

thus dormant in pressuring the district to take

serious educational steps to meet ^ compliance.

1.3 An active power structure and active target

community represents a district that has two

active communities, generally having opposing

views, applying pressure to the district. A

district can be pressured by the monolingual

community to resist any type of educational

approach that uses a language other than English

on the grounds that it is un-American and contrary

to community opinion and support. An active

target community takes the counter view that the

district legally, educationally, and socially has

the responsibility to meet the educational needs

and wants of the target community. Pressure can

be exerted by confronting district personnel and

the school board in open meetings, through the

media of communication, through the boycott of

classes, through court class action suits,

indirect pressure through politicians, etc.

1.4 A collaborative power structure and target
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community represents a district that has the
active commitment and involvement of the dominant
decision makers and the target minority commu-
nities, who collaborate in the development and
implementation of an educational master plan to
meet the decision. The collaborative effort
shares information, skills, and decision making
reaching common educational goals and objectives
for complying with the Lau decision.

in

Most school districts in California are carefu] in

othei''thL‘'EZl"^h^
persons who speak a language

not the function of a target community to decidewhat IS best for their youngsters. sL“dis?rictseven go so far as to speculate that communityadvisory committees are obviously geared to forcethe employment of minority peoplL Perdistr?ctsunder compliance with the decision haveCO laboration between the power structure and thetarget community.

2. Organizational leadership and involvement focuses on

leadership participation and involvement of district

decision makers in the development and implementation

of the Lau educational master plan. The leadership and

involvement of a district's decision makers and key

personnel at the Initiation stage of the planning

process is an important determinant of a district's

effort to develop a comprehensive Lau plan. The

following continuum breaks down this characteristic

into four levels:
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Leadership Involvement

2.1 Dormant - Dormant

2.2 Autocratic - Centralized

2.3 Participative- Consultative

2.4 Collaborative- Broadbased

2.1 With dormant leadership and dormant involvement,

the district administration takes a nonpartici-

pative role in involving and communicating with

district personnel due to its decision to ignore

the noncompliance status and the legal challenge

of OCR's ruling.

2.2 A district superintendent takes an autocratic

leader-style when s/he centralizes all involvement

of the Lau planning process in a few trusting

administrators or district personnel.

2.3 The district decision maker that pursues a

participative leadership style supports the notion

that all key role groups within the district

should provide input to the planning process but

s/he keeps control of all final decisions. The

involvement of district personnel provides for a

wider range of influences which may be given fair

consideration irrespective of the status of the

person holding the opinion.

2.4 The highest level of collaborative leadership

Resistant

Receptive
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supports the notion that all key role groups

within and outside the district should participate
in providing input to the planning process through
a consensus approach, sharing decision-making

responsibility. Leadership and decision making

are dictated by the nature of the task and the

kinds of resources required to accomplish it.

district decision makersin Southern California in responding to the Laudecision has for the most par? bee?®au?oc??t^

S carefully selecting personnel
non-compliance, with very minimal

‘ Y and sporadic on-going involvement
planning process.District leadership and involvement is most

community pressure is exertedon the district to comply with the decision.

3. The attitude towards the planning process reflects

incentives, motivations and ways in which a school

district approaches the planning process in developing

and implementing a Lau plan. Four levels of implied

motivations are presented in the following continuum

of attitudes towards the planning process.

Attitude

Low 3.1 Status Quo

3.2 Mechanistic

' /

3.3 Opportunistic

High 3.4 Problem Solving

Each of the four levels characterizes a district
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attitude, incentive and motivation in developing a Lau
plan.

3.1 The status quo attitude reflects a district's

unwillingness to develop any kind of Lau plan and
sees compliance as irrelevant to day-to-day

educational services provided to students.

3.2 A mechanistic attitude towards the planning

process mirrors a district's position of just

going through the motions to buy time in putting

off OCR and compliance. This attitude enables

a district to dispose of its noncompliance status

for a period of time.

3.3 An opportunistic attitude towards the planning

process takes the position that meeting Lau

compliance is like writing a compensatory proposal

to meet the remedial educational needs of

students. Thus, it is easier to play OCR's rules

than to fight the federal government. The

opportunistic attitude responds to community and

legal pressure by going through the planning

process, but with little in the way of serious

change

.

3.4

The problem-solving attitude towards the planning

process responds to the educational need identi-

fied by individuals in the school community.

There is a commitment to diagnose and act upon the
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educational needs identified and to effectively

plan strategies to resolve needs. An explicit

expression of district interest in developing a

Lau educational master plan encourages district

personnel to take Lau compliance seriously and

to work hard to achieve it.

Some districts in Southern California have takenthe position that they will work with the local
Lau Center as a delaying action and hope that the
California School Board Association can bring
about a reasonable change in the interpretation
in meeting the Lau decision. Another large
percentage of districts claim through an oppor-
tunistic attitude that once they do something,
automatically it will put them in compliance.
Lastly, a small percentage of districts through
a problem-solving attitude take affirmative
steps toward implementing district-wide needs
assessments and using findings to develop their
Lau master plan.

4. The effort of goal setting and planning focuses on the

degree of effort demonstrated by a school district in

developing a Lau plan. The district's effort to

establish goals and a planning process is directly

related to its perceived need to address the Lau

decision and the pressure from OCR and its local

advisory groups. A continuum of four levels of effort

includes the following:
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Effort of Goal Setting
and Planning

Dormant

Expodiont and Limitod

Synthesizing and Administrative

Exhaustive and Integrative
District-wide

4.1 A dormant effort of goal setting and planning

reflects a district position that refuses to

address a compliance framework for developing and

implementing a Lau plan. The claim is made that

the district is providing equal access to educa-

tion for all students regardless of race, color or

national origin, and therefore complying with

federal and state regulations.

4.2 An expedient and limited position towards goal

setting and planning is approached within a very

narrow perspective, with the emphasis upon getting

the paper work done in order to satisfy the

federal government. Expediency substitutes for

long-range thinking and forecasting of district

educational needs.

4.3 The synthesizing and administrative position takes

a more receptive approach, with the planning and

goal- setting process going beyond an immediate and

narrow perspective. This position, in a tentative

None 4.1

4.2

4.3

High 4.4
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manner, begins to address the educational

incompatibilities that exist in the district
vis-a-vis students who speak a language other than
English. The identification of educational

incompatibilities serves to identify short- and
long-range goals in an effort to develop and

implement a Lau plan that meets the educational
needs of Lau students. However, the synthesis of

the planning and goal-setting approach is looked

upon as if it were a special program for a

specific population of students due to the

difficulties attached to relinquishing safer

expedient educational objectives.

4.4 An exhaustive and integrative district-wide

position towards the goal- setting and planning

process takes a position advocating equal benefits

from education for all students. This position

implies a district-wide comprehensive needs

assessment to identify educational discrepancies

affecting linguistically and culturally different

students. This planning and goal-setting position

avoids the pitfalls of overgeneralization,

premature action, and a narrow perspective. This

position examines and identifies short- and long-

range goals that are necessary to provide equal

educational benefits. The goals are then
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integrated into a coherent set of plans that
include management and evaluation components to

assure the mutual adaptation of the Lau plan into
the district while the district makes certain

alternations to accommodate the implementation of
the Lau plan.

Goal setting is generally viewed by districts as

create^a^fPf^l^°
satisfy community pressure and to

for providing"?npSt to^the°schoo^ dS^rfcr^'^fn"^"'

thriLntif?
community responsiveness inthe identification of educational needs. Indistricts court orders to desegregate, goaletting becomes a philosophical debate involvingthe power structure of the district community andthe minority

_ leadership in reference to what isequal educational opportunity. Few districts,
tor the most part, examine and address the concept

benefits, although on paper90o of the districts make such a claim. Thus,goal setting is often an excuse for coopting thecompliance process that legitimizes paper progress,with no necessary implementation.

The organizational climate and motivational character-

istics corresponding to the third stage of the planning

process, the Implementation of Compliance, are (1)

communication flow of information, (2) administrative

support and commitment, and (3) participation of key

actors. These three characteristics are identified by the

literature in the field as being critical in determining

whether or not the Lau plan is translated into practice.

In reference to the first characteristic, the

communication flow of information focuses on the amount

1 .
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and quality of communication passed throughout the
various channels of the district in implementing the
Lau plan. The flow of information among district
personnel is a key factor that determines the effec-
tiveness and climate of interaction among district
personnel in implementing the Lau plan (Fox et al.,

1973; Schmuck and Miles, 1971; Coch and French, 1948;
Likert, 1961; Watson, 1966) . The following continuum
distinguishes four levels of communication in

implementing the Lau plan:

Flow of Information

Closed 1.1 Legal and Random

1.2 Procedural and Ritualized

1.3 Contingent Communication
Dependent on Need

Open 1.4 Continuous, Clear and Systematic

1.1 A legal and random flow of information describes a

district that is pursuing legal action in

challenging OCR's letter of noncompliance while

providing carefully controlled information to the

community through the press as to its status and

problems with OCR. Such a district's communica-

tion with the community pictures itself as

victimized, and OCR is accused of being the

victimizer

.
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1.2 A procedural and ritualized flow of information
describes a district that follows procedural steps
in meeting minimal legal obligations and through
constricted communication keeps the district

administration and personnel informed of its

effort to meet minimal compliance with the Lau

decision.

1.3 The flow of information, based on contingent

communication dependent on need, describes a

district that is pursuing Lau compliance and has

ongoing communication with district personnel but

limited to what the law says and not what is

educationally sound for the district. The

communication channels are open to all, but the

information is only available upon request.

1.4 A continuous, clear, and systematic flow of

information describes a district that provides for

communication that reflects exactly what is going

on. Communication is authentic and congruent in

thst information does not contradict the events

and activities taking place. The continuous and

systematic flow of information creates a signifi-

cant amount of interaction and communication aimed

at achieving district goals and objectives vis-a-

vis the Lau plan.
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ability of such information to th

hat have community
rict administrator
ion regarding areas
d limit the avail-
o the district

formation is one of
f a district. The

can control
of a Lau

community

.

The second characteristic, administrative support and

commitment, focuses on the degree to which the district

administration supports the Lau plan and the degree to

which such support is internalized through an ongoing

commitment to implement the plan. Hershey and

Blanchard (1972), Argyris (1962), Schon (1971),

Blansfield (1959) , Kirby, Grain and Harris (1973) , and

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1976) address the

importance of a district's positive attitude, support

and commitment towards the implementation of desired

change. The following continuum provides four levels

of administrative support and commitment towards the

implementation of a Lau plan:

Administrative Support and
Commitment

Weak

2.1

None

2.2

Limited Support and Limited
Commitment

2.3

Support and Limited
Commitment

Strong 2.4 Support and Commitment
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2.1 A nonsupport and commitment position describes a

district that is totally opposed to the imple-

mentation of any kind of Lau plan.

2.2 A limited support and limited commitment position

describes a district that will provide minimal

support and commitment to the implementation of a

Lau plan. Minimal becomes the least necessary to

bring the district into compliance with OCR as

defined by law.

2.3 A district that demonstrates support and limited

commitment towards the implementation of a Lau

plan, IS generally a district that abides by any

state or federal regulation. Such a district will

implement programs to meet a state or federal

mandate but will not feel committed to funding

such programs through local monies since they

are imposed on the district under the name of

equal educational opportunity. This position

also perceives bilingual desegregation as

compensatory

.

2.4

A support and commitment position describes a

district that has an organizational climate that

sees bilingual desegregation as important and

vital for the district. Commitment is reflected
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through the district budget that allocates

resources and the hiring and/or training of

bilingual personnel for the implementation of

the Lau plan.

istricts throughout Southern California generallytake a position of supporting the Lau plan on the^basis that they have no other choice than tocomply with the law. However, these same dis-tricts demonstrate limited commitment to implementa Lau plan due to reasons ranging from no fundsand personnel to the argument that bilingual
desegregation plans violate the constitutional
rights of people under the equal protection clauseof the 14th Amendment of the United StatesConstitution.

3. The third characteristic, the participation of key

actors, focuses on the involvement of district person-

nel who hold decision-making positions and personnel

who are important enablers in implementing the Lau

plan. According to Miles (1964), Carlson et al . (1971),

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1964), Cloward and

Jones (1963), Russel and Koopman (1964), Berube (1968),

and Lippitt (1965) , key actors in successful change

represents the leadership of both the target community

and the school district. The following continuum

provides four levels of key participants in bilingual

desegregation:
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3.1

° Legal
Counsel

° Superin-
tendent

3.2

Superin-
tendent

District
Cabinet

3.3

° District
Central
Adminis-
tration

° Principals

° Resource
Teachers

Broadbased
Participation

3.4

° District Central
Administration

° School Board

° Principals

° Resource
Teachers

° School Staff

° Community
Leadership and
Agencies

3.1 The involvement of district legal counsel and

superintendent represents the key actors in the

participation of any kind of district process in

addressing the decision. Both legal counsel

and superintendent control the process for

challenging OCR in court, while requiring limited

participation of district personnel.

3.2 The participation of the superintendent and

district cabinet as sole actors in implementing

the Lau decision represents a district that

chooses to centralize its control in order to

apply pressure on OCR and obtain clearance from

them as a complying district. Implementation is

seen as using district categorical programs (state

or federally funded) to provide instructional
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programs for disadvantaged, underachieving

students

.

3.3 The district central administration, principals,

and resource teachers are the key actors of a

district that pursue ^ compliance through an

intent to implement the Lau plan by meeting the

minimal requirements of the law. The implemen-

tation of the Lau plan is seen as a compensatory

program rather than a district-wide master plan.

Responsibility for implementation is given to the

bilingual resource teachers, with the principals

supervising the services provided to Lau students,

and the district central administration monitoring

the delivery of services to Lau students.

3.4 Broadbased participation of all role groups

affected by bilingual desegregation forms the

basis for the involvement of district central

administration, school board, principals,

resource teachers, school district teaching staff,

community leaders and community educational

agencies in the implementation of the Lau plan.

The active involvement of school principals,

teachers, and the participation of the target

community, the district school board, and commu-

nity educational agencies in the ongoing

implementation and monitoring of the Lau plan
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are indicative of a district's effort in going

beyond the minimal requirements of the law. Equal

educational benefits is the central focus of a

district's effort to implement their Lau plan.

The most important ingredient in successful
desegregation plans, according to OCR

officials, is leadership, both at the community
level and in the schools. The implementation of
a Lau educational master plan involves adminis-
trative educational change. The school board,
school _ administrators, political leaders, target
community, and other private and public educational
organizations must explain the law and insist that
It will be enforced. They must ensure that
bilingual desegregation will be achieved through
careful and thorough planning.

Where leadership exists, bilingual desegre-
gation is more likely to be achieved with minimal

ty . Where it is lacking, bilingual
desegregation may be accompanied by resistance,
confusion, anxiety and perhaps disruption on the
part of students, parents, and/or teachers
through their unions.

2

The organizational climate and motivational character-

istics corresponding to the fourth stage of the planning

process. Incorporation of Compliance, are: (1) the degree

of district priority towards the Lau educational master

plan, and (2) the congruence between the priority of the

Lau educational services and the actual incorporation of

the Lau services into the district-wide curricula. These

two characteristics closely parallel the decisions and

motivations that correspond to the three previously

2Discussion among participants at the HEW/OCR General
Assistance Conference on Desegregation, Kansas City,
Kansas, May 1976. (Personal notes by the author.)

i
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presented stages of the planning process. Those district
Lau educational master plans that have support and commit-
ment of the decision makers of the district and the
community, and are seen as positive educational efforts,
will most likely be incorporated into the district-wide
curricula. Those Lau plans that have support but limited
commitment and are dependent on federal or state funding
for implementation will generally become paper plans

(Greenwood et al., 1975; Berman et al., 1975; Crocker et

al., 1976).

1. The district priority assigned to the Lau educational

master plan reflects the district's commitment to

institutionalize the educational services provided to

Lau students regardless of cost constraints. A

district IS more likely to institutionalize educational

services for Lau students if such services help the

district solve the problems that it perceives as an

educational necessity (Greenwood et al., 1975; Harman

and Rosenburg, 1973; Schmuck and Miles, 1971) . The

following continuum distinguishes four levels of

priority towards the incorporation of the Lau plan into

the district's curricula:
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Low

r

High

^e_ Degree of District Prin-rit-y towards
-HcorpofiTion of_the LarTducationn~FT^

1.1 None

1.2 Piecemeal

Resourcer^ Supplemental

1.4 High Level of ADA Resources and Local
r tort

1.1 No priority towards the incorporation of a Lau

plan represents a district that disregards its

legal and educational obligation under Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

1.2 A piecemeal position towards the incorporation of

a Lau plan describes a district that only

incorporates the most minimal and least important

educational services provided to Lau students.

This degree of priority towards a Lau plan closely

parallels a district's administrative commitment

to "go through the motions to get OCR off our

backs .

"

1.3 A conditional upon available supplemental resources

position depicts a district that implements and

maintains educational services for Lau students as

long as federal or state funds (categorical) are

provided to the district. The district's

educational services are designed for specific

groups of students and through a compensatory
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attitude. Limited commitment is made by the

district to use locally generated monies to

provide services to Lau students. A district

incorporates Lau services as long as supplemental

funds are provided to the district.

1.4 A high level of ADA resources and local effort

position describes a district strongly committed

to incorporating Lau educational services to the

mainstream district curricula and providing

available resources to actualize Lau services.

The district is committed to the hiring and

training of professional staff through district

policy and locally generated monies. A district

incorporates Lau services with or without federal

or state supplemental funds.

District educational services that attempt to
replace current educational practices to meet the
educational needs of Lau students are more likely
to be incorporated than those Lau services which
depict additions to existing services. The low
priority of a district's incorporation of Lau
educational services is generally explained by
district administrators as due to cost constraints,
unavailable staff, and program aims not compatible
to local interests and priorities. In districts
where local involvement and a sense of district
commitment towards the educational services is a
high priority, the incorporation of Lau services
into the district's curricula becomes an issue
of re-allocating resources within a designated
timeline

.

2. The congruence between priority of Lau educational

services and the actual incorporation of Lau services
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into the district-wide curricula is the second charac-
teristic of the Incorporation of Compliance stage.
This characteristic reflects the district's commitment
and its actual practice in incorporating Lau educa-
tional services into the district-wide curricula. The
congruence between priority ascribed to the Lau
educational services and the actual delivery of

services incorporated to the district's curricula

serves as a critical indicator as to the achieved value
position of a district in meeting compliance

(Schmuck and Miles, 1971; Man, 1975; Yin et al., 1973).

The following continuum provides four levels of

congruence between the priority of Lau educational

services and the actual delivery of services:

Low

High

Degree of Congruence

2.1 None

2.2 Minimal Congruence

2.3 Some Congruence

2.4 High Level of Congruence

2.1 High negative congruence between priority of Lau

educational services and actual incorporation of

Lau services into district curricula depicts a

district that ignored Lau compliance and is

legally successful in freezing their noncompliance

with the Lau decision through legal channels.
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2.2

A negative congruence position describes a

district that has limited support and limited

commitment towards the incorporation of Lau

educational services into the district's curricula
Most of the effort in meeting compliance is

based on legitimizing ongoing district programs
as Lau educational services. This district's

position echoes the equal educational perspective

that holds the student accountable for his/her

academic achievement regardless of the school's

educational services and incompatibilities.

2.3

A positive congruence position portrays a district

that has introduced educational services to meet

compliance into the district's curricula.

However, the educational services meet only the

minimal requirements and are designed to main-

stream the Lau student to the curricula and values

of the district's educational programs. The

dependence on federal and state categorical funds

for incorporating Lau educational services is seen

as a major inhibiting factor in institutionalizing

Lau services as part of the district's curricula.

2.4

A high positive congruence position describes a

district that has an administration, staff, and

community that shares a high level of commitment

and support for the incorporation of Lau
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educational services into the district's curricula.
Lau educational services are seen as necessary for
providing equal educational benefits to Lau

students regardless of cost constraints. Through
the re-allocation of staff, resources and

curricula the Lau educational services are

incorporated into the district's curricula.

Summary

The ten identified characteristics describe the

organizational climate and motivational characteristics for

bilingual-related desegregation. The ten characteristics

were selected from the review of the literature chapters,

the Rand reports on federal programs supporting educational

change, and from a two-year period of direct personal

observation and involvement with fifty-four school districts

in Southern California developing Lau educational master

plans for meeting the Lau v. Nichols decision. The

characteristics were selected on the basis of their

importance in contributing and affecting the development

and implementation of an educational innovation. The ten

organizational climate and motivational characteristics

were subdivided into the four stages of the planning

process for bilingual-related desegregation as shown in

Figure 8.
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The ten characteristics parallel the four stages of
the planning process and the four value positions taken by
districts in responding to the development and implemen-
tation of a comprehensive Lau educational master plan.
Under each characteristic a four-point continuum was
identified to describe the characteristic and correlated it
to each of the four district value positions.

The ten organizational climate and motivational

characteristics and their respective continuums are not

meant to be absolute, but rather to represent the major
variables that have a direct influence on the planning

process taken by a school district in developing and

implementing a comprehensive Lau educational master plan.

Thus, given a long-term period of time in developing and

implementing a Lau plan, any given district can go through

the various value positions and points under each continuum

of a characteristic. For example, a district can

demonstrate a great deal of activity in each of the stages

of the planning process but have negative to positive

organizational climate and motivational receptivity towards

change (Lau compliance) under any given stage of the

planning process. In examining school districts that are

pursuing Lau compliance, while taking into consideration

the characteristics of the planning process and the

district's organizational climate and motivational

characteristics, a school district can be assessed in

I
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reference to change (L^ compliance) by examining its level
of task activity and receptivity toward meeting Lau
compliance

.

In the following chapter school districts developing
and implementing a comprehensive Lau educational master
plan will be examined and assessed in reference to their
level of organisational activity throughout the four-stage

planning process and level of organizational climate and
motivational receptivity towards meeting compliance.



CHAPTER V

AN ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS' CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLANNING PROCESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL
CLIMATE AND MOTIVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter will examine and analyze the effect of

the characteristics of the planning process and organiza-

tional and motivational characteristics on the four-stage

process of I^ compliance. Three questions are addressed

in this chapter:

1. What is the nature of school district partici-

pation in the Lau compliance process?

2. What is the planning behavior and organizational

of districts involved in the four— stage

planning process of Lau compliance?

3. What have been some specific responses to Lau

compliance in terms of the basic characteristics

of the planning process and organizational

climate and motivational characteristics?

Description of School Districts

School districts in Southern California since July

1975 have been faced with the responsibility for meeting

compliance with Title VI of the CRA '64. During the period

of July 1975 through January 1978, the Region G Lau Center

had provided technical assistance to ninety-four school

i
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districts with over two million students. Of the ninety-
four school districts, forty-seven were school districts
found in noncompliance by the Office for Civil Rights.

These forty-seven school districts represent 87 percent of
the fifty-four school districts in Southern California in

noncompliance. Twenty-one of these forty-seven districts
signed letters of agreement with the Region G Lau Center

formalizing their commitment to long-range plans for

remedying their noncompliant status, based on the Lau

Center's process of technical assistance. This established
an ongoing relationship with districts which enabled

participant observers to analyze the level of district

organizational task activity and organizational climate and

motivational receptivity towards meeting compliance.

The Nature of District Participation
in the Lau Compliance Process

Two vital dimensions were identified that suggest a

school district's potential for achieving significant

results in bilingual desegregation: (1) district organi-

zational planning process (task activity) in meeting

bilingual desegregation and (2) school district

organizational climate and motivational characteristics

favorable to accomplish bilingual desegregation. Of the

ninety-four school districts involved with the Region G Lau

Center, not all districts share an equal commitment to
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meeting bilingual desegregation needs. Five different
levels of school districts were identified by the staff of
the Region G Lau Center. Level I on one end of the

spectrum identifies a district that is highly involved

toward meeting compliance and receptive to receiving

technical assistance; level V identifies the opposite end
of the spectrum. The relationship between school district

involvement in bilingual desegregation and the level of

service provided by the Region G Lau Center is presented

in Figure 9. The five levels of districts and the types

of services provided are described as follows:

Level I: Very highly involved in the four-stage

planning process of compliance. Implements the Lau

Center's six phases of the long-range plan and its

corresponding technical assistance and training are

implemented with school district administration, staff,

school board and target community.

Level II: Highly involved in the four-stage planning

process of Lau compliance. Implements the Lau Center's six

phases of the long-range plan and its corresponding

technical assistance and training are implemented with the

school district administrators, staff and school board

(target community not involved)

.

Level III: Involved in the four-stage planning

process of Lau compliance. Technical assistance and

training elements of the six phases of the long-range plan
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are provided according to school district's needs.

Level IV: Limited involvement in the four-stage
planning process of ^ compliance. Specialized workshops
and/or clustered information and orientation meetings are
provided according to school district needs.

Level V: No involvement in the four-stage planning
process of compliance. Informational services are only
provided upon request from the district.

Table 1 describes the districts served at each

respective level based on the criteria identified for each
of the five levels of involvement in the four-stage

planning process of compliance.

As a result 44 (Levels I, li, and III) districts of

the total 94 school districts served were identified as

being involved in the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance, with only 35 of the 44 districts being

officially notified of their noncompliance under the Lau

decision. The remaining 50 districts represent districts

with limited or no involvement in the four-stage planning

process of Lau compliance.

Instrument and Survey Procedure

To obtain information as to the nature of responses of

districts to Lau compliance, a ninety-nine— item Likert—type

questionnaire was developed, pilot-tested and sent to the

ninety-four school districts in Southern California who had
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TABLE 1

DISTRICTS SERVED AT EACH OF THE FIVE LEVELSOF INVOLVEflENT IN LAU COMPLIANCE

Level
Noncompliance
with the Lau

Decision

Identified by OCR
as Potentially in
Noncompliance with
the Lau Decision^

Total Q.
O

I 9 2 11 11.7

II 14 0 14 14.9

III 12 7 19 21.2

IV 15 3 18 19.2

V 5 27 32 34.0

To tal 54 40 94 100.0

U.S, Department of Health, Education and Welfare-HEW News Release (HEW-E70)
, 23 January 1975. See Appendix
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received technical assistance from the Region G Lau Center
at any of the five levels of involvement (see Appendix F) .

The questionnaire was sent in April 1977 to the district

Lau contact person (i.e., superintendent, district

administrator, or district person designated by the

superintendent) responsible for the coordination of the

development and implementation of the Lau plan. The survey

focused on the following areas:

Type of technical assistance and training requested

by each district

• Responsibilities for coordination of efforts

directed toward compliance with the Lau mandate

Perceptions of the role of the Region G GAC

Role groups that exert influence within the school

district

District level of response to bilingual

desegregation needs

• Impact of the Lau decision on the district

• Projected technical assistance and training needs

• Community involvement in bilingual desegregation

• Means of determining district educational needs

• Problems faced by districts in the development and

implementation of Lau educational master plans

Seventy- three percent of the school districts (sixty-

nine) responded to the questionnaire from the period of

14 April 1977, through 7 May 1977. The data collected were
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subjected to chi-square analysis.

Table 2 summarizes the number of districts responding
to the questionnaires by level of involvement.

Consistent with the previously outlined purposes of
this study, the following response categories were analyzed
in reference to the following factors:

1. District administrator designated to coordinate

the development and implementation of the Lau plan

(level of leadership)

2. District role groups, exerting the most influence

iri the development of the Lau plan

3. District role groups' involvement in implementing

the Lau plan

4. District's perceived problems in developing the

Lau plan

5. District's perceived problems in implementing the

Lau plan

6. Involvement of the district's target community in

developing and implementing the Lau plans (broad-

based input)

7. District's perceived impact of the Lau v. Nichols

Supreme Court decision on the district's educa-

tional services

The analysis of data collected on these seven factors

from sixty-nine school districts in Southern California

will focus on Levels I, II, and III districts. These three
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TABLE 2

NUMBER AND LEVEL OF INVOLVEf4ENT OF DISTRICTSRESPONDING TO LIKERT-TYPE QUESTIONNAIRE

Level of District
Involvement

Number
Responding

Percentage
Responding

I (Very High Involvement)

II

III

IV

V (Limited Involvement)

11 100

14 100

18 95

9 50

17 53

Total 69
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levels of districts were chosen because of their involve-
ment in the four-stage planning process of^ compliance.

^gf^ssional S tati^f the Individuals Respon 5.ihio

r̂ Development and Implementation of the Lau plan

Table 3 indicates that out of 77 responses, 51.8

percent (40) identified either the superintendent, the

assistant superintendent, or principal as the person (s)

responsible for the development and implementation of the
Lau master plan. An additional 29.8 percent (23) of the

respondents designated the bilingual or compensatory

education director, while 18.4 percent (14) stated other

school district personnel as the persons responsible for

the development and implementation of the Lau master plan.

The data suggest that 59.8 percent of the districts

designated persons to coordinate the development and

implementation of the Lau master plan who do not have

district decision-making power and are dependent on the

central office administration for direction.

2. Results Indicating District Role Groups Exerting

the Most Influence

Table 4 contains the response percentages of forty-

three districts identified at Levels I, II, and III of

involvement in regard to district role groups exerting the

most influence in the development of a Lau master plan.

In ranking the role groups exerting the greatest influence.

81 percent of the districts identified the central office
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administrators as exerting the greatest influence in the
development of a Lau master plan. The superintendent with
77 percent, principals with 65 percent, teachers with 60

percent, and the target community with 54 percent ranked

respectively as role groups exerting the most influence
in the development of a Lau master plan. The role groups

exerting the least influence were students, business

groups, local union advocacy agencies, and local government

officials all with less than 10 percent of the responses.

Teacher unions ranked ninth with 16 percent of the

responses

.

Taking in consideration that approximately 52 percent

of the persons who filled out the questionnaire were

district administrators, the data suggest that the district

role groups exerting the most influence in the development

of a Lau master plan are the key decision makers of the

district. This includes the central office administrators

and superintendent, with principals exerting the greatest

influence at the school level and students exerting the

least influence.

3 . Results Indicating Role Groups' Involvement in

Implementing the Lau Master Plan

Table 5 describes the data of forty-three districts

identified at Levels I, II, and III of involvement in

reference to the degree of district role groups
'
partici-

pation in implementing the Lau master plan. In ranking the
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role groups having the greatest importance in the imple-

mentation of the Lau master plan, 96 percent of the

districts identified principals as being the role group
most important in implementing the Lau master plan,

followed closely by teachers with 94 percent and central

office administrators with 93 percent. The superintendent

with 79 percent, the target community with 77 percent, and

paraprofessionals with 68 percent ranked respectively in

regard to their importance in implementing the Lau master

plan.

The role groups ranked as being least important in the

implementation of the Lau master plan were business groups,

local government officials, local union advocacy agencies,

and students respectively.

The data suggest that the key role groups in

implementing the Lau master plan are principals, teachers,

and central office administrators respectively. The target

community and the school board are also suggested as being

important role groups in the implementation of the Lau

master plan.

4 • Results Indicating the District's Perceived

Problems in Developing a Lau Master Plan

Table 6 contains the cluster responses of sixty-nine

districts identified at Levels I, II, III, IV, and V of

involvement in reference to statements concerning district

perceived problems in developing a Lau master plan. In
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ranking the greatest problems, 26.5 percent of the 145

respondents identified the lack of commitment on the part
of district central administration as the major problem in

developing a Lau master plan. Ranked second by 18.8

percent of the respondents is resistance to the development

of a bilingual desegregation Lau plan on the part of

administrators, school board, teachers, and Anglo community

An additional 17.4 percent of the respondents identified

time constraints to adequately assess needs as the third

greatest problem in developing a Lau master plan.

The data reveal that 44.4 percent of the respondents

perceived problems in developing a Lau master plan are due

to the limited commitment and the resistance to the

development of a bilingual desegregation Lau plan on the

part of administrators, school board, teachers and non-

target community. Another 39.7 percent of the perceived

problems are attributed to time constraints, lack of

funds, resources and personnel, and confusing OCR

regulations and compliance requirements. An additional

11.7 percent of the perceived problems are related to

insufficient input from teachers and target community and

the limited information provided to district role groups.

Only 4.2 percent of the perceived problems in developing

a Lau master plan are associated to the lack of diagnostic

designs that lead to instruction.
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^s.ul ts Indicating the District* s Perceived

Problems in Implementing a Lau Master Plan

Table 7 presents the data of sixty-nine districts

identified at Levels I, li, m, iv, and V of involvement

in regard to statements concerning district's perceived

problems in implementing a Lau master plan. In ranking the

greatest problems, 26 percent of the 154 respondents

identified the limited commitment and resistance on the

part of district administrators, teachers and Anglo

community to implement the Lau master plan. Constraints

in hiring bilingual teachers and lack of trained personnel

were indicated by 20.8 percent of the respondents. An

additional 16.8 percent indicated that minimal implemen-

tation was equated by districts as meeting compliance,

while another 16.8 percent attributed insufficient funds,

resources, and curriculum materials as the problem in

implementing the Lau master plan.

The data suggest that 80.4 percent of the perceived

district problems in implementing a Lau master plan are due

to lack of commitment and resistance on the part of

administrators, lack of trained personnel, negotiated

agreements under collective bargaining against preferential

hiring of bilingual teachers, insufficient categorical

funds, resources and curriculum materials, and minimal

implementation becoming the maximum as the district goal

for meeting compliance requirements advanced. Only
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9.2 percent of the respondents perceived devising new

district and school procedures and programs as the major

problems in implementing a Lau master plan.

^ * Results Indicating the Involvement of District

Target Community

Table 8 contains the response percentages of forty-one

districts identified at Levels I, li, and III of involve-

ment in regard to participation of the district target

community in the development and implementation of a Lau

master plan. In ranking the responses by greatest

involvement, 61 percent of the districts indicated that the

target community was involved in the capacity of receiving

information while 52 percent of the respondents stated that

the target community was involved through advisory meetings.

Another 47 percent stated that the district target

community was involved in committees with advisory power,

whereas only 34 percent of the respondents indicated that

the target community was involved in a decision-making

capacity in developing and implementing a Lau master plan.

The data suggest that the target community is mostly

involved in an advisory capacity in the development and

implementation of a Lau master plan. Limited decision-

making power is shared by some districts with the target

community

.

7 . District's Perceived Impact of the Lau Decision on

the District's Educational Services
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Table 9 gives the response percentages of sixty-nine
districts identified at Levels I, II, m, jy, and V of

involvement on statements concerning the Impact of the Lau
V . Nichols decision on the district educational services.
In ranking the responses by greatest impact, 68.1 percent
of the districts identified developing educational plans

for limited and non-English-speaking students as the major

impact the I^ decision has had on the district, while 62.3

percent stated administrative responsibilities and 59.4

percent indicated curriculum. Hiring policies followed

with 52.2 percent. District allocations (budget) ranked

last (34.8 percent)

.

Table 10 contains the percentage responses of Levels

I, II, and III districts in reference to the impact of the

La^ decision on the district's educational services.

The data suggest that the Lau decision has had the

greatest impact on getting districts to develop Lau master

plans, re-structuring administrative responsibility,

sslscting curriculum materials, implementing testing

procedures, and short— and long-range planning, addressing

hiring policies and developing bilingual instructional

programs. While all of the major impact of the Lau

decision has been on program development and management,

the least impacted areas are budget allocation, public

relations, and student placement respectively. Thus, while

the impacted areas have to do with program design, the
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least impacted have to do with facilitating the implemen-
tation of the programs addressed in the Lau master plans.

The overall district responses to the seven factors
presented suggest that:

1. Only 51.8 percent of the persons responsible for

coordinating the development and implementation of

a district Lau master plan have decision-making

power

.

2. The district role groups exerting the most

influence in the development of a Lau master plan

are the central office administrators, the

superintendent and principals.

3. The district role groups having the greatest

importance in implementing a Lau master plan are

principals, teachers, and central office

administrators

.

4. 44.4 percent of the perceived problems in devel-

oping a Lau master plan are due to a lack of

commitment and resistance on the part of district

administrators, teachers, and nontarget community.

5. At least 80.4 percent of the perceived problems in

implementing a Lau master plan are due to a limited

commitment and resistance on the part of district

administrators. This also includes negotiated

collective bargaining agreements in the hiring of

bilingual teachers, lack of trained personnel, and
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insufficient federal and categorical funds,

resources and curriculum materials.

6. The target community for the most part is involved

in receiving information and in providing advisory

input to the districts on activities related to

bilingual desegregation.

7. The Lau Supreme Court decision has had the

greatest impact on districts' program development

and management, and the least impact on district

budget allocations, public relations and student

placement.

Planning Behavior and Organizational
Climate of Districts Involved

In discussing the planning behavior and organizational

climate of selected districts involved in the four— stage

planning process of Lau compliance, the characteristics of

the planning process (Chapter 4) and the organizational and

motivational characteristics (Chapter V) are examined using

a two-dimensional axis.

One dimension corresponds to the characteristics of

the planning process that represents the task behavior

undertaken by a district in the four-stage planning process

of Lau compliance. The second dimension relates to the

organizational climate and motivational characteristics

(Chapter V) , that describes the receptivity of the district
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towards the four-stage planning process of ^ compliance.

Thus, through the incorporation of the criteria of each

characteristic described in Chapters IV and V under each

dimension, the planning behavior and organizational climate

of selected Levels I, II, and III districts are plotted on

two separate axes.

Four quadrants are presented to show four types of

compliance efforts undertaken by school districts in their

involvement in the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance. District task activity is illustrated on the

vertical axis and district organizational receptivity on

the horizontal axis. Each axis has a negative and

positive continuum of value behavior, as illustrated in

Figure 10.

Criteria for Plotting Districts

A chart for each of the two dimensions was developed

outlining the characteristics of each dimension. For each

dimension, criteria for assessing the behavior of a dis-

trict was identified. In addition, each stage of the two

dimensions was given a numerical value using a Likert-type

scale (refer to Appendix G)

.
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The rationale for ascribing different numerical weight

to the stages of the planning process is based on the

involvement and complexity in accomplishing each stage of

the four-stage planning process. Stages I and II primarily

focus on the development of the Lau master plan through

direct external pressure from OCR. Upon completion and

acceptance of the Lau master plan by OCR, the coerciveness

and monitoring of OCR diminishes. Internal pressure to

implement the Lau master plan (Stage III) becomes the

responsibility of the district and the task becomes more

complex to accomplish. The Incorporation stage, the fourth

stage of the planning process, determines if the Lau master

plan is institutionalized into the district educational

framework or remains a piecemeal paper plan.

Procedures for Plotting the Planning Behavior
and Organizational Climate of

Selected Districts

Using the criteria for assessing the planning behavior

(task activity) and organizational climate (receptivity) ,
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sixteen districts were plotted in regard to their observed

behavior in each of the two dimensions using the identified

characteristics of the four-stage planning process of ^
compliance. Table 11 provides a description of the sixteen
districts, all at Levels I and II of involvement with the

Lau compliance process. To preserve the anonymity of the

districts, selected letters were assigned to refer to each

of the sixteen districts. The procedures undertaken were

as follows:

1. Districts were selected that have worked closely with

the Region G Lau Center for over a period of two years

and actively worked in developing their Lau master plan

(Stages I and II) and had their plans approved by OCR.

2. Information was obtained on each of the selected

sixteen districts in regard to the planning process

and organizational climate through the following

resources

:

2.1 District Lau Center file containing all corres-

pondence, telephone summaries, reports of technical

assistance provided, districts' progress reports

sent to OCR, and legal documents pertaining to the

district were chronologically examined.

2.2 Interviews with the Lau district liaisons were

held throughout a two-year period to observe the

progress, constraints, delimitations, and problems

in developing and implementing the Lau master plan.
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table 11

description of districts INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

District Grade Total
Level SnrollTOent

. of Lau
(^9^-'1976) Sti'.dents

Percentage Location Minority
- leacher-Student
Connty Urban/ Tlatio

Rural C1S75-1976)**

A K-12 9,000 41 7,

3700
Riverside Rural 1:175

E K-12 16,500 14 “

2350
Los
Angeles

Urban 1:149

C K-12 13,750 57 7„

7900
Los
Angeles

Urban 1:121

D K-12 9,500 25 X
2400

Riverside Rural 1:113

E K-6 5,000 46 7,

2300
San
Diego

Urban 1:115

F K-8 10,000 43 %
4300

Ventura Rural 1:86

G K-12 29,000 29 7.

8400
San Urban
Bernardino

1:87

H K-12 24,750 16 7,

4000
Los
Angeles

Urban 1:231

I K-12 14,000 11 7.

1600
Los
Angeles

Urban 1:56

J K-8 13,750 11 7,

1500
San
Diego

Rural 1:117

K K-12 60,000 13 7.

8000
Los
Angeles

Urban 1:75

L K-12 31,750 12 7.

3900
Orange Urban 1:84

M K-12 14,000 21 7.

2950
Santa
Barbara

Rural 1:141

K K-12 118,000 17 7,

20000
San
Diego

Urban 1:91

C

P

K-12

9-12

18,500

24.750

19 I
3500

8 X
2000

Ventura

San
Diego

Rural

Urban

1:147

1:70

* * Spanish- surname teachers.
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2.3 Direct on-site participant observation and

involvement with each of the sixteen districts

were undertaken through the delivery of technical

assistance to each respective district for a

period of at least five consultant days within a

two-year period.

2.4 Weekly staff meetings and de-briefing sessions

pertaining to services provided to districts and

follow-up activities.

2.5 Information derived from school district community

parents and leaders pertaining to the implementa-

tion of the Lau master plan.

3. Each of the two dimensions were given the following

value scale for the purpose of plotting the sixteen

districts using the Typology of Planning Process

Behavior

:

Task Activity (vertical axis)

:

Negative
Task
Activity

Positive
\ I I \

1 1 1 1 j—>- Task
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 Activity

Receptivity (horizontal axis)

:

Negative Positive
Recep- -<

I

1 1 1 1 1 1 j 1 Recep-
tivity -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 tivity

4.0 Each district was assessed and given index scores

for each of the two dimensions. Stages I and II

received one score, and Stages III and IV another.
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The rationale for this step is based on the focus

of Stages I and II that deal with the development

of the Lau master plan, and Stages III and IV

that are concerned with the implementation and

incorporation of the Lau master plan within the

context of the district-wide educational frame-

work. (See Appendix H for a sample of how the

scores were given to a district for each of the

two dimensions.)

Planning Behavior and Organizational
Climate of Selected Districts

Table 12 contains the index scores given to each of

the sixteen districts for Stages I and II and Stages III

and IV respectively, in reference to their task activity

pji^ocess) and receptivity (organizational climate)

to Lau compliance.

The data suggest a variance in the task activity and

receptivity of school district behavior in the four-stage

planning process of Lau compliance. Under Stages I and II

56 percent (9) of the districts demonstrated positive task

activity and receptivity towards developing a Lau educa-

tional master plan, while 19 percent (3) demonstrated

negative task activity and receptivity. Another 6 percent

(1) demonstrated positive task activity and negative

receptivity, while an additional 19 percent (3)
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TABLE 12

INDEX SCORES OF SIXTEEN SCHOOL DISTRICTS ON TASK ACTIVITY
AND RECEPTIVITY BEHAVIOR IN REFERENCE TO THEIR

INVOLVEMENT IN THE FOUR-STAGE PLANNING
PROCESS OF LAU COMPLIAIICE

'

Task Activity Receptivity

Dimension Dimens ion

(Planning Process) (Organizational Climate)
School Stages Stages

Distxict I & II III & IV Total Total
Index I & II III & IV

A* +9 -13 -4 +.25 -1.6 -.46

B* +5 -23 -18 -.60 -2.4 -1.5

C* +11 +28 +39 +1.2 +3.4 +2.3

D* +8 -3 +6 +0. 6 -0.8 -0.5

E* +12 +22 +34 +1.5 +2.8 +2.7.

F* +9 +12 + .14 -1.2 -.42

G* +6 -9 -3 +.25 +.40 +.31

+7 -8 -1 +.14 -.33 -.08

I** ~ 4 * -14 -18
•

-.43 -1.0 -.69

J** +7 -12 ~5 +. 60 +. 66 +, 64

K** +6 -11 -5 0 +.60 +.27

L** -4 -14 -18 -.33 -.40 -.37

M** -19 -20 -.43 -1.6 -1.9

K** +A -8 -4 +.20 +1.6 +.90

0** +2 -15 -13 0 +.66 +.33

p** H-4 -14 -10 0 -.80 -.36

* level I district,
level II district.
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demonstrated a combination of positive task activity and

neutral receptivity to the development of the Lau master

plan (see Fig. 11). Under Stages III and IV, only 12.5

percent (2) of the districts demonstrated positive task

activity and receptivity towards implementing and

incorporating their Lau educational master plan. In

addition, 6 percent (1) demonstrated positive task activity

and negative receptivity. Another 50 percent (8)

demonstrated negative task activity and receptivity, while

31 percent (5) demonstrated positive receptivity and

negative task activity to the implementation and

incorporation of the Lau master plan (see Fig. 12) .

Figure 13 presents the composite scores of the sixteen

school districts on task activity and receptivity behavior

in all of the four stages of the planning process of Lau

compliance that shows that only 12.5 percent (2) of the

districts have demonstrated positive task activity and

receptivity, while 44 percent (7) districts have

demonstrated negative task activity and receptivity. An

additional 31 percent (5) districts have demonstrated

positive receptivity, but negative task activity throughout

the implementation and incorporation stages of the planning

process of Lau compliance; while 12.5 percent (2) districts

have demonstrated positive task activity, but negative

receptivity.
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task activity

-30 (+)

3.0 2.;

(-)
•0 1.5 1.0

-10

F *A

H

•K

•I -L

P . N

O

receptivity

l-O 1.5 2.0 2.5
—I

—

3.0

(+)

-10

-20

-30 {-)

the planning procesi of""Eau'cSJ'pl^LcSf
compliance stages of
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task activity

1-30 (+)

•c

-20

Fig. 1^. Positions of sixteen school di.stricts on task activity and
receptivity behavior, in reference to their involvement at the implementa-
tion of ccmpiiaace and incorporation of comoliance stages of the planning
process oi Lau compliance.
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TASK ACTIVITY
- .

-36 (r)

Fig. 13. Positiors cf sixteen school districts cn taskrecaprivity behavior in reference to their involve;nent in all
Si.avges Oi. the pla/ining process cf L-u compliance.

activity and
of the four
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The variance in the task activity and receptivity of

school districts' behavior in the four-stage planning

process of compliance can be explained through an

examination of the characteristics of the planning process

and organizational climate. Table 13 describes the

positive/negative involvement of the sixteen school

districts in reference to the planning process (task

activity) characteristics. The results suggest that the

following characteristics of the planning process tended

to indicate positive, neutral, and negative involvement

towards Lau compliance:

Positive

• Value position towards Lau compliance (I)^

• Systematic planning approach (II)

• Importance ascribed to Lau plan (IV)

Neutral

• Specification of scope of proposed organizational

change (III)

• Mutual adaptation of plan and institutional

setting (III)

Negative

• Implementation of strategy to operationalize

plan (III)

• District support (IV)

^Indicates stage of the planning process.
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TABLE 13

SIXTEEN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN REFERENCE
it. PLANNING PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS IN THE FOUR-iTAGE PL;\NNING PROCESS OF ^ COMPLIANCE
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Allocation of fiscal resources (IV)

Organizational political forces inhibiting or

promoting Lau plan (IV)

Table 14 describes the positive/negative involvement

of the sixteen school districts in reference to the

organizational climate and motivational characteristics

(receptivity) . The results suggest that the following

characteristics tended to indicate positive, neutral, and

negative involvement towards Lau compliance:

Positive

• Attitude towards planning process (II)

• Effort of goal setting and planning (II)

• Administrative support and commitment (III)

• Participation of key actors (III)

• Priority towards educational Lau plan (IV)

Neutral

• Attitude towards compliance (I)

• Organizational leadership and involvement (II)

Negative

• Community pressure (II)

• Communication flow of information (III)

• Congruence between priority and actual

incorporation (IV)
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PABLE 14

IN"/OL\^1MENT OF SIXTt'.FN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN REFERENCE TO THEorganizational CLIMATE AND MOTIVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
IN THE FOUR-STAGE PLANNING PROCESS OF LAU CCivlPLIANCE

r STAGES

I

('cni'ruenco

Priority

fmd

Actual

Incoi'i^orac

ion
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C£se Studies of District Responses
to Lau Compliance

A sample of four districts were selected to further

illustrate the dynamics of the characteristics of the

planning process and organizational climate and motiva-

tional characteristics of a district in the four-stage

planning process of Lau compliance.

Case studies of Districts A, C, F, and G are presented

in the following section to illustrate how districts that

demonstrated positive task activity and receptivity in

stages I and II of the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance (see Fig. 11, p. 199) changed their behavior in

stages III and IV (see Fig. 12, p. 202). Thus, districts

A, C, F, and G were chosen because they typified each of

four guadrants of the two-dimensional typology of

planning process behavior. All of the four districts were

found by the U.S. OCR to be in noncompliance with the Lau

decision and have a significant number of Lau students.

These districts are located in Southern California with a

large percentage of Spanish-surname students. They also

illustrate the positive, neutral, and negative involvement

of districts in reference to the characteristics of the

planning process, and organizational climate and

motivational characteristics (see Tables 13 and 14) .

Case study District A. District A (K-12) is located in
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Riverside County with a student population of nine
thousand. The ethnic composition of the district is 58

percent Anglo and 42 percent minority, with 32 percent
identified as Lau students. The teacher ethnic composition
is 5 percent minority. District A is situated in an

agricultural belt that pulls in many migrant seasonal

workers throughout the year. Farmers run the community

and are dependent on migrant workers who do stoop labor,

generally are Spanish-speaking and have no political

representation. The target community perceives District A

as being resistant to any form of bilingual-multicultural

educational programs. The prevailing attitude of Mexican

American community leaders towards farmers is that they

are only interested in retaining cheap labor in keeping

minority groups in their "rightful" place.

In September 1975, District A received their letter of

noncompliance from the OCR, requesting the district to take

affirmative steps to rectify their discriminatory practices.

The initial reaction of the district leadership was one of

denying any wrongdoing and politically using the local

press to blame OCR for its problems. Faced with the issue

of Lau noncompliance, OCR advised District A to initiate

steps towards the development of a Lau master plan or have

their federal funding terminated. The threat of losing

federal funding forced the district to mobilize itself and

call the Region G Lau Center for technical assistance.
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A community meeting involving over four hundred target
community parents was held in March 1976 to inform the
community of the district's responsibility to

compliance. Meetings with the school board and school

personnel followed and a steering committee with broad-
based representation was formed to develop and assist in
the implementation of the Lau master plan. The

superintendent and school boards became very cautious of

the work of this committee. An educational district

level master plan was approved by the school board in a

period of just over eight months, which included inservice

workshops, the implementation of a comprehensive needs

assessment, and the intensive involvement of the target

community.

Upon the approval of the Lau master plan, the news-

papers and the media attacked District A, accusing the

district of selling out to OCR and the Lau Center direc-

tives by adopting programs with the intent of "attempting

to indoctrinate students in a language other than English."

For a period of three months, letters from local residents

to the editor expressed alarm at the proposed objectives of

the Lau plan and questioned whether guidelines enforced by

OCR exceeded the intent of the law. Some questioned their

congressmen about the intent of the law. Others called

their congressmen who, in turn, expressed concern that the

House of Representatives needed to look into the directives
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of OCR and the Lau Centers for it was felt that the intent

of the Supreme Court was being exceeded. The involvement

of the Lau Center was also questioned by the local press

who stated, "a gang of former Brown Berets now holding

doctorates should not be allowed to dictate policy to local

school districts or to interpret the Constitution of a

nation they demonstrably despise."

While the implementation of the Lau master plan is

seen by the district administration and school board as

being very important (80 percent of administrators sur-

veyed) and feel that over 85 percent of the staff is

inadequately prepared to implement the Lau plan, minimum

budgetary priority is given to such implementation. The

district administration feels that minimal compliance is

sufficient to satisfy OCR, while Lau compliance becomes a

paper process that keeps OCR away from the district.

Politically, the administration of District A supported

the Lau master plan to obtain federal funding, but did the

minimal to begin implementing its activities. In early

fall 1976, teachers and community members who actively

participated in the development of the plan felt that the

"paper plan" was being given limited attention by the

individual school administrators and implementation was

being given a low priority.

While the Lau master plan addressed itself to the

development of district-wide bilingual programs, the
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district only hired six bilingual teachers out of sixty

during the school year of 1976 and 1977. Under pressure

again, in January 1977, District A hired a bilingual

coordinator to implement the district's Lau master plan.

Yet the coordinator had no decision-making power, no

influence over principals, a limited budget, few

resource teachers and with a set of planned objectives to

be met.

Over all, the district has demonstrated limited

leadership, minimal operationalization of the Lau master

plan, and limited commitment to the implementation of Lau

educational programs. The projected student population by

the California State Department of Education of District A

for 1985 is 60 percent minority. The school board, as of

November 1977, voted against a proposal to request funds

from the Title VII (ESEA) Bilingual Office of the U.S.

Department of Education under the pretense of not having

the proper information. The fear towards implementing and

incorporating bilingual-multicultural programs is based on

teacher's dissatisfaction of having to develop new skills

and proficiency in the target language of the community.

This fear imagines that a bilingual "army" will be created

and stimulates the possibility of losing one's job. This

fear places blame on the target community for their

inability to adjust to the life style and language of the

United States.
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Case study District C. District C (K-12) is located in Los

Angeles County with a student population of fourteen

thousand. The student ethnic composition of the district

is 14 percent Anglo and 84 percent minority (83 percent

Spanish-surname) with 57 percent identified as Lau

students. The teacher ethnic composition is about 12

percent minority. The makeup of the student body in 1961

was 33 percent minority and sixteen years later the

percentage had increased to 84 percent v/hile the teaching

staff remained predominantly Anglo.

The present school board has seven members
, four are

Spanish-surname and advocates of bilingual-multicultural

education. The assistant superintendent, one of three top

administrators of the district, is Spanish-surnamed . In

response to the Lau decision and state legislation

(Assembly Bill 2284, 1972) the school board of District C

in June 1975 adopted a district policy calling for the

implementation of bilingual-multicultural education to meet

the individual needs of its Spanish-surname population.

This position taken by the school board encouraged teachers

to address themselves to the needs of Lau students.

In the fall of 1976, District C was cited by the U.S.

OCR in noncompliance with the Lau decision for failure to

provide instructional programs for limited English-speaking

students. The district immediately organized a steering

committee of forty-two members to develop and monitor an
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educational master plan to comply with the ^ decision.

The steering committee was strongly represented by the

target community, district administration, teachers, the

local teacher unions, school board members, and students.

The superintendent of District C and a liaison to the

school board participated actively throughout the develop-

ment of the Lau master plan. Through a systematic process

and the active participation of a vocal and articulate

target community (Chicano)
, the Lau educational plan was

developed, strongly endorsed by the school board and

approved by the U.S. OCR.

The Lau plan calls for implementation of bilingual-

multicultural programs in all of its schools. Since the

district staff is composed of mostly Anglo, English-

speaking teachers, the district is undertaking the

following steps in order to staff the bilingual programs:

hiring bilingual credentialed teachers when openings occur,

applying for emergency bilingual credentials for para-

professionals who qualify, and planning intensive inservice

for present teaching staff. The local teacher union and

many of the Anglo teachers feel that it is unfair to expect

them to retrain, since when they signed their contract with

the district bilingual skills were not required. Many of

them also feel that the student should only be taught in

English because English is the predominant language in this

country. The local teacher union in a resolution to the
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state council in May 1977 stated:

The California Teacher Association is supposedto be a Teacher Advocate Organization, not apolitically" nice group playing little games,nless CTA does something now to protect our
rights ... we will be out of jobs. CTA musttake action.

The efforts of District C in implementing and

incorporating their Lau educational master plan has the

support and commitment of its decision makers, school board

and the target community (93 percent Spanish- surname)

.

The major constraint faced by the district in

implementing their Lau educational master plan is the

Anglo teaching staff faced with the need to develop

proficiency in the Spanish language or potentially lose

their jobs. In order to dilute the fears of the mono-

lingual English-speaking staff the district is offering

staff development programs to further develop the bilingual

skills of the district teaching staff. The Spanish-

surnamed community of the district through the Association

of Mexican American Educators and its leadership has

continued to inform the community of bilingual desegrega-

tion issues and the need to demand quality education from

the district personnel.

In summary, the commitment and receptivity towards

meeting the educational needs of Lau students in District

C is strong. As the fears of the monolingual English-

speaking staff diminishes, the potential for District C to
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provide model bilingual-multicultural programs is a strong

probability.

Case study District F . District F (K-8) is located in

Ventura County with a student population of ten thousand.

The ethnic composition of the district is 45 percent Anglo

and 55 percent minority, with approximately 43 percent

identified as Lau students. The teacher ethnic composition

is 11 percent minority.

District F is situated in a rural community near the

Pacific Ocean and two hours away from Los Angeles. The

economy of the district community is agriculture. In the

spring of 1975, District F developed a five-year flow chart

for addressing the needs of Lau students and expressed

confidence that they were in compliance with the Lau

decision. In April 1975, concerned target community

members wrote to the U.S. OCR expressing their frustration

and unhappiness over the educational services provided to

Lau students and the oblivious attitude of the district

administrators towards bilingual programs. The target

community stated in their complaint to OCR:

We have detected numerous subtle manifestations
of discrimination and racism in the areas of
attitude toward minority employees, students
and parents, administration of school policy and
curriculum.

In addressing the concerns of the target conmiunity.

District F involved parents in the specification of a
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philosophy and goals for bilingual programs just in case

the district was found in noncompliance under the Lau

decision. Community participants perceived the district

as taking preventive steps and tactical measures to fore-

stall any action taken by the discontented target community

leaders against the district. The district on July 1976

received their letter of noncompliance with the Lau

decision for failure to provide sufficient instructional

programs to meet the educational needs of Lau students.

Under pressure from OCR and a few vocal target community

leaders the district proceeded to develop a steering

committee composed of one-third target community, one-

third teachers, one-sixth administrators and one-sixth

teacher aides to undertake the task of developing a Lau

master plan. The district administration took a legal

position in proceeding to comply with OCR regulations and

by administratively controlling the deliberations of the

steering committee.

At the same time, some of the issues raised by the

target community representatives of the steering committee

were incompetent teachers, low academic teacher expecta-

tions of minority students, district failure to implement

Affirmative Action programs. Other issues included limited

educational programs to meet the Lau students' needs. For

the most part the district orally acknowledged these
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complaints, but only superficially addressed in the Lau

master plan, which was completed in the Spring of 1977.

During the development of the Lau master plan.

District F implemented a series of workshops to familiarize

the district's staff, school board and community of the

legal requirements, for complying with the decision

and related state legislation. The position of the

district in the workshops was one of complying with the

law and administratively taking the necessary steps to

meet Lau compliance.

In the implementation and incorporation of the Lau

master plan. District F administratively required from each

of its school principals school site plans for implementing

Lau programs. Organizationally, the district is faced

with teachers who are resistant to the Lau programs and

with school administrators who see the major constraint in

implementing the Lau master plan as the lack of qualified

bilingual staff, and limited federal funding for bilingual

programs

.

In summary, the administrators of District F are

hesitant in their support and commitment to the Lau master

plan, while taking the necessary steps to meet the minimal

Lau compliance reuiqrements . Teachers in District F

general feel threatened by bilingual instruction and feel

that English should be the only language of instruction.

The leaders of the target community perceive the district
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as not being interested in the implementation of bilingual

programs and controlling all information related to Lau

compliance

.

While the projected student population by the

California State Department of Education for 1980 is 60

percent minority. District F has implemented some Lau

programs, but the consistent support from district person-

nel and local funding has not been provided to fully

operationalize the Lau master plan.

Case study District G . District G (K-12) is located in San

Bernardino County with a student population of 29,000. The

ethnic composition of the district is 60 percent Anglo and

40 percent minority, with approximately 24 percent

identified as Lau students. The teacher ethnic composition

is 12 percent minority.

District G was one of the first districts in the

State of California to be found in noncompliance under the

Lau decision. On 6 January 1976, the district received

notification from the U.S. OCR stating that students were

"excluded from effective participation in the educational

programs offered by the district." The district's reply to

OCR expressed commitment to initiate a course of corrective

action through the development of a plan to remedy and

eliminate discriminatory practices. The school board, on

11 March 1976, officially assigned the Assistant
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Superintendent of Program Development to develop the Lau

master plan with the technical assistance from the Region

G Lau Center. To assure their legal obligation, the

Assistant Superintendent asked the County Legal Counsel to

investigate OCR's requirements for programs to meet the

educational needs of national-origin minority and limited-

English speakers. County Counsel declared the district

responsible in meeting Lau compliance.

Through community pressure, the district in May 1976

identified a steering committee of thirty members to

develop a Lau master plan. The committee was composed of

one- third target community members, one-third teachers, and

one— third district administrators. The Assistant Superin-

tendent, in order to control the direction of the Lau

Steering Committee and the input from active target

community leaders, provided limited direction to the

committee and often had the Lau Center staff make the same

initial presentation to numerous small groups; often called

Lau consultants for poorly advertised, poorly attended

inservice sessions; making little effort to inform Lau

committee members, staff or community of Lau progress and

activities. The Assistant Superintendent, through a change

of administration, left the district just before the plan

was due, leaving the responsibility to the Title VII

Bilingual Program Coordinator who had limited decision-

making power and had not been included in all of the
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planning process. The committee, following a systematic

planning process, developed the Lau master plan. Although

the district, through pressure from active community

leaders, had involved the target community in the Lau

planning process, the district did little to facilitate

their efforts or effectively coordinate activities.

In the implementation and incorporation of the Lau

master plan, the school board has been supportive of Lau

but their commitment to Lau compliance is one of

minimal effort to meet OCR's regulations. With a change

in the composition of the school board in the summer of

1977, and faced with the desegregation of fifteen minority

identifiable schools, the internal politics of the district

often seem to hinder the implementation of the Lau plan.

While the district personnel claim to have a high priority

for the hiring of bilingual-bicultural certificated

personnel (59 percent of 326 district personnel surveyed),

involving the target community in district programs (75

percent of 328 district personnel surveyed)
, and for

accepting the concept and rationale for bilingual education

(66 percent of 277 district personnel surveyed), all such

priorities are dependent upon federal and categorical

funding for implementation. The Lau master plan,

officially approved by OCR in the summer of 1977, is

perceived by the district central administration as another

compensatory program rather than as a district-wide
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educational plan, dependent solely on the local generated

ADA funds. On 20 October 1977, a Chicano community leader

representing over two hundred persons in a report presented

to the seven school board members stated:

The Chicano community has concluded that the
bilingual-bicultural programs in District G
have been viewed as a threat by incompetent
teaching staff, centralized administrators
and principals who do not fully understand or
support the programs. The Chicano community
can no longer afford to support District G.

The 1977 achievement results from District G had

identified Lau students to be two to five years behind in

the reading, writing and computational skills in contrast

to nonminority students.

Overall, District G is lagging in the implementation

and incorporation of their Lau master plan into the

district framework due to the lack of qualified bilingual

personnel and the allocation of funds for implementing

programs for Lau students. The district has set its

priorities in the operationalization of the Lau master plan

through a staff development inservice program that will

take three to five years to complete, while the minority

population of the district is projected by the California

State Department of Education to increase to 50 percent

by 1980.
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Summary

The results of the study and the four case studies

support the findings of the Rand Corporation studies on

federal programs supporting educational change (Berman et

al., 1975). Insofar as school districts are legally and

judicially mandated to comply with federal law, districts

^®^®^strate positive task activity. However, as the

minimal legal and judicial requirements are met, districts'

commitment to implement and incorporate their Lau

educational master plans into the district educational

framework diminishes. The implementation of districts'

Lau educational master plans, as suggested by the study, is

closely related to the involvement, support and leadership

of district decision makers throughout the four-stage

planning process of Lau compliance; the presence of

effective community and U.S. OCR legal and judicial

pressure on the district decision makers to operationalize

educational master plans; the political forces in the

district promoting or inhibiting the implementation of the

Lau master plan; the flow of communication from district

decision makers to principals, teachers and community; and

the allocation of fiscal resources to implement the Lau

educational master plan.

The study suggests that a receptive organizational

climate is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for
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effective implementation and incorporation of a Lau

educational master plan into the district's curricula.

Positive task activity (planning process) and positive

receptivity (organizational climate) in all of the four

stages of Lau compliance is the required behavior of school

districts for meeting the educational needs of Lau students

under the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court decision.



CHAPTER VI

SU]yE4ARY, IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This study sought to identify the basic characteris-

tics of an educational planning process and organizational

and motivational characteristics that could guide Southern

districts found in noncompliance under the Lau

decision to meet Title VI (CRA ’64) compliance requirements.

As part of the study an intensive review of the literature

of organizational development and planned change was

conducted. The review of the literature identified four

stages of a planning process applicable to the context of

compliance. In addition, the review of the literature

suggested two dimensions of characteristics—planning

process and organizational climate for effecting

educational planned change.

The four stages of a planning process for Lau

compliance were used as a framework for identifying and

operationalizing characteristics of a district's planning

process and organizational climate. For each stage of the

planning process (Determination of Legal Requirements,

Initiation, Implementation and Incorporation) and dimension

(planning process and organizational climate) specific

characteristics were identified. The identified

228
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characteristics were then used as criteria for assessing

the planning behavior and organizational climate of sixteen

school districts in Southern California involved in the

four-stage planning process of Lau compliance.

In addition, a Likert-type questionnaire was sent to

ninety-four school districts (with a 73 percent response)

that had requested technical assistance from the Region G

Lau Center to obtain their perceived opinion on what impact

the Lau decision has had on their district and the level of

district involvement and support in complying with the Lau

decision. To illustrate the planning behavior of districts

throughout the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance, four case studies were examined.

Four questions were posed in Chapter 1 to facilitate

the identification of basic characteristics of an

educational planning process and organizational and

motivational characteristics that could guide school

districts found in noncompliance under the Lau decision in

their efforts to meet Title VI (CRA '64) compliance

requirements. The results described in Chapters 3, 4, and

5 allow for some generalizations. Some implications are

examined and propositions are posed about the planning

behavior of school districts involved in the four-stage

planning process of Lau compliance.
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Summary

In summarizing the four questions posed by this study,
some generalizations derived from the results described in
Chapters 3, 4 , and 5 are briefly discussed:

Question: What are the basic characteristics of an^ucational planning process proposed bythe literature and organizational devel-opment and planned change for resolvingdesegregation problems under the Lau vNichols decision? ^

1 . School districts complying with bilingual desegre-

gation under the decision engage in a four-

stage planning process of Determination of Legal

Requirements, Initiation, Implementation, and

Incorporation of Compliance in meeting federal

regulations

.

Whereas all school districts found in noncompliance by

the U.S. OCR under the Lau decision are required to develop

and implement Lau educational master plans, most districts

venture through the four-stage planning process to comply

with federal requirements (see pp. 167-171). Although most

districts develop a Lau master plan that is approved by

the U.S. OCR and express written commitment to implement

the plan, the majority of districts only go through the

minimal effort to comply. Though the majority of districts

demonstrate positive activity and receptivity toward

meeting legal requirements and initiating the compliance
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process through the development of Lau master plans, most
distracts demonstrate negative activity and receptivity
toward implementing and incorporating their plans (see
Table 12, p. 202). Over one-fourth of the responses given
by districts for the perceived problems in implementing
their Lau plans were due to the lack of commitment and
resistance to the Lau plan on the part of the district
administrators, teachers and nontarget community. Another
37 percent perceived the problem as due to lack of trained
personnel and negotiated teacher contracts, while 17
percent perceived the problem as due to insufficient funds,

resources and curriculum (see Table 7, p. 186) .

2. The basic characteristics of the planning process

that guide school districts in resolving bilingual

desegregation problems are the value position

taken by the district, systematic planning

approach, specification of scope of proposed

organizational change, mutual adaptation of plan

and institutional setting, implementation of the

strategy to operationalize plan, district support,

allocation of fiscal resources, importance

ascribed to the implementation of the educational

plan, and organizational political force

inhibiting or promoting the proposed educational

plan.
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All school districts complying with the decision
address each of the characteristics through positive or
negative involvement (see pp. 97-129)

. The three

characteristics most often addressed by school districts
through positive task activity are value positions towards
Lau compliance, systematic planning approach, and impor-
tance ascribed to the educational plan. The remaining six

characteristics of the planning process are addressed

either through neutral or negative task activity behavior.

This difference may reflect the minimal risk or conflict

affecting the internal structure of a district in meeting

compliance with federal regulations (see pp. 129-132)

Question: What are the organizational and
motivational characteristics proposed by
the literature of organizational and
planned change for supporting bilingual
desegregation under the Lau v. Nichols
decision?

1. The supportive organizational climate and

motivational characteristics of the planning

process that guide school districts in resolving

bilingual desegregation problems are attitude

towards compliance requirements, community pres-

sure, organizational leadership and involvement,

attitude towards planning process, effort of goal

setting and planning, communication flow of

information, administrative support and commitment,

participation of key actors, degree of district
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priority towards educational plan, and congruence
between priority of plan and actual incorporation
of plan into the district's curricula.

All school districts complying with the decision
demonstrate positive or negative involvement with all of
the above characteristics (see pp. 133-166). Overall, most
districts demonstrate positive receptivity in the deter-
mination of legal requirements and initiation of compliance
stages of the planning process, while demonstrating

negative receptivity in the implementation and incorpora-
tion stages of the planning process. This difference may
be due to the resistance and institutional demands faced by
a district in implementing the Lau master plan and adapting
the plan into the district educational setting.

Question: Which characteristics of the educational
planning process are necessary for
developing and implementing an educa-
tional master plan to comply with the
Lau V. Nichols decision?

1. School districts complying with federal regula-

tions under the Lau decision generally have

problems in developing their Lau master plan, but

have a great deal of difficulty in implementing

the Lau master plan.

Although districts have problems in developing Lau

educational master plans, they generally demonstrate

positive task activity and receptivity in the two initial

stages of the four-stage planning process of Lau compliance.
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but they have difficulty in translating the Lau master plan
into practice. Most districts demonstrate neutral or
negative involvement in implementing their hau master plan,
and even greater negative involvement in the incorporation
stage of compliance (see pp. 185-188, 202).

2. school districts throughout the four-stage planning
process of Lau compliance demonstrate apprehension
and resistance to the planning process character-
istics that involve the implementation of strategy
to operationalize the plan. This also includes

district support in the incorporation of the Lau
master plan, allocation of fiscal resources, and

political force inhibiting or promoting the Lau

master plan.

The results of the study suggest that most districts'
efforts in implementing their Lau educational master plan
take a neutral involvement position in specifying the scope

of the proposed organizational change and in adapting the

Lau plan into the organizational setting of the district

(see Table 13, p. 208)

.

The tendency of most districts in implementing the Lau

master plan is to equate the plan as a compensatory program

that requires the minimal participation of district-wide

personnel in addressing bilingual desegregation. Most

districts demonstrate resistance in the implementation of

strategy to operationalize the Lau master plan. Districts
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generally involve the compensatory program personnel to
implement the Lau plan, depend on federal or state
categorical monies for the implementation of the plan and
demonstrate minimal effort in integrating the plan into the
district’s educational curricula. Most districts give the
lowest priority to the allocation of fiscal resources to
the implementation of the Lau educational programs (see
Tables 9, p. 191 and Table 13, p. 208).

Almost all districts expressed and demonstrated a

negative organizational political force that inhibited the
implementation of the Lau master plan. The teachers'

unions, district administrators, teachers and the nontarget
community respectively were the most active in inhibiting
or coopting the implementation of the Lau educational

master plan (see Tables 7, p. 186 and 13, p. 208)

.

3. School districts throughout the four-stage

planning process of Lau compliance experience

difficulty in managing the organizational climate

characteristics of community pressure (target

community), communication flow of information, and

congruence between priority of plan and its actual

implementation.

The results of this study suggest that most district

decision makers take a neutral involvement position in

addressing compliance with the Lau decision and in

demonstrating leadership and involvement in the initial
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two stages of the planning process of ^ compliance (see
Table 14, p. 210)

.

Whereas almost all districts give priority to

involving the target community in developing and imple-
menting the Lau plan (see pp. 178, 180), most districts
involve target community in an advisory capacity with
limited decision-making power (see p. 189). The involve-
ment of district personnel from the development stage to
the implementation stage of compliance is generally
dictated by the decision makers of the district who control
the flow of information provided to district personnel

regarding the Lau educational master plan (see pp. 176-

180). Although this study suggests that most districts are

supportive and committed to the implementation of their

Lau master plans, most districts perceived the number one

problem in implementing a Lau master plan as due to lack of

commitment and resistance on the part of administrators,

teachers and Anglo community (see Tables 7, p. 186; 14, p.

208, and 14, p. 210) , In reference to congruence between

priority of plan and its actual implementation, most

districts expressed that the greatest impact the Lau

decision has had on their district has been in the develop-

ment of a Lau educational master plan, the reassessment of

administrative responsibilities and the selection of

curriculum materials and in hiring policies. Almost all

districts expressed that the areas least impacted by the
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_au aecision were district budget reallocations, public
relations, student placement, communication with target
community and district educational policies (see op. 186
191-193) .

Question: What is the relationship of the
characteristics of the educational
planning process to the planning andimplementation behavior of observed

complying with TitleVI (CRA 64) regulations under thebau decision?

1. School districts complying with the decision

generally demonstrate positive task activity and

organizational receptivity to meeting federal

regulations when legally pressured by the U.S.

OCR to develop educational master plans.

Most districts demonstrated positive involvement in

almost all of the characteristics of the planning process

and organizational climate throughout the stages of

determination of legal requirements and initiation of

compliance. This is probably due to the U.S. OCR legal

mandate for the district to comply with the Lau require-

ments or have its federal assistance terminated. The

U.S. OCR generally exerts heavy pressure on a district in

the development of its Lau compliance plan and minimal

pressure on the implementation of the Lau plan (see Tables

12, p. 202; 13, p. 208; and 14, p. 210).

2. School districts complying with the Lau decision

generally demonstrate negative task activity and
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organizational receptivity In the implementation
and incorporation stages of compliance.

Most districts demonstrated neutral and negative
involvement in almost all of the characteristics of the
implementation and incorporation stages of the planning
process (see Table 13, p. 208). m regard to districts'
organizational climate characteristics, negative involve-
ment was exhibited by districts in the organizational

climate characteristics of flow of information to district
personnel and congruence between priority and actual

incorporation of the Lau plan (see Table 14, p. 210). This
is probably due to the limited commitment of districts to

provide equal educational benefits to Lau students and to

the limited role taken by U.S. OCR in monitoring the

implementation of Lau master plans.

3. School districts complying with the decision

demonstrate a variance of planning and organiza-

tional climate behaviors throughout the four

stages of the planning process of compliance.

In the determination of legal requirements and

initiation of compliance stages, over 56 percent of the

districts demonstrated positive task activity and

receptivity towards developing a Lau master plan. Another

25 percent of the districts demonstrated a combination of

positive task activity and neutral receptivity to the

development of a Lau master plan, while 19 percent of the
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districts demonstrated negative task activity and
receptivity (see Fig. li, p. 204)

.

In the implementation and incorporation of compliance
stages, 12.5 percent of the districts demonstrated positive
task activity and receptivity, while 50 percent demon-
strated negative task activity and receptivity. Another

31 percent demonstrated positive receptivity, but negative
task activity, and 6 percent positive task activity, yet

negative receptivity (see Fig. 12 , p. 205) .

Implications

How relevant are the basic characteristics of an

educational planning process and organizational and

motivational characteristics for guiding school districts

found in noncompliance under the Lau decision in their

efforts to meet Title VI (CRA '64) compliance requirements?

Although the study was limited to selected districts

found in noncompliance under the Lau decision by U.S. OCR

in Southern California, the findings of this study tend to

support the findings of the Rand Corporation studies of

federal programs supporting educational change. The Rand

studies concluded that the implementation of educational

innovation, and not the initiation of the innovation, was the

most critical stage of the planning process in detemining

whether or not innovations are instituted into the district

programs. The evidence provided by the study indicated
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that the characteristics of the implementation stage of
Lau compliance are key to the operationalization of an
effective Lau educational master plan. The following
explanations are suggested by the study:

1. First, the study suggests that greater attention

needs to be provided to the implementation stage
Of compliance. District strategies for

addressing the implementation of bilingual

desegregation plans under the ^ decision need to

counteract the arguments the budget constraints,

lack of trained personnel, and resistance from

district personnel prevents them from implementing

the Lau decision. Federal rights guarantee equal

educational benefits for all students under Title

VI (CRA '64) regulations.

2. Even when districts express commitment and

demonstrate positive receptivity toward the

implementation of the Lau master plan, districts

lack effective implementation strategies, allocate

minimal resources and are careful not to collide

with political forces opposing bilingual

desegregation.

3. Effective implementation depends on the

receptivity of the district toward bilingual

desegregation under the Lau decision. The

organizational climate of the districts needs to
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exhibit active leadership and involvement in

actualizing the concept of equal educational

benefits, involve the target community in the

implementation stage of compliance and keep the

district personnel informed of the operationaliza-

tion of the Lau compliance master plan.

4. Effective implementation is characterized by the

active involvement of district personnel respon-

sible for the implementation of the compliance

master plan. The involvement of principals,

teachers and district administrators in the

implementation stage of compliance is limited to

only those directly affected by the compliance

master plan.

5. School districts vary a great deal in their

expressed, versus actual, commitment to the

implementation of Lau compliance plans. U.S. OCR

mandated compliance requirements generate

expressed commitment to comply with federal

regulations that are minimally visible in the

implementation of Lau compliance. Congruence

between an approved paper plan and the actual

implementation of the plan is generally lacking.

The political forces within a district play a

major role in the lack of implementation of a Lau

compliance plan. While legally, federal
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regulations mandate equal educational benefits for

all students, the actual behavior and receptivity

of district personnel towards this concept

generally exhibits resistance towards the

educational needs of national origin-minority

students.

In summary, under the described conditions, most school

districts complying with the ^ decision meet compliance

requirements through minimal efforts that have little

affect on the existing district curricula. In order for

districts to operationalize the implementation stage of Lau

compliance, the administrative leadership of the districts

must involve the target community, take an active role in

the implementation of educational strategies, allocate

resources and address negative political forces opposing

desegregation. The U.S. OCR, to be effective in

seeing that districts fully comply beyond the paper plan

stage, must exert its legal power in order for districts

to demonstrate task activity and receptivity in the

implementation and incorporation stages of Lau compliance.

The following propositions describe possible conditions

that may affect the behavior of district personnel in

operationalizing the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance.

Propositions . In review of the study, four propositions
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are posed:

1. Positive task activity (Planning Process) in the

determination of Legal Requirements and Initiation
of Compliance stages occurs in school districts

that express acceptance to legal mandates to

comply with federal law. These districts involve

administrators and target community in the

development of educational master plans that meet

more than the minimal U.S. OCR requirements for

Lau compliance.

Districts that approach their noncompliance status through

a problem-solving perspective, pursue compliance with the

intent of improving their educational services and involve

the affected school communities in the process of

developing compliance plans. Districts that demonstrate

negative task activity pursue compliance through a legal

perspective and involve few district administrators. They

also seek to control the process of developing the Lau

master plan.

2. Positive task activity in the Implementation and

Incorporation of Compliance stages occurs in dis-

tricts where the educational master plan and the

institutional setting adapt to one another. It

also occurs where the district administration sup-

ports and ascribes positive importance to bilingual

desegregation educational programs that are
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operationalized through the implementation of

educational strategies, the involvement of

district-wide personnel, the articulation of

district-wide educational services and the

re-allocation of local funds (ADA) to implement

and incorporate the Lau master plan into the

district curricula.

Districts that operationalize their compliance plans

through district resources, and commitment that sees Lau

compliance as a district responsibility, rather than as a

legal mandate, will generate positive task involvement.

Negative task involvement occurs in districts that address

compliance as a compensatory program that can be met

through the expansion of its existing programs, where the

implementation of the plan is dependent on categorical

monies, where district personnel are provided with limited

information and opportunity to participate and where

political forces within the district oppose bilingual

desegregation.

3. Positive receptivity (organizational climate) in

in the Determination of Legal Requirements and

Initiation of Compliance stages occurs in

districts where district administrators are

involved with target community and district

personnel in determining the goals and content

of the educational master plan to meet more than
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the minimal legal requirements to comply with OCR

regulations

.

Districts that pursue compliance through a collabora-
tive planning approach involving district decision makers
and target community will develop compliance plans that
reflect the needs of the target community. Negative

receptivity is visible in districts where the target

community is not involved and key decision makers take a

political position in developing a compliance plan that

meets the minimal legal requirements.

4. Positive receptivity in the Implementation and

Incorporation of Compliance states occurs in

districts where district personnel receive

adequate and ongoing information about the

district's efforts to achieve more than the

minimal requirements for compliance, where the

district administration is supportive and

committed to the implementation of Lau compliance

plans, and where district policies, budget and

educational programs reflect the commitment of

the district.

Districts that are supportive and committed to the imple-

mentation of Lau compliance plans will express and

demonstrate commitment by keeping district personnel

informed of the operationalization of the plan, by

providing resources necessary for implementation of the
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plan and actively seeking the involvement of district
personnel in the implementation and incorporation of the
Lau compliance plan. Negative receptivity occurs in
districts where the flow of communication is controlled by
the administration and where limited commitment is

demonstrated through the legitimization of existing

programs as the districts legal fulfillment in meeting
compliance

.

In summary, the implementation stage of ^ compliance
is the most crucial for effecting bilingual desegregation

programs. Since the organizational climate of a district

IS important to the implementation and incorporation stages

of compliance, the receptiveness on the part of

district decision makers and personnel toward bilingual

desegregation seems a necessary condition for successful

implementation. Other factors of importance are:

1. A receptive district setting toward bilingual

desegregation is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for effective implementation of Lau

compliance

.

2. Positive task activity and positive receptivity

in the determination of legal requirements and

initiation of compliance stages are not indicators

for effective implementation of a bilingual

desegregation Lau educational master plan.
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3. Positive task activity and positive receptivity in

the implementation and incorporation stages of

compliance is characterized by an active and

committed district administration that neutralizes

negative political forces opposing bilingual

desegregation.

4. Insofar as school districts are legally and

judicially pressured by the U.S. OCR to develop

compliance plans to meet federal regulations under

the L_au decision, districts will demonstrate

positive task activity and receptivity.

5. Insofar as school districts develop and meet the

U.S. OCR minimal federal requirements in

developing a Lau compliance plan, most districts'

commitment to implement and incorporate their Lau

educational master plan will demonstrate negative

task activity.

6. Strategies for affecting bilingual desegregation

lack the active involvement and support of school

principals, teachers, and non target community.

7. Communication and active involvement of princi-

pals, teachers and target community in the

development and implementation of a bilingual

desegregation Lau educational master plan are

necessary characteristics for effective Lau

compliance

.
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8. The implementation of strategies to operationalize

the Lau educational master plan is a key

characteristic for effective implementation of a

bilingual desegregation Lau educational master

plan.

Conclusion

Does positive organizational receptivity and task

activity in the development of a bilingual desegregation

Lau educational master plan provide sufficient reason to

assume that a district will implement their compliance

plan? The answer appears to hinge upon whether conditions

similar to those suggested under the Implications of the

Study are present. However, the study does suggest that

school districts exhibit different organizational behavior

in the Implementation and Incorporation stages of Lau

compliance. The implementation stage of compliance being

the most vital for effecting bilingual desegregation needs

to be examined. For example, is the goal of Lau compliance

to provide for the development of paper plans that express

equal educational benefits for linguistically and

culturally different students? or, is the goal of Lau

compliance to assure the active and supportive involvement

of school personnel in providing equal educational benefits

that meet the needs of all students? In response to the

first question, the study reveals serious problems in
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school districts' effort to implement bilingual desegrega-
tion compliance plans. In answer to the second, the
Supreme Court of the United states in Brown v. Board of

ggHSa tion (1954) ruled that segregation according to race
IS unconstitutional and under the Lau v. Nichols (1974) the
courts found that school districts have denied linguis-

tically and culturally different students the opportunity
to actively participate in the public education programs

of this country. Yet, school districts throughout the

country continue to resist racial and bilingual

desegregation.

This limitation suggests several vital issues

concerning bilingual desegregation under the Lau decision

as a social policy that must be addressed:

1. What is the definition of Lau compliance? Is

compliance a strategy for equal educational

benefits through organizational change or is it a

strategy for organizational maintenance? As is

presently evidenced, school districts have

demonstrated minimal efforts to provide for an

active involvement and support of bilingual

desegregation.

2. What is the nature of the internal and external

support systems that need to be considered for the

implementation of the four-stage process of Lau

compliance? What kind of support systems provide
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for organizational responsiveness to bilingual

desegregation concerns? Perhaps, too much

emphasis for organizational change input has been

placed upon advisory groups while limited concern

has been addressed to the structures of school

district responsiveness to the target community,

school board policies, priorities for allocation

of resources, the nature of interest group

involvement, school finance of educational

programs, and the legal rights of students.

3. What expertise is necessary to provide for

responsive bilingual desegregation compliance? In

efforts to address the concept of equal educa-

tional opportunity, district personnel have

responded by designing special compensatory

programs while maintaining the same personnel,

curriculum, and administrative policies. Little

attention is focused on the socialization process

of schooling; curriculum designed on a preferred

criteria model that rewards behavior that reflects

the economic values of capitalism; hiring policies

and collective bargaining; the role of colleges

and universities in preparing teachers, and the

educational, social, political and economic

implications of equal educational opportunity.

Thus, the nature of an effective delivery system
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for achieving bilingual desegregations needs to be

addressed as part of the ^ compliance process.
If equal educational benefits is the objective of ^

compliance, then the process of compliance and its enforce-
ment must be defined more completely. On the other hand.

If the objective is effective integration of linguistically

and culturally different students through paper compliance

plans that maintain the existing educational system, then

school districts have been very successful.

In the state of California, districts are experiencing

changes in their student population due to population

growth and white flight. As bilingual and racial desegre-

^.ffects school districts, the need to forecast

educational needs is imperative. For example, if the

present population trends for the state of California

continue, it is projected that by 1990 California will be

over 60 percent Spanish-surname . At least for the state of

Cs-lifornia, the implementation of bilingual desegregation

educational programs in the next ten years will have legal,

social and political implications for districts to resolve.

In the courts of the nation, the aftermath of the Lau

V. Nichols Supreme Court decision has manifested

legislation at the federal and state levels and in a number

of lawsuits. The Equal Educational Opportunity Act of

1974 (20 U.S.C. § 1703 [1974]) extended the Lau decision

to all public school districts, not just those receiving
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federal assistance. In California, under the Chacon-

Mascone Bill (AB 1329), the state legislature passed

statutes in 1976 mandating bilingual education. Court

decisions since Serna v. Portales Municipal School :=

(351 F. Supp. 1279 (N.O. Mex. 1972], aff'd 499 F. 2nd

1147, 1154 [10th Cir. 1974]) and Asplra of New York. Tn.

Board of Education of the City of New York (72 Civ.

4002 [S.D. N.Y. Aug. 29, 1974]), have resulted in court

mandated bilingual programs. Under Rios v. Read (75 C.

296 [E.D. N.Y. Jan. 14, 1977] Memorandum of decision and

Order) the court discussed the district's responsibility

toward implementing effective bilingual programs or being

faced with a Lau violation. Most recently, under the

Morris v. Brentwood Union Free School District (20 U.S.C.

§ 1703 [f] 1977) the court found the district to be in

violation of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act of 1974

and failing to implement the recommended OCR Task Force

Remedies for Lau compliance.

In the enforcement of Title VI, on 20 July 1977,

President Carter in a memorandum to the heads of executive

departments and agencies stated:

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 writes
into law a concept which is basic to our country

—

that the government of all the people should not
support programs which discriminate on the grounds
of race, color, or national origin. There are no
exceptions to this rule; no matter how important a
program, no matter how urgent the goals, they do
not excuse violating any of our laws--including the
laws against discrimination.
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.

Administration will enforce Title VI

firmfirm leadership to ensure that your department oragency enforces this law.
Second, there must be central guidance andoversight of Title VI enforcement. Executive

?es^L= KM Attorney General theresponsibility for coordinating Title VI enforce-ment and for approving rules, regulations andorders which departments or agencies issue underTitle VI. I want the Attorney General to workclosely with each of you to help you make surethat your department or agency is doing an
effective job, and I have asked him to give thismatter a high priority. The Department of Justice
will shortly be contacting each department andagency to determine what action has been taken to
comply with the Attorney General's Title VI
regulations

.

Finally, as youknow. Title VI was intended
to provide an administrative mechanism for
insuring equal treatment in Federal programs.
Consequently, administrative proceedings leading
to fund terminations are the preferred method of
enforcing Title VI, and this sanction must be
utilized in appropriate cases. There may be some
instances, however, where litigation is in order.
You must make sure such cases are referred to the
Department of Justice. (Carter, 1977)

The implications of President Carter's concern for the

enforcement of Title VI directly calls for school districts

to address bilingual desegregation and the responsibility

for assuring that the linguistically and culturally

distinct students are provided with equal educational

benefits

.

Thus, the challenge to districts and communities

throughout this nation is one of promoting cultural

pluralism in the form of social, economic, political and

educational opportunity rather than cultural imperialism
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that supports the notion of total assimilation into a

preferred system of values dictated by those in power.

While cultural pluralism supports the principles of our
constitution and democratic government, cultural

imperialism contradicts such rights guaranteed to all

residents of this country.
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i:

I

department or health education, and welfareo^ncLor ,„es.cf,rT*Rv

WAhMINOTON Dt. »<a«ll

MEMORANDUM
May 25

, 1970

TO

SUBJECT

* S c I *00 1 KM

Stanley Pottinger '

director. Office for Civil Ri5t,t^

Oi national origin in the operation "ofprograms. ^ ation of any federally assisted

-I tie VT COITlDi a'^O® rp>iric»f.c. „ j
iarge Soanish-surniTed studeSrpopufat^'' districts with
Civil Rights hav. revealed a n., Office for
have the effect of denving equality of which
to .^pci.nish-surnamed puoils. ^Sirr.’ la^ opportunity
-x.ect of discrimination on the basisin other locations with respect tn Pi origin exist

;h.as,= cor.cercing the respohsTbl Utv of'schLl'^d™
Policy on

Che fo.Mcwing are sc.me of
English language skills,

relate co compliance with Titirv?[ concern that

( 1.) Where ir.ability speak and understand the English
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language excludes national origin-.T.inority grouc children
from effective participation in the educacionai' nrograa'of-
fered by a school district, the district must take affirmva-
tive steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to
open Its instructional program to these students.

(3) School districts must not assign national origin-
minority group students to classes for the mentally retarded
on the basis cf criteria whicn essentially measure cr evaluate
English language skills; nor may senooi districts deny national
origin-minority group children access to college preparatory
courses on a basis directly related to che failure of the
school system to inculcate English language skills.

(3) Any ability grouping or tracking system employed
by the school system to deal with the special language skill
needs of national origin-minority group children must be
designed to meet such language ski.,1 needs as soon as possible
and must not operate as on educational dead-end or permanent
track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately
notify national or igin-minor icy group parents of school activi-
ties which are called to che attention of ocher parents. Such
notice in order to be adequate may have to be provided in a
language other than Er.giish.

School districts should examine current practices which exist
in their districts in order to assess compliance vith the
matters set forth in this memorand^im. A school district which
determines that ccmplinnce Drobiera*s currently exist in that
district should Lmtediatt-iy co3i.tan;.cate •.n writing with tlv»

Office for Civil Kighty and indicate wnat steps are being
taken to remedy the situation. Vhere compliance questions
arise as to the sufficiency of programs designed to meet
the language skill needs of national origin-minority group
children already operating in a particular area, full infor-
it.ation regarding such programs should be provided. In the
area of special language assistaiice, the scope of the program
c.nd the process for identifying nee<i ar.d the extent to which
the need is fulfilled should be sat forth-

School districts which racaive this memoranduift will be

contacted shortly regarding the availability cf technical

assistance a.nd will be provided with any additional infor-

mation that may be needed to assist districts in achieving

compliance with the law and equal educational opportunity

for'^all children. Effective as of this date the aforementioned

areas of concar.n will be regarded by rogionai Office for

Civil Rights personnel as a part of their camplia.nce re-

sponsibiliuj-e*.
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SUMMARY OF THE LAU V. NICHOLS DECISION
AND SUBSEQUENT INTERPRETATION!

On January 21 , 1974, the U.S. Supreme Court unani-

mous^ ruled that the San Francisco Unified School District

illegally discriminated against some 1,800 non-English-

speaking Chinese American students by failing to help them

surmount the language barrier. By requiring these children

to sit and languish in regular English-language classes,

the Supreme Court, in Lau v. Nichols , found the school

district had denied them "a meaningful opportunity to

participate in the public educational program." To expect

sh— speaking students to know English before they

can effectively participate in the educational program, the

court declared, 'is to make a mockery of public education."

Casting itself directly into the plight confronting non-

English-speaking children, the Justices unanimously

concluded, "We know that those who do not understand English

are certain to find their classroom experience wholly

incomprehensible and in no way meaningful." The Supreme

Court rules that the rights of the non-English-speaking

Chinese children to an education were being denied, but

^Taken and adapted from An Abstract of the Master Plan
for Bilingual-Bicultural Education (San Francisco: San
Francisco Unified School District, January 21, 1975)

.

Prepared by the Citizens Task Force for Bilingual Education
with assistance from the Center for Applied Linguistics.
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they did

Instead,

District

relief"

not explore the nature of the required remedy,

the Supreme Court remanded the case to the Federal

Court in San Francisco to fashion "appropriate

in the case.

To better understand the legal and educational

significance of Lau v. Nichols , a suimnary is presented

describing the arguments and rulings in the case and how

federal courts and Congress have interpreted ^ in the

past year.

On March 25, 1970, thirteen non-English-speaking

Chinese American students filed suit in the Federal

District Court in San Francisco against the San Francisco

Board of Education, whose president happened to be Alan

Nichols, on behalf of nearly 3,000 Chinese-speaking

students. Their class-action suit, Lau v. Nichols , alleged

that Chinese-speaking children were being denied their

rights to an education because they were unable to compre-

hend or speak the English language in which their classes

were taught. By denying these children special instruction

in English, the school district was not only violating

their rights to an education and to equal educational

opportunities as guaranteed by the State of California and

by federal and state legislation, but the school district

was also "dooming these children to become dropouts and to

join the rolls of the unemployed."
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In their complaint, the non-English-speaking Chinese

American students raised two basic issues: first, whether
the SFUSD was required to provide them with special

instruction in English; secondly, whether such special

instruction in English must be taught by bilingual,

Chinese-speaking teachers.

The suit asked the District Court to order the Board

of Education to provide special English language classes

with bilingual teachers and claimed that law enacted by

both Congress and the California State Legislature demon-

strated the need for bilingual teachers. Without such

bilingual teachers, the plaintiffs contended, even special

instruction in English would be a fruitless gesture, with

students merely parroting teachers rather than learning

English.

The lawsuit was not developed in a vacuum. It was

brought because of a deep sense of frustration; it was the

community's last resort after all avenues had been

exhausted in hopes of overcoming the serious educational

harm suffered by its children. For years the Chinese

community employed meetings, negotiations, studies,

demonstrations, and community-alternative programs to try

and rectify the educational deprivations suffered by non-

English-speaking children. All these efforts invariably

resulted in token gestures, in the form of stopgaps here

and there on the part of a school administration which
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seemed to have neither the interest, the willingness, the

competence, nor the commitment to cope with the thousands

of limited English-speaking children in San Francisco.

Ironically, such inaction by the school district was

accompanied by an explicit recognition of the seriousness

of the problem. The school district in 1969 admitted:

When these [Chinese-speaking youngsters] are
placed in grade levels according to their agesand are expected to compete with their English-
speaking peers, they are frustrated by their
inability to _ understand the regular work
for these children, the lack of English means
poor performance in school. The secondary
student is almost inevitably doomed to be a
dropout and another unemployed [sic] in the
ghetto.

During the court hearing, the school district freely

admitted the grave needs of these children to receive

special instruction, but contended that such needs did not

constitute legal rights. The school district argued that

its obligations to these children were satisfied by

providing them the same educational setting offered to

other children in the district. Though the school district

acknowledged its desire to provide more special classes for

limited English-speaking children, it said such classes

would be offered "gratuitously," as personnel permitted,

rather than as a matter of right and duty.

In its decision, the Federal Court agreed with the

school district and denied the non-English-speaking chil-

dren any relief. The Court expressed sympathy for the
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plight of the students, but concluded that their rights to

an education and to equal educational opportunities had

been satisfied as "they received the same education made

available on the same terms and conditions to the other

tens of thousands of students in the SFUSD." Though the

plaintiffs contended that the "surface" equality of

identical textbooks, teachers, and classrooms afforded no

education to non-English-speaking children, the Federal

Court ruled the school district had no legal duty to

rectify this situation. Access to the same educational

system provided others, regardless of whether any educa-

tional benefits could be received, was the extent of a

child's right to an education, according to the trial court.

The Chinese-speaking students appealed the decision to

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Their

contention that the lower court decision should be

reversed was supported by the Attorney General of the U.S.

who filed an avis-cus curie brief with the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals. However, a three- judge panel affirmed

the lower court decision on January 8, 1973, and accepted

the school district's argument that its responsibility to

non-English-speaking children "extends no further than to

provide them with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers,

and curriculum as is provided to other children in the

district." The panel further observed that the problems

suffered by the children were "not the result of law
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enacted by the state ... but the result of deficiencies
created by the (children) themselves in failing to learn

the English language."

Faced with the devastating appellate court decision,

the Chinese-speaking children petitioned the U.S. Supreme

Court to take their case and reverse the Appellate Court.

On June 12, 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court granted the

petition to hear the case and oral arguments were heard on

December 10, 1973.

On January 21, 1974, the Supreme Court issued its

unanimous decision reversing the Appellate Court opinion.

Relying on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the

Supreme Court ruled that the failure of any school system

to provide English-language instruction to its non-English-

speaking students constitutes a denial of "a meaningful

opportunity to participate in the equal treatment of

unequals," and refuting directly the position and language

of the lower courts, the Supreme Court declared:

There is no equality of treatment merely by
providing students with the same facilities,
textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for
students who do not understand English are
effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education

.

The unanimous decision by a court well-known for its

relative judicial conservatism in matters related to

education and civil rights is extremely significant.

First, it emphasizes loudly and clearly that the court in
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Lau was not concerned with the intentions or motivations of

the school district.

Regardless of how much good faith a school district

might be exercising in trying to meet the problem, the only

relevant factor is whether the child receives a "meaning-

ful" and "comprehensible" education and "effective

participation in the educational program." It is to this

aspect of the decision we now turn.

To date, all court decisions which have applied and

Lau v. Nichols have concluded that Lau requires

bilingual education to overcome the deprivations suffered

by limited English-speaking children. In Serna v. Portales

New Mexico School District , the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the Tenth Circuit ruled on July 19, 1974, that bilingual

education is the only appropriate remedy under the Lau

decision. In Aspira v. Board of Education of the City of

New York , the Federal District Court on August 29, 1974,

relied on the Lau decision in sanctioning the immediate

implementation of a complete bilingual-bicultural education

program for nearly 200,000 Spanish-speaking Puerto Rican

children in New York City. Similarly, the other court

decision which has interpreted Lau , Keyes v. Denver Unified

School District also held on April 9, 1974, that bilingual-

bicultural education is required by Lau. The Federal Court

in Keyes held that the Lau decision demonstrates that it is

ineffective to require non-English-speaking children to
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learn a language with which they are unfamiliar, and at the
same time acquire normal basic learning skills which are

taught through the medium of that unfamiliar language.

What these clarifying decisions by various federal

courts across the nation conclude is that a school district,

in order to fully comply with the mandate of the U.S.

Supreme Court, should develop a plan that directly

addresses the question of "meaningful and comprehensible

education" for "effective participation" of students of

limited English-speaking ability. It also means that the

nonbilingual instruction currently provided under the ESL

"pull-out" and newcomers programs, not to mention those

limited English-speaking students not receiving any

assistance at all, is grossly inadequate because it

represents a continued absence of "meaningful" education

and produces the very "mockery" to which is addressed.

In essence, the nonbilingual instruction offers the child,

except for forty minutes a day, the same facilities, text-

books, and teachers as those who understand English— the

very situation found legally intolerable by the Supreme

Court.

Finally, a few examples show that before the Lau

decision both federal and state governments have reached

the identical conclusion that the Supreme Court decision

mandates bilingual education.
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Even before the Lau decision, the Office of Civil

Rights of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, issued regulations on May 25, 1970, pursuant to

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, to eliminate

discrimination against national-origin minority students.

The regulation states:

Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes national origin-
minority group children from effective
participation in the educational program
offered by a school district, the districts
must take affirmative steps to rectify the
language deficiency in order to open its
instructional program to these students.

According to J . Stanley Pottinger, then Director of

the Office for Civil Rights, "the drafting of the memoran-

dum reflected the operational philosophy that school

districts should create a culturally relevant educational

approach to assure equal access of all children to its full

benefits." The burden, according to this philosophy,

should be on the school to adapt its educational approach

so that the culture, language and learning style of all

children in the school (not just those of Anglo, middle

class background) are accepted and valued. " Children

should not be penalized for culture and linguistic

differences, nor should they bear a burden to conform to a

school-sanctioned culture by abandoning their own .

"

Representing the U.S. Government, Pottinger personally

appeared before the Supreme Court to argue in support of
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L£u. On behalf of the U.S. Government, he has now entered

the Lau case as a third party.

Throughout the enforcement of the regulation and

educational policy development activities, the Office for

Civil Rights consistently developed a number of bilingual-

bicultural program models for implementation by school

districts to equalize the educational opportunity for

limited English-speaking children, beginning with the

Beeville Independent School District in Texas. In April

1971, the Office for Civil Rights assembled a group of

seventy-five outstanding Mexican American, Puerto Rican

and Native American educators, psychologists, and community

leaders in San Diego to begin the identification of

bilingual-bicultural program models for the U.S. Office of

Education. An intra-departmental Advisory Committee,

established by the Office of Education, eventually helped

develop a comprehensive bilingual-bicultural plan for the

San Felipe Del Rio, Texas School District under Federal

Court order. The court specifically ordered that "safe-

guards shall include, but shall not necessarily be limited

to, bilingual and bicultural programs, faculty recruitment

and training, and curriculum design and content ( U.S. v

.

Texas , August 19, 1971)." Similarly, a bilingual-

bicultural education plan for the Indian population was

developed by a Task Force of the U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare in the Natonabah v. Gallup-McKinley
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County Schools , February 8, 1973.

In conclusion, the purpose of including this discus-

sion on La_u v. Nichols and the legal issues and remedies

surrounding the case is to provide the necessary background

infoirmation relevant to the understanding of the

responsibilities facing school districts in Southern

California.
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u.P. ocPA/,T>->cjsrr of» heau-h. ccH;cA‘noN. and vssi^Ajxe.

fOfi RELtAS?: IN A.M. PAPERS
Thursday, January 23. 1975

for Civil KiohLs
HArrilS—

( 202 ) 24 5-5571
(Heme) -- (703)- 243-52},’

Office for Civil Rights has asked Chief State School

Officers in 26 States to help assure that some 333 school

districts are providing ecjual educational opportunity to

Spanish-surnamed, American Indian, Asian Aii^erican, and other-

national origin minority students.

The effort is a follow-up of a policy e.stablished in

HEW-t,’Q

May, 3.970, placing responsibility on school districts receiving

Federal funds "to rectify the. language deficiency and opar.

instructional prcgraiits" to national origin n-inority students

who face language barriers. *

Peter E. Holroes, Director of the Office for Civil Hiahts,

sa:id in hi.s latter to the State.s that the U. S. Supreme

Court decided in Lau v. hichols t.hat failure of a school

ctistx.icfc to provide special assistance to stud.^nts who are not

proficient in English denies then a meaningful education, and

violates Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

prohibits use of Federal funds for progra.'os that

as to race, color, or national origin.

Holmes asked for a coordinaced State-Federal

gathering infor-mation needed to determine whether

distiicts are meeting their Title VI responsibiii

, Title VI

discriminate

approach in

the school

ties

.
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Districts idontif'*,! meet one or t5c o.k
«-'Citeria:

^ other of these

-icco chat report ^h-^
»“incrity stude.ts who ^re .c. .•

'• " origin
^ 'O'- tecrtivin-^ ar... ^

lAngucigfv i nsr-vucticin
* ^ i pf' of special'

- Districts that report an cnrollr^ent of
• 00‘C national origin r^dnori^v stude -

••^' P'-^rcout of them » •

-^oss thanor thexa receiving sc-r-i :.> ,"d special langv5ac<- ^•
I’n a'l instructionin approxinacely l ij r.j. .ailij.on na^io-vai ^ •

s^tt'dents are in the districts ^
^ -minority

•^oj. i^ts nixinad.

*Tho fact -i-v,- ese students may not be roceivir-^inguaye instructioxi o- th^ k •

special
•loii o.. the basis of xeDor-t- ^

districts to da'-g ! • n * •

' ' ^-'-nitted by the
-n itself proof of dS - • •

Holrtfs said. «3jt ,

*

,, . .

‘•tier, 5- indication f-ai-to locA £ufth|.r into s‘ri..^.-tnattens that coat -(.hose o- . * •

it ve find frchUcs, „e win a-v , ^

-t-<=na, and

~«==tivo action . ^

oaiMn ttid the u. s. office o' ni
«ys to Ofovn-C te-hn- -Wchnicaa cssistimee and win
statfc education x

contact thec-uucation agencies.

hy anlistina ,

ti>e-0fficf“o tfiort,"
ta>e benefit of their specie" will gain
u-!e poseioility of vo'’!intflrn •'"ex'>gthen
^-r.a increase che of prlbilps

' iicle Vx. responsibilities.'' " to fchei;;

fJ^'.ticcllv the Sfa'-oc-s^a.es are as«ed to as.sist ' n
^.ore specifically the need for g,,
in «ch district and tV .

" ^sttnetion p„,r.a„
the aatent to which that need i„. hwac, «t.
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** 3 -

Hl'il-iYO
a comp] ia,,,.,, roviaw is

Vhic. «..ce»ps„« the ,sostio„ o£ e -uaT''"

“
^

’-cuicatinn

T

for national or’Vinor.axn nunorxtxcs, and s.lnU-^ ......
r*;v.iews are planned <n chi

^

n,aa.o,„Ma.
^ ^

«»4 districts lde„atl.6 i„ . .,
,iof btate school officers are:

?»s ka

Ko^th^S' Borough
..

^ »^oiough
T?p.nr^*anl2f,vi State Scahools

rona

Cari^ri^rht E3on.
Casa Crrnde Elem.
Chaiidler Eicai.
I^ouyJas K1 ps>.

EJ err**

X Ic.g ,-/

1

a f j; Elos;.
C3cni5aJ.n Klom.
C3enJ.\le Union HignIsaac Elern.
Maria Elcim.
Mesa digh
Murphy Ele;n.
Mogales Sien.
Pljocnix Elen.
Phoenix Union High
Roosevelt Elem.
Sur.nyaic’.e Elen.
’i-uba. City El era.
^‘fshi.ngton Slern.
rtinciow Rock P;ien.
Yuraa El era.
Yuraa Union Hia*h

A-BC Unified
AWjUa City Unif.
Alhara.br a City Eiera.-Kigh

cont'd

Alisal Union El^era
Alura Rock Union >iieraAlvord Unif.
An-iheira Rlera.
Antiocn Unif.
A2usa Unif.
Ealdwi;; }>.irk Unif,
Bassett; Unif,

• Bellfiov/,>r Unif,
B^rryess a Union Ri
Eonxta U'nif.

‘

Brawl oy Ulerii.
Burbank Unif.
Carapoeil Union E\era
Carapbeli Union Hinir
Centjnela Vailcy union 'b'chContra] id ELera,

’ •-‘-gn

Cnaffcy U;iion Hich
Chulci Vista FI era

^

Cxovia Unif.
Coachella Elem.
Colton Joint Unif.
Corcora.'i Jcj.ni: Unif.
Corena-h'orco Unif
Covin -i~ Valley Ui^-'
Cuxvcr C,lty Unif."’’
Cupertino Union Elem.
i^elajio J'^int Union RichbJ-nuba Flora.

' '

Dow.-.£.y Unif.
Bast Side Unicn Ulqh
^ast Whittier .E'ea.
si Centro El era.
Bi Monts Flora.

°
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Coi\t’d
- 4 "

Monte Union Hic/h
Ej. Rancrio Unif.

'

tlk Grove Unif.
Everyreen
f-airfield Soi^un Unif.
f-ontcina Unif.
I'owler Unif.
Vrankii n-HcKiniey Eieo,

.

Iremoin, Uni^
Fi;a„o„t Unii; Kj.3h
'--llercon Ele:n*

t’r,ion Hich
^<-i-.oen o-rove Unif/
Gaj.vey nlein.
Giii-oy Unif.
Glendale Unif.
Srant Joint Union High
Groasiront Union Hiqn
J^ncxendn-La Puente ' Unif

.

Hayv?Ard Un.'. f.
“OlJister Elejii.
Huencine Elenu
IrK,-)ewood Unif.
Je.^'ferson Elen.
<?Gt'ferson Union High
•^urupa Unit',
Korn Jc'‘nc. Union Kign
•.ings Ceiiyon Unif.

J & City Elen,
Mcsa-Sprtng Va'liey Elen.

Lagu.tci Salads Union Fie.n
J-*avndaie Elen.
Lennox Elen.,
Little Lake City Eio.'a.
lodi UriT, J,

.

loMpoc Unif.
I^ong Seach Unif.
Los I^r.gclfis Unif.
Lucia Mar U.-.if,
Lynv/ood Ur. if.
Madera Unif.
Ms.-rsaa Un,j.f.

Mendcta. Union Elen>.
Merced City Eie„,
Merced Union High

Unif.
Mocesto Cj.ty Ele:n 4 High
Montebello Unif.
Monterey X->onin«ula Uni^.
Morgan iLili Unif.
tit., iu. abio Unif.
bt. Lioowant Elere.

}i 5^V.'- 5.70

yi'sy Unif.
Ncv;ar.k Unif

Lakiand Unif,
Ocean View E’em
Oceanside Unif
Ontario-MontcUir

Ele:nOrange Unif.
Oxnajrti Elem.
Palo Alto Unif.
Palo Verde Unif.
Paramount Unif.
Pftrlier Unif.
Pasadena Unif.

PitrcK^°^-Pittsburg Unif.
Placentia Unit'.
Porterville Elem
Redlands Unif.
Redondo Beach Elem
Redwood City Elem.

’

p-ialto Unit.
Richmond Lkiif.
Riverside Unif
Rwlartd Unif.
i^acramento Unif,
San Bernadinc Univ.
San Diego Urtif.
San Gabriel Elem.
San Jese Unif.
S'ln Juan Unif.
San Leandro Unif.
San Lore.nzo Unif.
_San Hateo Elc.m.
San Matte Union High
Sanger Unif.
Santa Ana Uni,f'„
Santa Bart,ara Elem. -HighSanta Clara Unif.
Santa Marie. Ele.m.

loinc Union High
Sfi,r4ta Monica Unif.
Santa Paula Elam.
Santa Rosa Elea. 4 Eign
telma Unif.
Siir,t Valley Unif.
South Bay Union .Llera.
South San Pranoiyco Unif,.
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Cali fo’^ ni. i\ CO n t:
*

South Whlttii.-
Stockton Vnxf.
Sunnyvale Sicra.
£v/eetwater Unio.-;
Terrance Unit',

Rle-n,
Vaile^o City vj^^j «•

Ventura Cnif,
Visalia rjni*]
Vi.'ita City Unit.
hashing ton Unit'.
West Covina Unit
yfos taji n s ter K 1

’

j^ittier City Ei'„,
W/iittier Ui-!-- u •'n.iw.'; Hj.cjn
Wooolan*3. Joj nt U*' ^

x

FJ-gh

Color Cico

•r.'.3 cUTlS Co .

Aurora
Boulder Vall&y
Brighton
Colorado S p »

•; n^- -<

Denver

CrLnif“
Harris on
•lefferson Cc.
Maple ton
Me.Pa Valley
Buehlo Cr, u-.,. %

t . V ra j "1 - 1 1
/ alley

WasoGtnater

Connect/ cut

Bridgeport
Hartford
Sta.ai.t’ord

Waterburi/

Blori

iirovard Co,
Dadfi Co.
Hlllehorough Co.
H<r.nroo Co.
Crtngo Co.
Bftlra Beech COc

hfW-EiD

^np ar/

City
Topeka
>'’i Chita

Chicago

lou is

I

rina

•Icfferson Pajriah

dryland

Brince George's Co

Kiclijr^an

Detroit

Hebr a ^ika

Cia^ha.

^ivada

Clark Co.
Washoe Co.

New t7ci sev

Cansders

Klicaba th
Hoboken
Uer.sc-y City
Newark
Pateraors
Berth Aa±icy
Union City*
Vineland C i ty

Nev York

Kev Mexico

Alartogordo
.Albuguerquif
Aztesla
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^ "

^1^ h
HyDr Jose A. Cttrrieilas

in 197S the De;.arte,cnt of HEW issued a memoranaum
suecifying rti-edies available to srncol districts tor the r.!irti
nation Cl past edacaticna. practices ruled unio« :ci uncer
Lac V IV.Chois

The effect of this memorandum is that a large number of
schco' disir.cts are ir. the process of developing plans to suS-
m,t tn H£n on aoproa.-hes the districts will take in meeting
the educational needs of cniidrer, of limited English-speaking
eb.lity (LESci,'

= n g

Since the Lsu Remedies Were deyelniied lor a variety o‘
schoo- situations aflectmg some 15 million children in mosi
o tnc 50 strtes, la: ethnic groups speaning a variety of ian-
or ages, an:, to- sctiooi district enrollments ranging in si/e IroT.
oocens to thousands an.-i coiistitutirg fiom 1 to 59 per cent
C.i tne sMderi- pap-ulaiion. it is u iderstandable that mere
ends s.vne cor.tuvnn in the interitretatloii and irnpiementa-
l«Oi\ of ;i.C i|U Uc»lMC5

The imiletsian •.till of twc niinciples is irnporta'it if schou.
districts ate to oc-.ei,jp comprehensive plans responsive to the
Eau lemeo'ies ,n ways which both adhere to the spirit of the
Lau aecision ami a'.,cw me school district to develop coherent
eouca'ior s. programs for all students.

First. It should he understood that the remeoies are mini-
ma! and that thcs have been drawn to adhere to the narrowest
legal inte-pretatio-. of Eou v Nichols on the basis of the most
pro.-tisinrt C-.1I re.r.i knowledge and thought relating to the edu-
cation ot chi'druii'o' liir.iteii English speaking ability. Thus
while a biiinguaf nsulticufiural prc^ram for ell children in a
parucular area may be best from a pedagogical perspecti-/e and
most efficient from an erlmmistrative perspective, these cannot
L-e required from a legal perspective given the Court's most
current ruling on tfic otiicjlron of LESA childicil

Second, it is impo- tam to Dear m mind that comprehensive
planning ic remove past i.iequi-ies betv.een groups of students
is a maioi eflo-t bra: require! a realistic assessrr-e.nt of avail
aule resources incl-.id.ntj tima. staff, money, space, and curri
culum, and the systematic acouisilion. redirection. adapMtion
and uidiaation of mese to meet the new cbiectives Thus a
Ccimprche-isive ec<«cationai plan may be unacceptable to HEW-
OCK when it projects unrealistic lime-outcome eepectaticns
svhich n>3 m <a:t be little moie than hp service to the rcqui.-o
merits o‘ uau. 5y the zamr- token a school disttict can estsbnsli
realistic p.o/cctrcr."* tor time-outcome expectations relative to
kau g.ving an irrcication cif an intent to agjiessively end sys-
tema'ically pursue the appropriate resources The Lvj Reme-
otes rtQii»Te a noi o trick

n;-e Of!>ue o- Civil Highis h« ai; extei'iiv?
number of n’ceitnip, v.ith tchoo) pe^VJnoH for Lau Hsmeiiy
inter jjffiation. arni Olficr of Education ipf>nsofed technical

^ n n *?=

^«ist?ncc centers »GACTvop t

Piovide asusia- v u sfhp:"^c trict i!,

of remedit! w.mc-'i rest ond to the L.au decs on
‘ ' ''

bJZIT 'I'P'^'himtaiion nf L,uRcrneaies some a-nouni of cor,fusion shil exists , ,
.

minirr.irn leq-.i-emenrs of school distr.cis

the^LaVRem''^®
tfdig.-ams oreseni the basic leouiremeots ofthe Lau Remeuics. rhpugh no; an official HEW interpretation

this simplified ve-smn based on educational administrjtiv'
experience is practical, teadily understood, and dispels the
alarm, contusion and myths sur.-cunomg Uu RemediesFurthermore a p-an whi.h o.-ovidirs foi meeting the basic r»-quircments outlined shojio be rcadiiy acceptable to HEW asm.-eiing the guioelines stipulate.-; in -iie lau Rrm-dies

The development of a cor,.,.iian:- p,a- c;i|s for four
p. 8S.S Stiuer.l identification, student 'aoj., 3ge essms-.ent
analysis o. .ncmevemcnl data and prog,pm cff-mr.gs Adr'nion-
a ,-ertuirements cente- on «condar-, etl.ict.r.n. stetfiMg. stu-
dent placer,vmt. parent comtnunication, curricular a-lu co
curricular offerings and reporting and evaluation requiremenh

Although adherence to e nar-ow legal .nterpretat.on of
Lau V Nichols has leo to the for.nuiation of what eopear
to be a complex conglomcrat-e of specific rcqu.re.t.erits the
remedies simplv reciuirc;

a) that tchonis systemabcally and vaUd.y a-c’-tam
svhich of dieir clients are iioguisilcaliy diflweo'b

bl t.hat schools systematically and vakdly asceitair, the
languagr characteristics ot their clients;

c) mat schools .-.•stematicsnl, ascertain the cchiewment
chpreciei of their c!-eots; find

di that schoqis .maten an insiructic-nal progra.-r to thj
charamensiics as ascertained.

Phase I - Potential Stuoent Ideniificatio.-.

The screening p-ocess is initiatad by the ideitification of a
potential sludent populetior. These are s'.udenrs who may be
target students as recipien'.s of Lau Rg.-iiedies. maogS rh.e vast
mfijoritv rr^ay not l>p aff^tea

Lau Remedies require three criteria fjr pot-ntial student
tdenTrf.catton- i| hrsi lanpuage acqj;re,1 oy thesrudont. 2! the
language mon ofic- spoksn i.n tfit hem*, and 3t the
ldngua(j,-e iTior.i o;ter. spopcn tiy the student.

• f the answer to all tnree ts "English," the riudent is n.3 t

target iiudent and requirev no further Lac trpjimsnt.
If the answei tq any of these three questions a e lt>nyuas|t

other than Eng.i:h, tne student rs identified es a potential
target student, thoujrfi whether Lau trearmeru fs required nr
tne type of tresunent to be offe>ed is d«j.vndtr' on furthv

((Unilitiiu J %,H 1*,/^
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LAU Remedies
i< J liffi { •

dna)

School pe ioone l.s>o .. t-.Md tp-,ct,n cvr: f-

.

;o pe .JIKI lor ,u<.r,„f.ca:,< 0 o; poiom.ai s utl>r,,s
l.ao firrmrclv at.; s^ec.ltr on o.f„r
than o.. m,- el,v,np:ly n,ra.M,,vo cond.iion Ma: me
ass«sot l.av-e .ontpatsocv ;n the .ang-aaoe o, lanp.tagcs to be
asressed and that .uoge.nen;* which are tc dtiormme place-
men: he ealideted TOrc^-uh s*jDse<ruent cL-setvat.c.n.

In very Ijr,. schoo: disTrirre with inr.ic oe,cent,.oei rl m-
noniv children ,hw srudcm .ocn'.hcat.on lal-.ase ,ney rcrqu.rc
e«tconi.M reiourr.M rrom ,hs t,strict, rxrt , need fdr v.eh
resources may be i.epi to a minimurr, by .yiiliting parent.-,;
assfstanc^

IDRA has develodCC e CornrT.unity Laiig^;--.e Survey term
•which may be iihured m the, Icf,,. ,n;ciide-J u, he cent hryin.-
with the chhdrcn, ojrer.ts are asked to indicate It t .-esponses
to the th-ee qoes-irxis a--ralir g w,-Jn ,.rs, acc,ui-eo lan-joae-
lanoiiage most otxr scoken ,n ;.he home end langyLve mosi
otirn spr>ken Oy

RfSiiuiises .jivcn by pa ei.ls cm Or- e>|)ecl,-,l |„ 0,.. Ia„ly
valid, though as stated previously some validaticm should bo
conducted since some :.a-ent.s h.e.-e t>een .mown ,o fe.-.r schoo.
t^m sals lo- a'low.na ihu.r chiluren lo sii,-.,.k ., laimua.)- cTh^i’m an cr.clu) . .me r.ro.ect i hi s concern in their rc-sDcinsr s

he.en:a: tears ihay be assuaged tl. touch tneTTt.iication of
pt-->fes5iona' .-.ndrbr beraproiessioiicl personnet who ia) rpno<(
the predoniiriani ijn.;^egi pt the ccmmunitv. (b'l inside in me
coriiT.Lnitv .nci.'c' a-» known ;o parents m tne community
anri Id can eii»ciiveiy comrrunicete will, parents the dis-
tricts rsnjirciivcs in sticttrii-ig the iiiforniai-un.

tliaie II - Sradent Lsiigcage Assessment

It loi.ows mat reiyidiess ot a siodeni’t (irst acquired |;,„.
guayr., language- snr. sec- at horni pr n a soria! seuinr,. th> tyoe
o‘ pionram best s.iiue: to- the studeni is one which is comoai-
ibie .y-th h,$ l-inccage chcractenstics Though a student may
have spoken Soamth Oelo.'c learning English, if r.e no longer
speaks Spanish placing him in an etlucatioriai progiam in which
b.isic Skills art tavgni e«clusi'/eiy in Sncirnsh is obviously que;-
tionabie, although jiijc.un him in a lihguisiically hcierogenous
bilingual program wher* m. diild's dominanr language n- use .1

fpr the teacning ol basic skills wnila a second ianjugge. is de-
veloped oiav have nicoiy positive atteclive and cognitive out-
comes. Therelcre. it is necessary to assess the language charac
leristics oi poier-tial tcrgei stuCems.

Suc-h cn assessmeni must be done utiiiaing a measure of
lan.juage compete.net tn English and other langi.agos spokc.t
by the student (See "fAL Meas-nes Language' Uuminance,"
Sylvia Gil. lORA Wcwsietier, Nov l&7Csr.

Following suc<i an „sses5.T.ent me siudent c-aii be classitied

into one of f.ve ca'-.rgoiies:

a) Monolingual in a lariuuage other than English

bl f'redominani S'ueaker of a language other than Eng-
lish. though he knovs-s some Ertglisn

c) bilingual. has soual tacihly in F.pghsh ana some
other leng.iagr'

d* P'eeloriintnt speaker of engirsh, though he knours
some othe' language

ti Monotingjji u, Engirsh, sut-ak.s rvu othr, ‘anguage.
Contrary ic a ccrxern expressed by tome ichnol personne',

Lau Remedies revyuire uiat only cieinanMry scfnxil s'udKtts
Rage 2

who aie monolingual c« a e rredomman, sps-aken. of a l.n-

brogra.::';;;;:':;;..^;^'’'*' -
C. nmn:b”::;'t:'^trk!;m Shglish-speaxing.

q, al ecuc Minr o
heed not be placed ,n a bilin

'"^'bheh, may ot reO-.irtd M t le sijoerd, n utiderad.hming,

hhas! ;i| _ Adiievemopi Cau
If a potential taicy., student is not nguired to be placed ma . ungual ,.rog-,n-. because he is in a.sy of the rh.ee cat.

En rlTs uet
EhSlbh speaker, or monolingual£n_ms, .peikei. lur..ie, „e.lme,n| h rie..end.nt on ih,

.ri.i.in..e n 'c.ioc.l, if me iCiudont is performing at vadewvv, ekuei.ta.Kv no further Lau Remedies ireiimern U re-

V. on P»P“-

II a po....m al target s-uilcm b uixf-rachieving it is required

problem “'T’’i' "'I"”'’'
" =^'*nhosis ol the learning

p oblem and deve-op. an individually p-escribed «lucation,lpa to emecly me existing problem end assure imprm-ed
f»rlcrmsncf». k « «rvi

IJncerachievement is defined in the Lau Remedies as per
o'lr.ing at or below one standard deviaton below the m.eanscore tor non minority lAnglo) chiidren
Thit denriiiion oi underachic.-emem implies that fchool

diS.-icc. mils', determine achievemtni norms for non-cthnic/
facie, minority saidents. The standard de-nation for these
sen-es must be determined, end s-cres of po-ential target stu-
flencs must De compared witi, this criiei ion.

Phase IV — Program Offering

A.r discusseii previously, the school district must provide
two eriucaiional services *or sLudent: umlec ih»Xau Remert.e-
Students who arr monc.ling.,ai pr p-edc.minant speakca of' e
langutge other than En.ji.sh must be pieced in a bilingual edu-
cauon program, delined by OCR ,n .hree wcy.s (see diagram).

otudents who .are cil ngue'. b'-domnanlly or ropnoiingjal
Liigush-sr/eaking must he rfia.jnoied anti .'.n individualiy pie-
Sk.^-b<fd cofnpjubie piogrdin inos: oe aflardRd.

Set^ondsry t.evc*

At the intemvediata and high sch.ool levels the phases tor
the laentific-ation p* th-a target pc-pjlatichn arc the same as at
Lae elcrnet.tary level thovigh tne fourth phase. Piogcam Offtx-
logs, allows for a wider array ol option-.,

S;udems who arc m.onoi.r.gual in a language other than
Er g.i'h may be placed in any of four options available to the
d-stficp

1. A bilingual education program
2. A progiam in which the native language is used exclu-

tiveiy while Eng'ish is being taught js a second language
3 A progiam in -which subject matter it taught m the

native language pnd then bridged into Etiglisfi as Eng-ish is

acsuiied n ihe matter co»j'ies.

• otal tn'.me.'sicn iri ;»rt £f»g!isl'- a> i Stxood t.;irifiyi29€
I£$L} pregfarr. o. High Intensity Langijace Training (HILT;
program ynti' Ud5‘ir*en? rr.i^tery tna langua^ic allowi

snjdcpf ic I'P ploWfi in regular subitet miirer courses
As .7) the caic or icvel stuJenii. srcond iry s*u

ri«'nis who sr*' not mcnoltpguai m ^ tanguagp other \Ivin Eng-
lirh anc urrlerachiewm^ must be .'viagnosi'd giwn on
fndiv.duahy prescribed program whict* ^isurc5 fiTtp*oved

poiiormance.
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REGION G LAU CENTER SIX-PHASE TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE PROCESS

The Region G Lau Center Six-Phase process for

delivering technical assistance to school districts is

described below.

PHASE I: Orientation to Region G Lau Center Capabilities
and to Title VI Civil Rights Act Regulations

Phase I begins with discussion of the school

district's expectations of Region G Lau Center technical

assistance, and makes school districts aware of Region G

Lau Center capabilities for assisting in the development

of an educational master plan for bilingual desegregation

to comply with Title VI and applicable state regulations.

In Phase I school districts are also made aware of the

Institute for Cultural Pluralism capabilities for assisting

in the development of an educational master plan for

bilingual desegregation. Phase I, Orientation, includes:

1. Discussion of school district and Lau Center

expectations for delivery of technical assistance

and training.

2. A review of Title VI and other applicable

regulations governing bilingual desegregation.

3 . A review of the functions and services of the

Region G Lau Center.

296
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4. An overview of the Region G Lau Center six-phase

plan for technical assistance and training.

5. An overview of the Institute for Cultural

Pluralism's areas of educational service including

an introduction to the Community, Home, Cultural

Awareness and Language Training (CHCALT) teacher

training model.

Phase II: Organization of a School District Lau Steering
Committee to Develop an Educational Master
P lan for bilingual Desegregation

Phase II is designed to involve a representative group

of people from the school district and from the community

in the design, development, and implementation of an

educational master plan for bilingual desegregation. Phase

II, Organization of a School District Lau Steering

Committee, includes:

1. Securing a commitment from the school district to

form and involve a representative group of people

from the community, the staff and the student body

in the activities of the Lau Steering Committee.

2. Establishing a process to select and guide the

Lau Steering Committee.

3. Organizing a community relations workshop on the

functions and development of a Lau Steering

Committee.

4. Selecting and facilitating a Lau Steering
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Committee of parents and/or community represen-

tatives, school district personnel, students,

university personnel and board members.

5. Planning activities to implement a Title VI needs

assessment and a plan to comply with Title VI

regulations

.

6. Setting goals to achieve compliance with Title VI

regulations and to develop an educational master

plan for bilingual desegregation.

PHASE III; Implementation of a Title VI Needs Assessment

Phase III is carried out to identify the school

district's specific educational needs in order to comply

with Title VI regulations and to identify student

characteristics (especially oral language skills of limited

and non-English-speaking students)
,
potential instructional

and curriculum needs, staff training needs, community

relations needs, counseling and guidance needs and

administrative needs. Phase III, Needs Assessment,

includes

:

1. Identifying student language dominance and

proficiency in first and second language, student

achievement and sociocultural background.

2. Identifying school district characteristics.

Reconciling student characteristics and school

district characteristics.

3 .
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4. Reporting findings and delineating recommendations

for the development of an educational master plan

for bilingual desegregation.

PHASE IV: Development of An Educational Plan for Bilingual
Desegregation ~

Phase IV develops a comprehensive educational master

plan that recognizes cultural, racial, and linguistic

differences as an integral and positive aspect of American

society, while providing viable teaching designs,

instructional programs, and multicultural curricula for

teaching NES/LES students as well as English-speaking

students. Phase IV, Development of an Educational Master

Plan, includes:

1. Planning the framework of the educational master

plan

.

2. Specifying measurable educational objectives for

bilingual-multicultural education

.

3. Developing strategies for achieving stated

objectives

:

a. Designing instructional programs to meet the

needs of NES/LES students.

b. Designing staff training programs and defining

affirmative action goals.

c. Designing the criteria for selecting,

developing, field testing, and adapting

curriculum materials.
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d. Designing and planning community relations

programs

.

e. Determining the need and direction for

administrative reorganization.

f. Determining the counseling, testing, and

guidance needs of the NES/LES students.

g. Designing a fiscal plan and a management

system to implement an educational master

plan for bilingual desegregation.

PHASE V: Development of Time-Line and Management System
to Implement the School District Educational
Master Plan

Phase V is designed to (1) systematically provide for

the unfolding of activities and implementation of educa-

tional objectives specified in the school district

educational plan and (2) to designate the person (s)

responsible for each activity and the resources needed to

accomplish each activity. Phase V, Development of Time-

Line and Management System, includes:

1. Developing management information and discrepancy

analysis procedures for the implementation of the

educational master plan.

2. Specifying personnel and resources to be involved

in the implementation of the master plan.

3. Specifying persons responsible for implementing

activities, making decisions, and monitoring the
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progress of the educational master plan.

4.

Specifying dates for initial and ongoing

activities and for the implementation/completion

of the master plan.

PHASE VI: Implementation of Educational Master Plan for
Bilingual Desegregation

Phase VI is designed to provide the equal educational

benefits that constitute equal educational opportunity for

NES/LES students. Implementation requires:

1. Developing and implem.enting instructional programs

to meet the needs of NES/LES students.

2. Developing and implementing staff training and

inservice programs.

3. Selecting, developing, field testing, and adapting

curriculum materials.

4 . Implementing a community relations program.

5. Developing and implementing administrative

organization to meet the needs of NES/LES

students

.

6. Implementing a management system.

7. Determining further technical assistance and

training required to implement the educational

master plan.
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STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN DIEGO. CALtFCHNiA 32162

^375 through Aori1 1977 the

ss||S“ “
-ou V. fJivhols supreme Court decision.

e.ung .nc

its

Oical assissance so sc.hool districss sTsoltha^.Ta^JjoJiiar'''

In orc'er for the Lau Center to be a more effective orn--^r‘in providing assistance to districts in nestlno
I wou.d liice to request your assistance in completing tr«'at^-°hedop n.on^survc,. The input ^rom the ncinion surv^; wil 1 be suS:

acMvif'ps'’aL*'^^
‘-filer sta-'r for the purpose of planning future

You-
''- ^^^''-a-drfess&d and stamped envelooe.

«iu

’’f:!
if'-fomotion, please let me know

W..J ^.SbfouSo. Ocher persons to contact are Hr. Leonard Fierro
M.. . Harriett Roevo an.; l)r. Juan Hurtado.

*

Sincerely,

.«.VG:ja

LfiC.

Alberto fi. Ochoa
A.ssistant Professor
School of Education
San Diego State Uniyersity

fjft CAi stace ONiV'sssrry anp cchjf.gss

303
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OPINION SURVEY OH LA'J CENTER TECKNICYil ASSlSTA^NCt

SERVICES

(1975 .. 1977)

The puri-'cse cf this series of questions Is to survey cJistrict p*:v-sornsl

in Southern California that directly or indirectly have teen involved with the Region

G»G«neral Assistance Center (Lau) at San Diego State UniveriUy in developing educat-

ional plans to meet the Lau v. Nichol s Suo>-ems Court decision. The intent of the

survey is to assist the Region G-Lau Center in planning future field activities, work-

shops, manuals and in assessing its technical assistance delivery process and staff.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. Your responses will be held in strict con-

fidence. If you have any questions regarding this survey, please call Albert o Ocho a

at 714 £86-6655.

School District;

City;

Directions; For each of the following questions, please c ircl

e

the nunber corresperd-
ing to the niost appropriate response category *anci fill in tne appropriate
space when necessary.

Your district has requested technical assistance from the Lau Center for trie pu'-pose of;

Not

Yes No_ Appl i cable

1 .

2 .

,1 .

i.

6 ,

1nterp’‘eting federal guidelines
assc’ssinq the district's educational plan

providing '>se’‘vice training to district

staff on Lau compliance
assisting in the development of an educational

master plan

participating in a Lau sponsored workshop/

conference
revievnng and selecting curriculum materials

for limiteci English speaking studerits

i

1

1

2

2

2

2

1 3

<.\>
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7. assisting in ccru-nuiiity relations 1

activi ties
8. providing ?.s.s-!sUr>ce to the dis-

trict Task Fores Coirmittes
responsible for developing
a district Lau plan '

, i

9. assisting in detenriining oral
language assessr^nt
broesdures 1

10. assisting your district to '"e-

spend to an Office fer
Civil Rights request for
a pi 3.?i 1

n. ether (specify 1 j

a

2

1

I

3

3

3

3

12 . Who is the person responsible for the coordination of Lau activities
distnet? (please circle the appr-opriate responses)

in your

Ygs ^ Not Apoli cat'l

a. Superintendent 1 z
b. Assistant Superintendent 1 2
C; Principal (s) 1 ?
d, Silinoual Coordinator 1 z
c'. Compensatory Education Director 1 2
f. Resou''ce Teacher (bilingual ed-

ucation)

1 2

3

3

3

3

3

3

If the Lau Canter W(T9 to undertake specific technical assistance functions in providing
services to your school district, please ‘(ndicate your degree of preference for the
following service functions (please circle number co?-respondir,g to the most apprcpriace
response category)

Not
Important

Somewhet Fiost

Imo-ortant Importan t

13. As a facilitator in building
a clinnte of nctivation that
involve? district personnel
:n developing a comprehensive
educatioi'!;-! i master plan for
'limited and r.on-Englisn speak-
ing students 1

14. As a facilitator of communic-
ation t.hat provides district
personrel with relevant and

accurate inferretion 1r, assis-
ting your district vn develop-
ing arci implaocnting a compre-

hofisive educational master plan

for Lau students 1

2 3 4 5

£. 3 4
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Net
3.mport^.n^:.

oomewhs

t

Important

T5. As a facilitator for promot-
ing positive iPteractior. among
all role groups in the district
In the development and impler.xjnt-
atiofi of an educational mc'^ter
plan s

f *

16. As a facilitator in establishing
a brc'&d based oecision i:ia>;ing

process for the development and
imp] erosritat icn of an educational
master plan

'

-j

17. As a Focilitato" in assisting rhe
district, in escablishino goals for
meeting compliance with" federal
regulations

1

2 3

3

4

4

4

18.

As a facilitator in assisting the
district in the development of
guidelines for deteaiiining the
effectiveness and quill ity"of its
educational services for limited
and non-English speaking students 1 2 3

19.

As a facilitator in identifying
NES/LES student,s ana defining a
process for stu-dent language
assessment ' 123 4

20.

As a facilitator in identifying
progi'am rr.odels tiiat effectively
meet the needs of lES/NES students 1 2

21. As a facilitator in pi'oviding
support to the district admin-
istration in assessin-g school
needs and devising strategies
for attaining a efimate cf equal
educational benefits ]

22. As a facilitator in assisting the
district in forecasting educat-
ional trends Jneeds of the
student population thraiigh
planning processes 1

23. As a facilitator in providirg
support to the district aam’n-
istraticn in resolving ccrrm.inity

and school conflicts pertaining
to bil ingual" 'multicultural ed-
ucation 1

3 4

3 4

Most

IiTipcrtant

5

5

5

5

5

- j-
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As a feci ^ita tor in assistina
the Qi strict 1n th? deveTopn^nt
and 1m'^Ufnentatio;i of a needs
assessment process

25, /is a facilitator in assisting
che district develop a, (riancge--
j.>er.t_ceicponent that monitors
the irnpl omenta ti on process snd
staff effectiveness

Not Somev.'hat Most
Iinport^_ ^ortant ^.portant

^ 2 3 4 5

^ 2345
In developing
role groups v.

26.

27.

28,

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

35.

37.

53,

39.

^or Leu students to what degree do the- ^ollowinn
. .f 'ut. district exert the rrost influence in tne developsnerit cf that plan?

No
I nfl uenc e

Some
Influence

Great deal of
In fl ue nce

School Board Members i

Superintendent
]

District Ctfice Adninistratars 1

Prirr.ipcls
1

Teachers
]

Para professionals
\

Te.ache,r Unions
\

Stucent(Invol vOTent) 1

Business Groups (Cheonber cf Conmarce)!
etc.

Local Govei’TM-.ient Officials 1

Target Conrunity ]

Parer.: Teacher Associations 1

Loca’ Ad'rccscy Agencies 1

Other (Specify
) 1

2

2

2

2

2

2

o
4*

2

2

2

Z

2

2

3

3

3

3

•j

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5
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xTi fnipl cfiienti ng ?r; ed’jcst'oi’ial ifasttr plan for Lau st'jdents
following rose groups bo involved?

to what degree should tlie

Not at All Soincwhat A Great Deal

40. School Beard Members
,

’
1

2 3 4 5

4 1 . S'jperi n tender,*
t 2 3 4 5

42. Cc-ntr-i'’ Office A'iministrators 1 2 3 4 5

43. Principals 1 2 3 4 5

44. Teachers 1 2 3 4 5

45. Parapro fessional

s

1 2 3 4 5

46, Teacher Unions 1 2 3 4 5

47. Student (Involvement) ) 2 3 4 5

48. Business Groups (Chamber of
CoiTiterce .etc.. 1 z 3 4 5

49. Local Oovernirent Officials 1 1 3 4 5

EO. Target Coirrcuni ty 1 2 3 4 5

51. Parent Teacher Association 1 Z 3 4 5

52. Local Union Advocacy Agencies 1 2 3 4 5

53. Other (Specify ) 1 2 3 4 e

54. Yous* district is at what level in addres sing the Lau v. Ni chol

s

supreme Court decision? ‘Cplcas e ci

r

cl e the appropriate
response)

No
Task

Compl eted Ap
Not
pi i c a

b

3. foTCulating initial plans 1 2 -3 4

b. developinn a skeletal educat-
ional pl^h 1 2 3 4

c. dcvalopinc an educacio.'a! master
clan n

1 2 3 4

d. implsoientiog an educational master
plan 1 «• 3 4

b. Other (specify )
i 3 4
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effecron?
"" Sjprano Court decision in ycur district has had an

55. devoiopiriy educational plans
forlirnited and non-Enoiish
speaklny studetits

Minimal

. 1 2

Somu-what

3 4

A Gre.at Deal

5

establishing staff develoKnn-n.f
inter/ice programs

J 2 2 4 5

£'. "lisirict educational policies t
] ?. 3 4 C

^Ci. district allocations (budgetl 1 2 3 4 5

£9. instructional p*\)grarns
1 2 3 4 5

60. cornrnunicati on with corrinunity 1 3 4 5

61. hir-lng policies
1 2 3 4 5

62. administrative responsibilities 1 2 3 4 5

63. cumculLirn (selection of material i) 1 ?. 3 4 5

64. public relations
1 •2 3 t

W 5

65. testing orocedus'es
3 4 5

65. student piacsriin.r.t
1 2 3 4 5

67. short and kng-range planning
i 2 3 4 5

68. other(specify
) 1 2 3 A. s

What specific technical assistance services would you like
undertake in the future in assisting your district develop
master plan:

the

and
Region G-l

impl ement
.au Center to
an educational

Net
Important

Scmev;nar,

Important
Most
Important

69. Implement viorkshops in the
areas of oral language assess-
ment and language deteniiinaticn 'I

L 3 4 5

70. Implement workshops in the areas
of diagnostic and prescriptive
strategies and multicultural bi-
lingual curriculum 1 2 .3 s. 5

71. Implement workshops in rfie areas
df corniunity rslaticns 1

’p
V 3 s 5

72. Implement workshops in the areas
of aininistrati ve orgcnizst.'on
(regulations, rr.ar-aqciTier.t. affiisn-
ative action etc,

5

1

2 3 A 5

-fi-
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Net

/3. Impler'snt inicrvicc s-erk-
shojj.i «o d'i?tr’ic^' psr'ionri!?!
i-T thi'i developtnpr;:. of Lsu
:*>iucationr.] m-aiter o'itnz

'

{district and schco! levels)
]

7<„ Provide ?s!,i stance in thc-

dcvc<C't>';:ent end ir.pl rfrenrii ti or.

*

of process end prodoct evcl-
ueticii procedures •»

Vo, .'.s-'iist your district Lau Steer-
sn? i !\T?!’.i ttce i.n develop ir.g and
iinpl £,T!ent’i('tQ an edoc.itio.ncl
irv3Ster plan 7

Proyide on- ; ite ter,.d.-jical

assistance to your ci' strict
personnel in reference to some
coriiponent or the eci;c?oion.al
master plan

77. .Assist your district in the
imple.TCrudtior. of t.tc Lau
Ce.nte>- Six-Phase T.^ch.nical
*s.s7st3.ncf Process

]

7S. Pre/ida technical assista.nce
mtri'j.als tr.at oporotionol ’za
the Lau Center Six-Ph.tse
Aschoical A.ssistance. P.'ocess l

75. Provide up-to-date irifcraation
concerniic federal a.'d sta ;e

Suidel 1n.}3, regular ion.;,

icgisiationj policies, staff
dovelopr.':ent 7

30. P/o/ics resources a:id rafer-
er:ce£ to nrogram T.'Ods;!?, cuTiCu-
luTi, materia is. process th;t have
oeen impl&r.ented in ether
di.stricts

{ ;

SonoA'hat

I miwr tann

3 ^

4

3

3 4

3 4

4

3 4

3

SI. Provide inforr^itic'fial Dr.esen-
tatio.ns to school d'strict,
personnel (central .office,

scb.inistfTiCors) 12 3 4

2c. P;'oyide irf tftr'ationil p.-esan-
tetiens to teic.hsr ci-Mucs end
u.nidns

‘

'

1 J1 .3 f

test

5

5

0

.5

.5

5
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83. Provide infomv?t1ona1 cresp.ntations
to parents

Not
Important

Somewhat

Import.ant
Most

Important

S4.

85.

36 .

87.

88 .

S9,

90.

Provide informational presentations
to sdioci toavu iiienbers

Facil^tat*i a dialooiic amonq cjj’ouos that
express fears and concerns regarding the
implementation of the tau dacisic.n

Provide models,
_

alternative aperoarhes
and exsfiipies of existing operating
programs

Provide Lau materials, dccim'.ented
information and defined processes to
district perso’.nc'i

Provide specialised consultants to assist
in the development and imol cmentation of
the* plan

Other{please specify .J

How
or

has tho target co.imunity in vour disrict been involved in develoninnimplementing yctr Lac e duca t i o na i master plan?
developing

5. informational
b. advisory
c. task force cosTii ttees/ advisory
d. decision mak;ng
e. other (specify J

Hot
5t All

1

1

I

1

Som e

2

2

2

1

1

A Great Not
8 s <a 1 Appl i cab 1 e

How are the edocationai needs of liraited and non-English speaking students determined in
your district?

Least Often Somewhat Most Often
Used Used Used

91. formal testing proceaures 1 2 3 4 5

92. psychological testing 1 2 3 4 5

93. principal s' svalustion of school needs J 2 3 4 5

94. q'jestionnai res/surveys
1 2 3 4 5

95. teacher judgenent/oDinion 1 2 w 5
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Least Often Somewhat
— Used Used

f'tost Often
Used

9S. district data (surname, abssntaeism
drc'p-out rates, retention, etc.)

37, other. (specify

2 3 4

2 3 4

Please ccnrnent on tne following questions:

98. What, in ycur opinion, are the problems
Lau educational n.aster plan?

your district has faced in devel opi no a

99. Wha^, in your opinion, are the proolems your district
a Lau educational naster plan?

is facing in imp ! ementi no

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.

- 5-



APPENDIX G

VALUE SCALE FOR PLOTTING DISTRICTS
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PLANNING PROCESS SCALE

Stage I: Determination of Legal Requirements

+2 Strong Motivation to comply
+1 Acceptance to comply
0 Not applicable

-1 Nonacceptance to comply
-2 Strong Negative Motivation not to comply

Stage II: Initiation of Compliance

+2 Strong Positive Involvement in task
+1 Positive Involvement in task
0 No Involvement in task

-1 Negative Involvement in task
-2 Strong Negative Involvement in task

Stage III: Implementation of Compliance

1. Specification of Scope and Proposed Organizational
Change

+4 Strong Positive Accomplishment of task
+2 Positive Accomplishment of task
0 No Involvement in task

-2 Negative Accomplishment of task
-4 Strong Negative Accomplishment of task

2. Mutual Adaptation of Plan and Institutional Setting

+4 Strong Mutual Adaptation
+2 Mutual Adaptation
0 Non-implementation

-2 Cooptation
-4 Strong Cooptation Effort

3. Implementation of Strategy to Operationalize Plan

+4 Strong Positive Accomplishment of task
+2 Positive Accomplishment of task
0 No Involvement in task

-2 Negative Accomplishment of task
-4 Strong Negative Accomplishment of task
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stage IV: Incorporation of Compliance

+6 Strong support
+3 Support
0 No action or Implementation

-3 Lack of Support
+6 Strong Lack of Support



ORGANIZATIONAL

CLIMATE

AND

MOTIVATIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS

SCALE
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APPENDIX H

GRIDS FOR ASSESSING DISTRICT
PLANNING BEHAVIOR
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RATING PROCEDURES FOR ASSESSING THE PLANNING
PROCESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

BEHAVIOR OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS

The criteria for rating a school district's planning

process behavior (task activity) and organizational climate

behavior (receptivity) is based on the identified

characteristics described in Chapters 3 and 4 for each

respective dimension.

In rating the planning process (task activity)

dimension. Figure 6 (p. 130) and the planning process scale

(p. 314) were used to derive at a value score for each

characteristic of the four-stage planning process of Lau

compliance

.

The rating of the organizational climate (receptivity)

dimension used Figure 7 (p. 136) and its value scale

(p. 316) to derive at a score for each characteristic of

the four-stage planning process of Lau compliance.

See pages 319-320 for a sample of a district rating in

each of the two dimensions (task activity and receptivity) .
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